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1Introduction
Ideation is the process of idea creation, which can occur in many departments and pro-
ject stages of a firm (Krieger and Wang, 2008). ere have been efforts – some of them
quite successful – to outsource ideation from an organisation to an outside public, of-
ten by allowing individuals to hand in suggestions or ideas via Internet. Ideas that were
good enough to be implemented are usually rewarded (Kleemann et al., 2008, p. 6). e
intention is to use the potential of vast resources that would be very expensive to the
organisation in other models, for example the cost of long term employment that is not
purely success based. e process described is called crowdsourcing and can be very
interesting to a firm, because it thereby can achieve access to specialised knowledge of
consumers (Bayus, 2010, p. 2) or collective intelligence, if we believe in such a concept
(Fisher et al., 1998).
According to Terwiesch and Xu, the usage of ideation contests for this outsourcing pro-
cess is growing and becoming more relevant to the industry in general (2010) (Terwiesch
and Xu, 2010). While Terwiesch and Xu state that altruism must be a very important
driving factor for the participants of these contests, Toubia examines the performance
of monetary incentives and shows, that they can be of high use in some cases (Terwiesch
and Xu, 2010; Toubia, 2006).
e organiser of the ideation contest can be regarded as principal and the participants
as agents. e contest itself can be modelled as a game. An analysis of these games is
oen done by a theoretic analytical approach and a focus on the principal or the design
of such a contest, e.g. in (Chawla et al., 2012).
In this thesis wewill focus on the behaviour of agents in ideation contests withmonetary
incentives. From the various possibilities for incentive schemes (Lichtner, 2012), we use
all four combinations of flat and performance based incentives, as well as private and
collaborative ones, in which the reward of the agent depends either on the individual
performance or on the performance of the group.
2 Introduction
Instead the ideation contest is modelled by a round-based tournament, in which the
agents have access to various actions related to ideation plus leisure. is game, which is
described in Chapter 1, is assumed to be a good approximation of a real ideation contest.
Acknowledgement for its creationmust go to Kleer et al., bywhom it was designed (Kleer
et al., 2012, App. A).
In distinction to many other papers in this field, we are now interested in approximat-
ing optimal behaviour for the agents under the condition of a certain incentive scheme.
Assuming that the game model we use is close to real ideation games, we can examine
agent-behaviour by analysing this special game. is enables us to solve the question
which agent-behaviour has higher probabilities of success to a certain degree analytic-
ally, but also and foremostly enables us to simulate the game.
In this way and in distinction to many other papers of game-theory, we do not draw
analytical conclusions from very strict assumptions, but dispense with all assumptions
apart from the model of the simulation itself. is should provide a higher conformity
with empirical solutions. In this way we expect this paper to give further insight into
agent-behaviour in ideation games, especially by the use of simulation which can be
expected to reach more insights closer to reality than a purely analytical approach.
Building up on this thesis, its findings about rational agent behaviour can be compared
to the observed one. is will hopefully allow a deeper understanding of the motivation
of the agents, with which in turn these ideation contests could be refined.
To develop these ideas the paper is structured as follows: To allow us to propose heur-
istics that achieve their target, we start with a close analysis of the game and an exam-
ination of the probable results when going from one round to the next. ese analytical
results will help us propose heuristics, which will be formulated as algorithms.
ereaer, we will give a brief introduction into the build-up and into the design aspects
of the simulator. A more detailed approach is given in Appendix A. It is not essential to
the elaborations of this paper, but will support future developers of the program.
e last chapter is dedicated to analyses and evaluations of the test cases run with this
simulator. In these simulations all formulated heuristics compete against each other to
avoid them only working well in self-play or not being sufficiently robust for a real
seing.
e results of these simulations will be presented and discussed. As a conclusion we
expect to give algorithmic decision proposals to the participants of an ideation contest.
31. Formal Description of the Game
1.1. Concept
e game examined in this work follows an original design by Kleer et al. and was
already used in an experimental approach concerning ideation. Hence, there already
exists a description. e goal of the original description was to inform human exper-
imentees. erefore it is very clear and easily readable, but lacks a certain formality,
which is indispensable for our purposes. us, we will introduce a formal description in
this chapter of the game that can be transferred into a computer program without much
ado and eases mathematical conclusions. is makes the following definitions a rather
dry read, but we will be able to reap the fruits in the next chapter.
Only minor supplements have been made to the model. is was necessary, because
some factors were not relevant to the experimentees, but are to us.
e design approach was to create a game that approximates those contests that are
currently in industrial use well. For comparison, we can look at Dell’s IdeaStorm (Bayus,
2010, p.10) or Chart 2 - 4 (Kleemann et al., 2008, p.13, p.16-17) (inter alia).
e game has a “hidden” principal-agent setup: We can imagine there being a principal
(firm) that is doing an ideation contest and agents participating in it. Since we are ex-
amining the agent’s responses, the principal is not included in the game as an actor. e
actions of the principal are modelled instead by incentive schemes. e course of time
in the game is modelled by rounds.
Definition 1. (Tournament)egame is a round based tournament consisting of five rounds
j 2 J .
4 1. Formal Description of the Game
1.2. Players / Agents
All players are agents in the economic and informational use of the word.1 ere are two
different types of players in this game. e computer players and the “human” players.
e human players are those starting the first round, while computer players can enter
the game in later rounds. In the ensuing simulation all playerswill be computer programs
and not real persons.
Nomination 1. (Agents) Let us call the set of all agents I and its elements i. is set grows
in the course of the game, but its initial size is 5.
1.3. Actions
Each agent can perform several actions each round. e range of combinations of these
actions is limited by action points.
Definition 2. (Action Points) Ea action consumes action points. An agent has to use
exactly six action points ea round.
ese action points can be used to do one or more of the following actions:
Definition 3. (Action: Generate a new idea). Cost: 4 action points.
Result: Creation of a new improvable idea di;j;l of quality qi;j;l. qi;j;l is distributed according
to the normal distribution truncated at both sides as defined in (Johnson and Kotz, 1970,
p. 81-87), with the corresponding non-truncated variable being called q0. q0 is distributed
normally with mean  = 5 and variance  = 1. q is the distribution of q0 truncated with
1eword “agent” is defined by computer scientists and by economists in a differentway. Both definitions
can be applied to the players of this game. To discuss the differences here is not deemed useful.
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the le bound l = 0 and the right bound r = 10. e creator of an idea by this action is
called the owner of the idea.
qn  N ( = 5;  = 1): (1.1)
q  T N ( = 5;  = 1; l = 0; r = 10): (1.2)
Nomination 2. (Nomination of Ideas) An idea is denoted by d 2 D. Every idea has a
quality q 2 [0; 10]. For ea idea the index constitutes of the round it was produced in, the
player by whi2it was produced and a counter, if multiple ideas have been produced in one
round by the same player:
di;j;l; qi;j;l; with i 2 I; j 2 J; l 2 N: (1.3)
Definition 4. (Improvable ideas). Whether an idea is improvable can be determined with
the function b that is defined on the set of all ideas D.
b : D ! f0; 1g; d 7!
8<:1 if d is improvable,0 else. (1.4)
Definition 5. (Action: Improve an existing idea). Cost: 3 action points.
Parameters: Any existing improvable idea di;j;l as original.
Result: With probability p a new improvable idea di0;j0;l0 will be created. If this happens, the
original idea ceases to be improvable. e idea whi is produced by improvement inherits
the owner from the original idea. Its quality is given by q0, with
2All players in this paper are computer programs, even the “human” players.
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p(qi;j;l) =

1  qi;j;l
10
 3
4
: (1.5)
q0 = qi;j;l +

2  qi;j;l
5

: (1.6)
Multiple ideas can be improved in one round, but the same idea may not be given as para-
meter for improvement by the same player multiple times in the same round.
0 2 4 6 8 10
0.
0
0.
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l)
Figure 1.1.: Probability p(qi;j;l) of the action “improve an existing idea” succeeding.
Definition 6. (Action: Invite new participants) Cost: 2 action points.
Result: Five computer players i are invited. Ea player is one of the following types, de-
pending on i 2 (0; 1)  U (0; 1) 8i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g and the type of i is
A) CPINVENTOR, if i  0:04. is player ooses the action “generate a new idea” once
every round.
B) CPCOMMENTATOR, if i  0:14. is player tries tooose the action “improve an existing
idea” twice ea round with two random improvable ideas.
C) CPCIRCULATOR, if i  0:16. is player ooses the action “invite new participants”
trice ea round.
D) CPRANDOM, if i  0:2. e CPRANDOM type becomes one of the other types (A,B,C,E),
with probabilities P (AjD) = P (BjD) = P (CjD) = P (EjD) = 0:25.
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E) CPNONPARTICIPANT, if i  1. In these cases no player joins the game.
Definition 7. (Action: Leisure) Cost: 1 action point.
Result: Spend the action point for leisure and receive an instant reward of e 0.10.
1.4. Game Course
e Game is a tournament in the game-theoretic sense. In an arbitrary order the players
make their choices in each round. Once all choices aremade, randomvariables are drawn,
which determine the quality of the generated ideas, the success of improvements and the
results of invitations. When the next round commences each player can see the ideas
created in the previous round, but not the choices the other players made. Aer five
rounds the game ends and a final reward is paid, the amount of which depends on the
incentive scheme.
1.5. Incentives
Since we are interested in the agent behaviour, we have not modelled the principal as a
player. Instead, we use one of four incentive schemes in a game, according to which the
players are paid out. ereby the game does not belong to the class of zero sum games
(Nisan, 2007).
e incentive schemes are subdivided in two ways: First there are flat incentive schemes,
in which the payout is not related to the quality of produced ideas, and performance
based ones, in which it is. Secondly, there are incentive schemes that reward the group
(collective) and those that reward the individual (private). e group that is paid out in
the collective seing consists only of the initial five “human” players – not of the com-
puter players. us the final collective reward is always split on five players, exactly. e
amount of the final reward, however, depends on the quality of the ideas of all players.
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Definition 8. (Payout, Utility)e payout ui in all incentive semes is a sum of two terms,
one depending on the incentive seme and one being the payout for the action points spent
on leisure. e payout is intended to be a proportional measure of utility without discount-
ing.
All incentive schemes reward leisure in the same way. is reward for leisure is not
intended as being a part of the design of the principal, but rather compensates that the
utility function of the agents is not only dependent on money.is payout for time spent
in leisure is a way to incorporate this trade-off and to be able to map the payout directly
onto a utility function.
Definition 9. (Payouts according to the incentive scheme)
private collective
flat ui = 4 + 0:1
P
j2J
ki;j ui = 4 + 0:1
P
j2J
ki;j
performance
based
ui =
8>><>>:
20 + 0:1
P
j2J
ki;j if qbp;i = qbc
0 + 0:1
P
j2J
ki;j else:
ui = 0:5qbc + 0:1
P
j2J
ki;j
ki;j is the number of action points spent on leisure by player i in round j.
qbp;i = max
j2J;l2N
(qi;j;l)
qbc = max
i2I;j2J;l2N
(qi;j;l)
If di;j;l does not exist, qi;j;l = 0.
1.6. Choices
Nomination 3. A player i can oose multiple actions ea round j. e tuple ci;j =
(n1; n2; n3; n4) with n1; n2; n3; n4 2 N0 is called a oice.
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n1; n2; n3 and n4 count how oen the actions “generate a new idea”, “improve an existing
idea”, “invite new participants” and “leisure” were performed, respectively.
Nomination 4. LetD be the set of ideas existing in the current stage of the game. From this
set a player can pi the ideas whi it wants to improve according to the restrictions of the
action “improvement of an existing idea“ (Definition 5 & 4). e ideas the player i wants
to improve in round j we call i;j = (d1; d2), with d1;2  (D [ ;; d1 6= d2; b (d1;2) = 1).
is means that if the action “improvement of an existing idea” was not in the oice of the
player, then  = fg.
1.7. Strategy
e decisions an actor makes in the whole course of a game is called strategy, (Gibbons,
1992, p. 4). A strategy in this game consists of the choices of all rounds and the ideas
used for improvement.3
Definition 10. (Strategy) Ea player i has a strategy that is the ordered set of oices and
ideas used for improvement, it made during a game. Since a game has five rounds,
si = (ci;1; i;2; ci;2; i;3; ci;3; i;4; ci;4; i;5; ci;5); c 2 C;   D: (1.7)
where ci;j is the oice made by player i in round j and i;j are the ideas used for improve-
ment by player i in round j.
3Some problems arise from the inclusion of elements of D which is not well defined. We will address
these problems in the next chapter.
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2. Analysis of the Game
2.1. Motivation
e question, why the game should be examined analytically, is legitimate. e subject
of this paper is to simulate heuristics for agent behaviour in the specified ideation game.
ese heuristics can be constructed by intuition.
A more promising approach, however, is first to find out as much as possible about the
game we are designing heuristics for. Later, we can use this knowledge for a methodolo-
gical approach to design the heuristics. e advantage of this approach is that the design
procedure of the heuristics can be transferred to other games which are similar. ereby
this chapter is the pathway to Chapter 3, in which the heuristics and algorithms are
given. While those heuristics can only be expected to do well in just this specific game,
the chosen pathway can be applied to all similar games.
Since heuristics usually do not provide an optimal solution, their benefit can only be
measured by means of simulation or an elaborate analysis of individual cases. e result
of this analysis does not need to provide conclusive evidence for properties of the heur-
istics. For this the method of simulation will be used, while a formal analysis is only a
step-stone to devise them.
e theorems or results of this chapter can all be mathematically proven and hence at
least proof sketches are provided for all statements. To avoid this chapter overstretching
in terms of size and complexity, the proofs oen are not wrien out completely. Anyway
the derived statements may not be overrated, because they only consider immediate and
direct results in the transition between two consecutive rounds. As long as we bear this
in mind, the results are sufficient to guess heuristics, which will later be validated.
In the remaining part of the chapter we will first turn to game theory and current re-
search for help in the analysis and examine the advantages and confines of game-theory,
including recent methods of computational game-theory. We will elaborate why these
existing methods are not sufficiently equipped to deal with the problem of this thesis,
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thereby verifying simulation as the basic method of this paper. erefore, we will go on
to examine which statements can be made by an analytical approach and what has to be
simulated. is done, we will produce conclusions that can be obtained analytically and
promise to aid us in formulating heuristics properly.
2.2. Classical Gameeory
We use the term “classical game theory” to describe the non-computational compon-
ents of this field. Game eory as a whole is the study of strategic decision making.
More formally, it can be defined as “the study of mathematical models of conflict and
cooperation between intelligent rational decision-makers” (Myerson, 1997, p. 1). In this
spirit, significant parts of game theory actually depend on some very strict assumption
that allow formal conclusions. ere is a consensus in most game-theoretic approaches
to assume that all players are acting rationally – they are of the species “homo oeco-
nomicus” that is well known to the economist, but appears less oen in anthropological
studies.
It can be generally agreed that in real-life seings irrational players can be encountered.
Algorithmic game-theory deals with this problem and how well an algorithm reacts to
the presence of irrational players. A good reaction to irrational players is termed robust-
ness of an algorithm (Apt and Grädel, 2011, p. 264). Classical game-theory can only deal
with the existence of these players by confining the conclusions to the best responses
instead of proposing a perfect strategy.
A lot of the conclusions derived are therefore not usable ormust be applied very carefully
in a seing in which the existence of at least one irrational player is possible.We propose
that in ideation games irrational players exist or at least those whose utility function is
so unusual that their actions seem irrational, exist.
e second assumption, oen included implicitly, is that all players have the resources
to act rationally. e oen used Nash equilibrium for example is very costly in terms of
computation: Even in small games the search for its existence is only PPAD-complete
(Nisan, 2007, p. 16). is means that the question of whether a solution exists can be
answered in polynomial time, whereas the search for this solution is even more com-
plex.
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Apart from these obvious problems, the results we can obtain with only very few as-
sumptions are very limited.e less trivial themathematically obtained conclusions shall
be, the more assumptions have to be made.
Due to these reasons, we will not use general theorems that are made in classical game
theory, since all non-trivial ones would require us to introduce assumptions we cannot
justify.
2.3. Learning Algorithms and eory of Multi-Agent
Systems
e second area of research that looks very promising for application in this paper is
algorithmic game theory and the theory of multi-agent systems. In computer-science an
agent is a soware system – located in an environment – that is in a continuous cycle of
perceive, reason and act (PRA) (Lind, 2001). e game we are dealing with in this thesis
is a multi-agent system in this sense if the used heuristics perceive their environment.
For such systems, which can be encountered in a wide range of disciplines, a lot of learn-
ing algorithms have been proposed that promise to help achieve a system goal or indi-
vidual goals of the agents (Fudenberg and Levine, 1998). Algorithmic game theory, which
proves results such as the convergence to equilibrium of these algorithms in self-play,
has evolved in parallel (Nisan, 2007). e problem here is that a lot of the properties
needed can only be mathematically shown for self-play or under other assumptions that
will not necessarily hold in our seing. 1
e results obtained for algorithms in self-play cannot be used by us, although they are
acceptable in other areas, because these areas are oriented on the principal as a con-
trolling superior: is means that the principal can control what type of agents it has.
It uses perceiving agents to solve its problems, if an optimal solution is not known or
very costly obtained. Since there is no optimal solution, it is hard for the principal to tell
the agent-players exactly what to do. erefore, a perceiving heuristic is given to them
that can even include communication between the agents. If the algorithms converge to
an optimal solution in self-play, this approach produces solutions that are satisfactory
(Conitzer and Sandholm, 2003). Applications wherein this use of agents has proven to be
1A good exposition of this problem can be found in (Conitzer and Sandholm, 2003) which promotes the
concept of self-play and (Powers et al., 2007, p. 49) that argues against it.
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fruitful include problems related to to transport routes, traffic management, warehouse
control, &c. (Uhrmacher and Weyns, 2009, content).
In this paper, however, the viewpoint is that of the agent, hence we do not want to
find strategies that work best for the principal, but we want to explore the best way of
action for the agents under a fixed incentive scheme. e assumption that all agents use
the same heuristic is not justifiable. e learning algorithms proposed in various papers
of algorithmic game-theory can be applied for this paper if they use other methods of
quality indication than self-play.
Fudenberg and Levine for example propose detecting paerns that will build up a set of
plausible reactions (Fudenberg and Levine, 1998, p. 233) or regret minimization. ere
are various learning algorithms in existence, that also do well without assuming self play
– see (Powers et al., 2007).
Learning algorithms built upon assumptions that correspond well to our game can be
used. However, none of these algorithms seem to be optimised for our seing. Indeed, a
lot of them depend on an injection existing from the strategy space to the payouts. e
problem with this dependence will become clear in the next section.
It would be very interesting to use some of the proposed learning algorithms of the cited
papers. Unfortunately most of them are not applicable to this game.ose that are would
be very hard to implement and involve high computational costs, thereby only being the
means to finding a decent strategy.
In summary learning algorithms seem to be promising for the research of agent beha-
viour in ideation games. For basic conclusions on agent behaviour in ideation games,
the application of learning algorithms will, however, not be the most efficient way. It
cannot be assumed safely that complex algorithms do well, if there is no possibility of
knowing the equilibrium of a game and the strategy space they operate on cannot be
declared explicitly. erefore we will not employ learning algorithms in this thesis.
2.4. Properties of the Strategy Space
As already claimed in Section 2.3, the existence of a well defined strategy space is pre-
requisite for some learning algorithms and for those classical constructs of game-theory
that try to find an optimal strategy or equilibrium for a proposed game. Also for our own
deductions, it is of interest to find some properties of the strategy space. If there is no
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finite or well-defined strategy-space, are there subsets that we can examine instead and
on to what parts of the game can these conclusions be transferred to?
Before we show that a well-defined strategy space does not exist in this game, we will
construct the smaller space of choices. Since each player has a limited amount of action
points per round to spend (six), the number of action points consumed by a choice can
be calculated as follows:
Lemma 1. (Action Points)e number of action points used in round j by player i is given
by:
naction points used = ci;j  (4; 3; 2; 1): (2.1)
We are not able to give a rule which integers will fulfill this straight-forwardly, which is
why we start with a weaker condition:
Proposition 1. (Possibly Allowed Choices) e following set of possibly allowed choices
includes all elements that satisfy the inequality
naction points used  6 (2.2)
C 0eligible =
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
(1; 0; 0; 0); (0; 1; 0; 0); (0; 0; 1; 0); (0; 0; 0; 0);
(1; 0; 1; 0); (0; 2; 0; 0); (0; 0; 1; 1); (0; 0; 0; 1);
(1; 0; 0; 1); (0; 1; 1; 0); (0; 0; 1; 2); (0; 0; 0; 2);
(1; 0; 0; 2); (0; 1; 1; 1); (0; 0; 1; 3); (0; 0; 0; 3);
(0; 1; 0; 1); (0; 0; 1; 4); (0; 0; 0; 4);
(0; 1; 0; 2); (0; 0; 2; 0); (0; 0; 0; 5);
(0; 1; 0; 3); (0; 0; 2; 1); (0; 0; 0; 6);
(0; 0; 2; 2);
(0; 0; 3; 0)
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
(2.3)
Proof Sket. e proof of proposition 1 goes quickest by simple counting and marking:
Assuming the first value of the choice vector is one, we know that a new idea costs four
action points, thereby reducing the ones le over to two. is only allows a finite set of
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possibilities. In this way we can proceed from the most costly action onwards until there
are no choices le to consider.
To move on from this finite and handable set for the inequality to the stricter condition
is a quick step, because now we can use the finiteness of the set.
Proposition 2. (Allowed Choices) e following set of allowed choices includes all ele-
ments that satisfy the equality
naction points used = 6 (2.4)
C 0allowed =
8><>:
(1; 0; 0; 2); (0; 1; 0; 3); (0; 0; 1; 4); (0; 0; 0; 6)
(1; 0; 1; 0); (0; 1; 1; 1); (0; 0; 2; 2);
(0; 2; 0; 0); (0; 0; 3; 0);
9>=>; ; (2.5)
and
jC 0allowedj = 9i: (2.6)
Proof. Out of the choices from Proposition 1 we now only have to find out which ones
are allowed, by multiplying them with (4; 3; 2; 1) and eliminating those, for which the
result does not equal 6. Sincewe showed that all elements that satisfy theweak inequality
have already been included in the set of above named proposition, all of the vectors that
satisfy this condition were already included in the above superset. ereby, we have
proven that we found all elements of C 0allowed.
At this point we have not only achieved a reduction of the set of choices to a small finite
one, but we also know all the elements of this set (which will not be possible for the idea
improvement element of the strategy). erefore, we cannot make deductions about the
size and composition of the strategy space yet. However, we can separate the strategy
into a set containing the choices and a set containing the ideas used for improvement.
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Definition 11. (Player i’s Choice Space) e oice space Ci of player i is the space of all
possibilities in whi player i can play the game. A specific oice ci is an element of Ci,
with ci = (ci;1; ci;2; ci;3; ci;4; ci;5). Note the significance of only one index.
With the knowledge of the size of C 0allowed, we can easily calculate the minimal number
of all possible permutations (Cramer and Kamps, 2008). A minimum of the choice space
of a player is given if we only allow those choices that do not include idea improvement,
because these choices are available in a game, independently of the course of the game.
jCij = jC 0allowedj5
 jC 0allowed n f(0; 1; 0; 3); (0; 1; 1; 1); (0; 2; 0; 0)gj5
= 65
= 7776: (2.7)
Lemma 2. Ea player has at least 7776 ways of playing the game not including the possib-
ilities to improve existing ideas.
Definition 12. (Choice Space) e oice space C is the space of all possibilities in whi
the game can be played, concerning oices only.
C =
Y
i2I
Ci: (2.8)
Deductions about the size of the choice space are already futile or can only be made with
strict assumptions, because the size of the choice space depends on how many players
were successfully invited and when. For reasons of justifying the use of simulation and
the restrictions of equilibria in this application, we can have a peak at the minimal size
of the choice space for five players in all rounds:
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Definition 13. (Minimal Size of Choice Space) e size of the oice space is minimal,
when only five players exist in the whole game and is estimated by:
jCj  77765 > 2:81e14: (2.9)
is leads us very quickly to the last proposition of this section. It should be noted that
this proposition is not the only outcome of the last three pages, but only marks the end
of sensible exploration of the strategy space. It is of vital importance for ensuing heur-
istics that the set of possible choices has been reduced to finiteness and that we have an
idea on what kind of sets we are operating. By the arguments made, we can see, why
deductions about choices including the improvement of ideas and the invitation of play-
ers quickly lead to a strategy-space that is not well-defined. erefore, only deductions
that concern the step from one round to the next can be made safely. Statements about
choices that shall be valid for the whole game work on a space of choices or strategies
that is undefined.
Proposition 3. Computability of Strategy Space Considering the strategy space to be
changed by an improvement of an idea and joining players and considering that the
minimal size of the choice space is already huge, it can be safely proposed, that making
computations for the whole strategy space is not possible.
erefore, we will mainly consider only the change from one round to the next.
2.5. Properties of the Actions
2.5.1. Motivation and Approa
To the agents in the game there are several actions available as were described in Sec-
tion 1.3. Some impact of these actions was already given ad definitionem.
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We have proposed that a conclusive game-theoretical contemplation of the strategy
space is not possible. ereby we will not be able to prove the quality or rationality
of a certain strategy. ere are still two ways in which we can use sensible deductions.
First, we can examine the actions, especially those concerning idea creation and improve-
ment, when considering two consecutive rounds. Although we cannot state whether one
action is more likely to let the player achieve its goals in the whole game, we can con-
template the transition from one round to the other. Regarding for example the goal of
having the best idea in a game, we want to know how this is influenced by the differ-
ent actions. is knowledge can then be transferred to the choices of a player which
hopefully allows us to create sensible heuristics.
Secondly, we can consider the behaviour of the computer players. eir influence on the
game can be approximated in some cases, because the computer players follow simple
heuristics.
ese deductions will be discussed in the following sections.2
2.5.2. Generate a New Idea
ality Distribution
We were given the distribution of qualities for the ideas that are created by the action
“generate a new idea” , but are not yet able to give a probability density function or
cumulative density function. Since in some incentive schemes the best idea of a player or
group is of vital importance for the reward, we should derive the cumulative probability
density function (cdf ) of the quality of the ideas.is function can give us the probability
P (X  x) which is relevant for this case.
To arrive at the cdf we have to start off with the derivation of the probability density
function (pdf ) of the truncated normal distribution. e derivation mainly follows Olive
(Olive, 2005, p. 105-108). Before going media in res we should briefly recall the Law of
Bayes which is oen used in this chapter.
2It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic definitions and theorems about probability density
functions (pdf ) and cumulated probability density functions (cdf ). If not, reference to (Schlather, 2006)
is given.
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Remark 1. (Law of Bayes) (Cramer and Kamps, 2006, p. 13):
P (AjB) = P (A \B)
P (B)
:
With these tools we are able to propose and prove a lemma about the distribution of q:
Lemma 3. (Generate New Idea – Probability Density Function (pd) for ality)
e probability density function for the quality q of a new idea is given by:
pdf (q) =
8>><>>:
1p
22
e
 (q )2
22
( r  ) ( l  )
for q 2 (l; r)
0 else:
with  and 2 being the mean and variance of the non-truncated distribution, l being the
le and r the right truncation point. ; is the cumulative probability density function for
the non-truncated normal distribution with mean  and variance 2.
Proof Sket. We know that the normal distribution has a probability density function
which is absolutely continuous in respect to the Riemann measure (Taylor, 1997, 57)
and that the cumulative distribution function cdf therefore exists. ere is no known
closed representation of the integral, but we can approximate numerically and denote
the result cdfN (;) := (; ). Regarding the random variable q from Definition 3 we
name the event “q 2 R” A and the event “q 2 (0; 10)” B in congruence to the wording
of Remark 1. Furthermore logic dictates that P (:B) = P (q < 0) + P (q > 10).
Having met these prerequisites, we can apply the Law of Bayes to the pdf of a non-
truncated normal distribution and derive the probability density function for the trun-
cated normal distribution.
Once we have obtained the probability density function for the truncated normal distri-
bution, the derivation of the cumulated probability density function is small:
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Lemma 4. (Generate New Idea – Cumulative Density Function (cd) for ality)
e cumulative density function for the quality q of a new idea is given by:
cdf(q) =
8<:
5;1(q) 5;1(l)
5;1(r) 5;1(l) for q 2 (l; r)
0 else
with  and 2 being themean and variance of the non-truncated distribution, l being the le
and r the right truncation point. ; is the cumulative non-truncated normal distribution
for mean  and variance 2.
Proof Sket. e cumulative density function can be obtained directly from the probab-
ility density function, since it is defined as:
cdf(x) :=
Z x
 1
pdf(t) dt: (2.10)
Moments of the Truncated Normal Distribution
A statistical variable that is distributed according to the truncated normal distribution
has a finite range, whilst the normal distribution has an infinite range. is already al-
lows us to suspect a lower spread. Especially since we have a very good intuitive un-
derstanding of the non-truncated normal distribution, it is interesting to compare these
distributions, without discussing, why this model needs a truncated normal distribu-
tion.
Having found the probability density function and the resulting cumulative density func-
tion, we shall look at these functions first. e expected value and variance are two val-
ues that can be used to distill properties of different distributions for comparison. It will
soon be of use for the derivation of these moments that we are dealing with a symmetric
truncation:
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Nomination 5. Symmetrically Truncated Normal Distribution
If 9k 2 R, with a =    k and b =  + k, with a being the le and b the right
truncation point and  the mean of the non-truncated normal distribution, we call this
distribution symmetrically truncated.
Lemma 5. (Moments of Symmetrically Truncated Normal Distribution)
E(q) =  (2.11)
V AR(q) = 2

1  2k'(k)
2(k)  1

(2.12)
with  and 2 being the mean and variance of the non-truncated distribution, a being the
le and b the right truncation point and k = b 

.  is the standard normal cumulated
probability function and ' is the standard probability density function.
Proof Reference. See (Olive, 2005, p. 106, Corrolary 4.6) for a detailed proof of the general
formula.
Proof Sket. Because the comprehensive proof is very complex, we only give reference
to a it. e special case of the symmetrically truncated normal distribution can be de-
duced from the fact that the two pdfs differ only in the numerator. By using the sym-
metry properties of the cumulated probability distribution of the normal distribution
and the fact that the truncation points have the same distance from the mean, we can
simplify Olive’s proof considerably. Of course, it is then only applicable to this special
case.
Having found the way of calculating the expected value and variance for the special
distribution we are dealing with, we calculate the moments and compare them to the
moments of the non-truncated normal distribution.
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Result 1. (Moments for q  T N ( = 5; 2 = 1; l = 0; r = 10))
• E(q) = 5 = E(q0).
• V AR(q) = 0:9631472 = V AR(q)
V AR(q0) .
with q0  N ( = 5; 2 = 1))
Comparing both probability density functions we see that the differences are only
minute (Figure 2.1a). However, the model requires the values to be always in a certain
range (0,10), which requires a truncation. We can safely work with this truncated distri-
bution in the same way as with the normal distribution. For decent approximations of
values lying in (0,10) we can even use the corresponding functions of the non-truncated
distribution, because the differences of these distributions are nearly negligible.
In the ensuing simulation we have implemented the functions for cumulative and prob-
ability density functions we have developed here. e code can be found in Appendix B,
Section B.1.24 & B.1.17. ey are needed by the heuristics.
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Figure 2.1.: Two plots concerning the action “generate a new idea”
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Chances of Generating a New (Personal) Best Idea In One Step
To enable a comparison to the action “improvement of an existing idea” we have to make
one final conclusion that is of high importance for a heuristic that tries to produce the
best idea in a game:
e probability to find a beer idea than an (existing) one of quality qe can be deduced
by using the cdf we found.
Result 2. (Probability of New Idea Havingality q > qe)
P (q  qe) = 1  cdf(q): (2.13)
A plot of this result is given in Figure 2.1b.
2.5.3. Improve an Existing Idea
Moments
To find the probability of creating a new idea with quality q0 > q when considering the
action “improve an existing idea”, we do not need to know the pdf of the distribution.
e quality of an idea determines whether it can become the best idea (of the player) in
one step. If this is the case, then the probability of success P (X > qe) is given by the
definition.
e expected idea quality, however, might be of relevance, depending on the goals of the
player, its risk-behaviour etc. e spread of the idea qualities generated by this action
is of equal interest. In statistics the comparison of different distributions by the usage
of moments is well established. ereby, if we calculate the two moments “expected
value” and “variance”, we will have another possibility of comparing this action to the
generation of a new idea.
e moments can be calculated quickly, once we have established which distribution we
should consider, when examining the action “improve an existing idea”. We can assume
that a reasonable heuristic improves either ideas that belong to its player or group.us,
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aer improvement fails the original idea with quality qwill still be available to the player.
If it succeeds, an idea of quality q0 will become available. If we define q00 as the quality
available aer one aempt of improvement (successful or unsuccessful) in this fashion,
we can give the moments of this distribution of q00:
Lemma 6. (Moments of “Improve an Existing Idea”)
e mean of the distribution of q00 is given by
E (q00) = p (q)  q0 (q) + (1  p (q))  q; (2.14)
and the variance by
V AR (q00) = (1  p (q))  (q    (q))2 + p (q)  (q0 (q)   (q))2 ; (2.15)
with p being the probability of success, q the quality of the original idea and q0 the quality
aer successful improvement.
No Proof. Since in this case we only insert two values into the definition of the moments
that can be obtained in (Cramer and Kamps, 2006), there is no proof to give.
With these moments we have another possibility to compare the actions of “generate a
new idea” and “improve an existing idea” that maybe involves less complicated maths,
at least, if we fix on the expected value.
Eligible Ideas for Improving Above the (Personal) Best Idea In One Step
Either an idea can become the best one aer an improvement action or not. Whether it
is, can quickly be checked by rearrangement of the definition. Let qe be the best idea of
the team or player. en the probability to top this quality is given by ideas that satisfy
the following restriction for their quality:
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Result 3. (Necessary original quality q for Improved Idea Havingality q > qe)
q =
8<:54(qe   2) for qe  20 for qe < 2 (2.16)
Since there are no negative idea values, an improved idea has always a higher quality
than zero. E.g. if an agent wants to obtain an idea of higher quality than 1:5, any idea
regardless of its quality will do.
2.5.4. Invite New Participants
When computer players are invited, the success of these invitations is given by an easily
handable uniform distribution. Furthermore, the computer players have a fixed strategy,
so we have a chance of approximating the probabilities of them turning up with new
ideas etc. e first question that poses itself in regard to the action “invite new parti-
cipants” are the probabilities of the existence of a specific type of computer player. It is
obvious that there can be no such type as a random player, since it will almost immedi-
ately transform into one of the other player types.
Lemma 7. (Probability of Computer Players Joining the Game per Invitation)
e probability p(type) per invitation of a computer player of that type turning up is given
by:
pCPINVENTOR = 0:05; pCPRANDOM = 0;
pCPCOMMENTATOR = 0:11; pno computer player = 0:81;
pCPCIRCULATOR = 0:03;
Proof Sket. We know the probability of a certain type of player joining directly aer
invitation per definition. is includes the random player that instantly turns into an-
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other type. Both events are stochastically independent. We can distinguish whether the
instant type is CPRANDOM or not. We are interested in the probabilities of the type of the
final product thereby e.g. P (typej:CPRANDOM) + P (typejCPRANDOM), etc. e probabil-
ities aer the change of the CPRANDOM type result by the Law of Bayes.
Lemma 8. (Number of Computer Players Joining)
e number of computer players Xtype of ea type joining the game are distributed mul-
tinomial and
P ( XA = xA ^XB = xB ^XC = xC ^XE = xE) = n!
xA!xB!xC !xE!
pxAA p
xB
B p
xC
C p
xE
E :
with probabilities of Lemma 7 and
A := CPINVENTOR; D := CPRANDOM;
B := CPCOMMENTATOR; E := no player:
C := CPCIRCULATOR;
Proof Sket. e vector X = (XA; : : : ; XE), denoting the number of each player type
that turns up, is distributed multinomial, because each variable is distributed binomial.
e cumulated distribution function of the multinomial distribution is computable.
Table 2.1.: Invite new participants: Number of computer players joining the game
CPINVENTOR CPCOMMENTATOR CPCIRCULATOR not joining
P (X  0) 1 1 1 1
P (X  1) 0.2262191 0.4415941 0.1412660 0.9997524
P (X  2) 0.0225925 0.09651173 0.008472053 0.9944744
P (X  3) 0.001158125 0.01121048 0.0002579958 0.9494725
P (X  4) 3e-05 0.0006676296 3.9528e-06 0.7576223
P (X  5) 3.125e-07 1.61051e-05 2.43e-08 0.3486784
In each column the value closest to 0.5 is printed in bold font. is value is essentially the expected value
rounded to a value that can be achieved in one round. erefore, we can take it as the expected outcome
of one round.
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With this Lemma we are able to calculate the possibilities of every permutation of types.
Since we do not know (yet) of special combinations that are explicitly favourable or
otherwise interesting, we confine ourselves to calculate the probabilities ofmore or equal
than X players joining.
Especially for the collaborative incentive scheme this is of influence: If we know, which
average results the computer players achieve, an agent is able to trade off choices in-
volving invitation for choices involving idea creation or improvement by the player it-
self.
To make these conclusions we have to pursue this line of thought to assign such values
to choices instead of actions.
e average number of computer players of typeX being invited per action “invite new
participants” can be read from Table 2.1 by finding the value with the probability of 0:5.
Since the distribution is discrete, we consider the first number for which the probability
is higher than 0:5. is means that the average number of players not joining is between
4 and 5. In a specific game there will be more players than four not joining the game
with a probability of more than 50%. On the other hand the probability that no player is
joining is less than 50%. is means that we can expect at least one player to join when
considering a specific action.
Result 4. Outcome of one invite action
• We expect 4 invitations to fail and 1 player to join the game as result of the action
“invite new participants”.
• e most probable outcome in this case is that this player is a CPCOMMENTATOR.
2.5.5. Leisure
e result of a “leisure” action is not random. For each action point assigned to leisure,
e 0.10 are received. Apart from that the action has no impact on the game. However,
we will be able to draw some obvious conclusions for all schemes that bear an especial
relevance for the flat ones – for them a dominant strategy can be found.
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2.6. Transfer on Choices
2.6.1. Limitation
Every player has nine distinct choices each round. It is ultimately of interest, which
choice a player should make to achieve its goals. e most we could do would be to
compare all the choices in all their aspects and evaluate them in regard to the possible
goals of a player. Since this would still only deliver indications of desirable choices and
no proof3, we can refrain from elaborating a full comparison of all choices. It will be
sufficient to examine select choices of special interest.
Furthermore, most choices include actions of leisure, which are always rewarded. For
comparing all the nine choices we would have to introduce a method of comparing a safe
reward with an expected one.is is only possible by the introduction of risk-behaviours
which we would like to avoid for all heuristics.
erefore, we will assume that the player has simple goals, and intuitively assigns the
maximum of action points to the action that seems most promising to it and the re-
mainder to leisure. An exception is the “improvement of an existing idea”, because it is
not always possible to improve two ideas. Hence we will include the choice (0; 1; 0; 3).
In accordance with the free risk-behaviour of the agent, we will not include these actions
of leisure into the comparison.
2.6.2. Direct Idea Creation by Choices (1,0,0,2), (0,1,0,3) & (0,2,0,0)
If the agent wants to obtain the best idea itself, it can do so directly by exactly two
actions. e question of whether improvement or creation of an idea is more promising
depends on the existing ideas.
For this evaluation we use the moments of the distributions, namely the expected value
or the cumulative distribution functions: If the expected value of improving an idea of
quality qe is higher than the constant expected value of the quality of the idea generated
newly, this means that the probability of achieving a beer idea than qe is higher with
the choice of improving one idea with quality q = 5
4
(qe   2).
3e reason is that we can only make deductions about the direct results of the actions, not the indirect
ones.
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Figure 2.2.: Expected quality E(q0) of improvement in dependence of q
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Result 5. ((1; 0; 0; 2) vs. (0; 1; 0; 3) e expected outcome of an improvement of an
existing idea is higher than that of a new idea if q > 4:237832
If there are two ideas available for improvement and there is a given quality qe that
shall be topped, the choices cannot be compared this easily. We have to compare the
probability of the actions separately.
e probability of an idea that was generated by the choice (1; 0; 0; 2) to have a higher
quality than qe is given in Lemma 4. It can be reworded as the probability to gain at least
one idea of higher quality than qe. For the choice (0; 2; 0; 0) to gain at least one idea of
higher quality than qe is given by the complement of no improvement succeeding:
P(0;2;0;0);(q1;q2) = 1  (1  p(q1))(1  p(q2)): (2.17)
To compare the choices in regard to their potential to make the agent win, these prob-
abilities can be compared and the choice with the higher probability can be accepted as
being advantageous.
e last combination of the choices that we have to compare in this section is one im-
provement action vs. two. If more than one owned idea of the agent or the team has
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the possibility to become the best idea (of the agent) improving two of these ideas is
always beer than improving one. e preference for choices including more leisure
components is not considered here.
2.6.3. Maximal Invitation (0,3,0,0)
If the maximum of action points is assigned to the action “invite new participants”, the
choice is (0; 0; 3; 0). at we only examine the direct consequences means in this case,
that we stop once we found out the numbers and types of the players joining in the
consecutive round. In the case of CPCIRCULATORs existing, we do not ask, how many
players will join in further rounds, because of them.
e ideas that will be created due to a certain type of invited computer player can only
be examined roughly in the next chapter. erefore, we cannot include these indirect
results in the analysis of the choice (0; 3; 0; 0). e influence of the computer players on
the game can beer be investigated by simulation.
How many players join can be deduced by the distribution as given in Lemma 8 and
applying it to 15 invitations instead of five. e result is given in Table 2.2.
As before we find the average number of players of each type (P = 0:5) and round to
give an expected result.
Result 6. (Invite trice) (0,0,3,0)
• We expect 12 players to decline the invitation to join, i.e. between 2 and 3 players
to join.
• We expect one CPINVENTOR and two CPCOMMENTATORs to join the game.
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Table 2.2.: Probable number of agent types joining the game for (0; 0; 3; 0)
CPINVENTOR CPCOMMENTATOR CPCIRCULATOR no agent
P (X  0) 1 1 1 1
P (X  1) 0.5367088 0.8258794 0.3667488 1
P (X  2) 0.1709525 0.5030716 0.07297249 1
P (X  3) 0.03620024 0.2237884 0.009371426 1
P (X  4) 0.005467259 0.07420982 0.0008475726 0.9999994
P (X  5) 0.0006146829 0.01874809 5.669958e-05 0.9999926
P (X  6) 5.280567e-05 0.003667478 2.887607e-06 0.9999284
P (X  7) 3.5182e-06 0.0005609863 1.137938e-07 0.9994723
P (X  8) 1.829573e-07 6.733823e-05 3.49491e-09 0.996972
P (X  9) 7.418256e-09 6.325552e-06 8.360329e-11 0.9863134
P (X  10) 2.324454e-10 4.604138e-07 1.544372e-12 0.9509714
P (X  11) 5.525122e-12 2.54709e-08 2.162915e-14 0.8605703
P (X  12) 9.640613e-14 1.035909e-09 2.222716e-16 0.6853912
P (X  13) 1.165497e-15 2.922386e-11 1.582077e-18 0.4364525
P (X  14) 8.728027e-18 5.111433e-13 6.973569e-21 0.1915452
P (X  15) 3.051758e-20 4.177248e-15 1.434891e-23 0.04239116
In each column the value closest to 0.5 is printed in bold font. is value is essentially the expected value
rounded to a value that can be achieved in one round. erefore, we can take it as the expected outcome
of one round.
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2.6.4. Maximal Leisure (0,0,0,6)
e last action for which maximal action points can be spent is “leisure”. e corres-
ponding choice is (0; 0; 0; 6). is choice has a high importance, because it results in a
maximal secure payout.
We will analyse this action in respect to the flat incentive schemes. In these incentive
schemes the quality of ideas is not part of the payout function. Considering the payout
we can therefore deduce conclusions from the choice space to the strategy space.
Definition 14. (Strict Dominance) A strategy of a player is called strictly dominant to
another strategy, if it is beer (higher payout) than any other strategy for the player, no
maer how the opponents play(Camerer, 2003, p. 199).
It is evident that the payout is maximum for a player i, if he assigns maximal points to
leisure.
Lemma 9. (Payout in Flat Scheme)e payout
ui = const+
X
j2J;i=i
ci;j  (0; 0; 0; 0:1) (2.18)
is maximal for the oice tuple
ci = (ci;1; ci;2; ci;3; ci;4; ci;5)withci;j = (0; 0; 0; 6)8j; (2.19)
making a strategy that includes this oice tuple strictly dominant to all strategies that do
not in the flat incentive semes.
Ergo we do not have to design more than one heuristic for the flat incentive scheme,
because we have thereby found a decision rule that will always do best in this incentive
scheme: Always make the choice (0; 0; 0; 6).
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2.7. Properties of Computer Players
2.7.1. CPINVENTOR
According to the original game description the computer player “Inventor” has one idea
each round.ereby we can deduce that the CP does actually spend the remaining action
points on leisure. If it did not, it would have to invite further players, which should have
been specified. We arrive at the conclusion that the inventor blindly chooses (1; 0; 0; 2)
each round for the remaining rounds. Because this choice does not have any indirect
results and does not depend on the existing ideas, we can make statements about the
expected best idea, etc of this computer player.
Lemma 10. (Inventor) (1,0,x,x) Depending on the number of rounds the player
(CP)INVENTOR is in the game, we can expect it to have one idea with higher quality than
x with probability P as given in Table 2.3
With P = 0:5, there is at least one idea of quality 5, 5:544971, 5:819328, 5:998149,
(6:128998) in round one to five with this strategy.
Proof Sket. Basically we can look at this scenario with a geometric distribution, or
consider the rounds independently arriving at the equation:
P (9qj > x; j 2 J) =P (qj < x8j 2 J)
= (P (q < x))jJ j
=(cdf (q) (x))jJ j := f
For a given P we can find the corresponding x numerically.
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Table 2.3.: (CP)INVENTOR probabilities P of best idea being beer than x
P (9qj < x)8j x x x
1 round 4 rounds 5 rounds1
0 0 0 0
0.1 3.718432 5.156908 5.334384
0.2 4.158370 5.436435 5.5971
0.3 4.475600 5.643599 5.792632
0.4 4.746653 5.824847 5.964304
0.5 5.000000 5.998149 6.128998
0.6 5.253347 6.17554 6.298139
0.7 5.524400 6.370192 6.484418
0.8 5.84163 6.604894 6.70984
0.9 6.281568 6.94319 7.036462
1 10 10 10
1 Of course a computer player can maximally exist four
rounds. A human player that plays the same strategy
as the CPINVENTOR can play five rounds, however.
erefore these values are included here, because they
become relevant for the trade-off between inviting
computer players or playing oneself.
2.7.2. CPCOMMENTATOR
e argumentation that remaining action points must be assigned to leisure follow the
one for the CPINVENTOR. is agent chooses random ideas to improve each round, if
and only if any exist. Since the set of existent ideas is dependent on the course of the
game, we cannot make reasonable statements about the results of this computer player
without introducing more assumptions than we can justify. e quality of the ideas this
agent generates or how oen it chooses (0; 0; 0; 6) or (0; 1; 0; 3), because no ideas are
available for improvement, has to be determined by simulation.
2.7.3. CPCIRCULATOR
e argumentation that remaining action points must be assigned to leisure follow the
one for the CPINVENTOR. We have seen the expected result of the choice (0; 0; 3; 0). is
is what we expect from a computer player each round it exists. Since we can expect a
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CPCIRCULATOR to invite one CPINVENTOR and one CPCIRCULATOR each round, we can
expect it to have invited four of these types if it exists for four rounds.
is does not include the invitations of further CPCIRCULATORS it invites. erefore this
has to be considered as a rough approximation.
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3. Devising Heuristics
3.1. General Use
eword “heuristic” is derived from theGreek verb εὑρίσκω – “I find”. A “fast and frugal”
heuristic is according to Todd and Gigerenzer a model of how minds work in finding
a solution or decision, when neither time nor knowledge are presented in abundance
(Todd and Gigerenzer, 2000, p. 2). e resources and time spent on finding the best way
of action represent costs in ideation games. e brainpower invested into the decision
making cannot be used for the game itself anymore. Furthermore, the time for reaching
a decision is limited. ereby a heuristic is a close approximation of the behaviour of
real agents in ideation contests.
By focusing on consuming few time and resources a heuristic sacrifices the search for the
optimal solution. Indeed, it might actually provide decision recommendations that do not
correspond well with the goals of the applicant. If a heuristic produces such unwanted
results only in very rare cases, we might still advertise its usage, if this minus point is
balanced out by the advantage of high simplicity. e costs for elaborating a beer or
optimal solution would outweigh the higher costs of another heuristic.
is is the reason why we want to find proper heuristics as a solution for agent beha-
viour, that can at least be broken down to decision rules that are simple enough to be
implemented by real human players without much overhead. Some heuristics will be
included that seem to require long calculations. ey can, however, be broken down to
decision tables. is saves time and processing power, thereby allowing us to consider
them as “fast and frugal”.
3.2. From Heuristic to Algorithm
Before going on to propose some actual heuristics, there is a simple maer of nomin-
ation to aend to: e words “heuristic” and “algorithm” are to some degree mutually
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interchangeable. “Algorithm” is derived from the Latin translation “Algorithmi de nu-
mero Indorum”1 by the Arabic mathematician يِمْزِراَوْخْلَا ىَسوُم ِنب د َّمَحُم هللاَدْبَع (Abu Abdallah
Muhammad ibn al-Khwarizmi), of the 8th century (Reichhardt, 1967, p. 778) and is used
today to describe “a method for solving a problem that is suitable for the realisation in
a program” in computer sciences (Sedgewick, 2002, p.22) 2. Heuristics on the other hand
usually refer to rules for decision making that still rely on human interpretation.
Since we will go on to implement the heuristics in a self-made simulation program, that
will evaluate them, we will give the strategy propositions in such a way from the begin-
ning that they can be implemented without detour3. Once a heuristic is formulated so
meticulously that it can be translated into a computer program, we will call the heuristic
“algorithm”.
In this computer program the players will be objects in the sense of OOP (object-
oriented-programming). One of their main characteristics will be which heuristic or
algorithm they employ. e other one of high importance to the analysis is the fact,
whether the player belongs to the five “human” players starting the game or to the com-
puter players.We have combined the naming of the algorithms and the property of being
a computer player into a variable called type to provide a high consistency between sim-
ulator and thesis. ere are seventeen types in the simulation and these types can then
be mapped one to one to an algorithm. e disadvantage of this naming convention will
be that CPINVENTOR and INVENTOR, for example, will be named differently, although
they share the same heuristic.
3.3. Specific Requirements in this Game
Before being able to propose heuristics, we have to define our expectations specifically.
is will help us confining our research to a degree that allows examination of a finite
and handable set of heuristics.
• e heuristics shall render a high reward for the agent or group.
1[translation of the author]: “Algorithmi (writes) about the Indian number system.”
2[translation of the author]. Original text: Der Begriff Algorithmus wird in der Informatik verwendet,
um ein Verfahren zur Lösung eines Problems zu beschreiben, das ür eine Realisierung in Form eines
Programms geeignet ist.
3For the implementation(s) see Appendix B.1.2.
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• Although we do not know the optimal solution, we should have sufficient reason
to believe that the algorithms proposed achieve the goals of the applicant.
• Sufficient reason means that our analysis of the game indicates that the heuristic
might render a good solution or does not disprove it.
• e execution of the heuristic should be manageable by machine and man without
consumption of excessive computing power.
• e algorithm should usually encompass the three steps required from a soware
agent: To perceive, to reason and to act.
• Stationary algorithms, that do not make use of the player’s perception, should be
accompanied by a recommendation when to use them.
• e heuristics should work in any environment, not only in self-play or other
rather restricted scenarios.
3.4. Dealing with Multiple Incentive Semes
ere are four different incentive schemes to be examined. We have already found out
that actually a dominant strategy exists in two incentive schemes. Consequently in a
first step a good algorithm should find out what incentive scheme is given and follow
this dominant strategy, if the incentive scheme is flat. Algorithm 0 illustrates this choice
of a proper heuristic. By including this “zeroth step” formally into all algorithms even
the stationary ones can be viewed as being perceptive. However, because we want to
test all algorithms in all incentive schemes later, we cannot include this step into the
simulation.
3.5. Stationary Algorithms
3.5.1. Advantages and Confinement
In some configurations a readaptation of the strategy aer each round is not necessary.
e flat incentive schemes have already been proven to be such a case: e maximum
reward can be achieved by always choosing leisure. A strategy in which the same choice
is made each round is called stationary (Conitzer and Sandholm, 2003).
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Algorithm 0: Distinguish Incentive Schemes
Data: incentive scheme
swit incentive seme do
case Flat Private
! sub-algorithm LEISURELOVER
endsw
case Flat Collaborative
! sub-algorithm LEISURELOVER
endsw
case Performance Private
! a sub-algorithm from the private section
endsw
case Performance Collaborative
! a sub-algorithm from the collaborative section
endsw
endsw
Even games of higher complexity could prove to be not necessarily played with beer
results by a quick change of the choices based on the state of the game. erefore, we
will include some stationary algorithms into our consideration. We will only pick a few
simple ones which seem to be promising. e idea is that a stationary strategy is only
likely to succeed, if one action is much superior to the other ones. In this case it would be
best to always allocate a maximum of action points to this action. e remaining points
will be assigned to leisure. ese heuristics correspond to the ones employed by the
computer players plus one that assigns all action points to leisure (LEISURELOVER).
Even if a stationary algorithm does marginally worse than an instationary one, a player
will usually prefer the stationary one, as it involves less expenditure of resources like
time and calculating power.
3.5.2. CPINVENTOR and INVENTOR
e first proposed heuristic of the stationary persuasion is identical with the one of
the computer player CPINVENTOR. is type has already been investigated in Chapter 2,
Section 2.7.1.
is algorithm always gives the maximum of action points to the action “new idea”. e
remainder is assigned to “leisure”, because this will result in an instant reward. is
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algorithm therefore is founded on the belief that creation of new ideas gives a high
chance of a final reward.
Algorithm 1: CPINVENTOR
Data: nothing
forea round do
cround  (1; 0; 0; 2)
end
Algorithm 6: INVENTOR
Data: nothing
! sub-algorithm CPINVENTOR
3.5.3. CPCOMMENTATOR and COMMENTATOR
is algorithmmight be used in the collaborative incentive scheme, although it has three
weaknesses: Since it does not perceive in the sense that reasonable alternatives are pur-
sued, if there are less than two improvable ideas, its use is limited. More importantly
this algorithm chooses ideas to improve at random, which does not seem too sensible.
Lastly, it depends on other players to provide ideas to improve. All these things cannot
be amended in a stationary algorithm, but the action of improving ideas of other players
will be included in an instationary one further onwards.
Algorithm 2: CPCOMMENTATOR
Data: nothing
forea round do
swit number of improvable ideas do
case  2
cround  (0; 2; 0; 0) with two random improvable ideas
endsw
case = 1
cround  (0; 1; 0; 3) with the only improvable idea
endsw
case = 0
cround  (0; 0; 0; 6)
endsw
endsw
end
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Algorithm 7: COMMENTATOR
Data: nothing
! sub-algorithm CPCOMMENTATOR
3.5.4. CPCIRCULATOR and CIRCULATOR
e Circulator of the game description is a convivial agent that invites three agents
each round. It is thinkable that this algorithm is useful in a collaborative seing: Since
the number of invited computer players will grow exponentially, this algorithm has the
power to create enough computer players to produce good ideas by sheer number.
Algorithm 3: CPCIRCULATOR
Data: nothing
forea round do
cround  (0; 0; 3; 0)
end
Algorithm 8: CIRCULATOR
Data: nothing
! sub-algorithm CPCIRCULATOR
3.5.5. CPRANDOM
is type is not an own algorithm in the real sense, although the name could suggest
this. In fact it decides at random to follow one of the sub-algorithms specified above.
In the simulator, the type will change accordingly once this decision has been made.
Consequently the type CPRANDOM cannot win and can only be seen at the end of the
game, if it was invited in the last round and was not yet able to change its type.
3.5.6. CPNONPARTICIPANT
is is the second (and last) type that does not have a corresponding algorithm. It is used
in the simulator to deal with the case that an invitation is rejected. We only list it here
for reasons of completeness. If in a simulation there is a non-participant – surprisingly
– something is wrong.
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Algorithm 4: CPRANDOM
Data: nothing
r  RandomInt(0; 2) swit r do
case 0
! sub-algorithm CPINVENTOR
endsw
case 1
! sub-algorithm CPCOMMENTATOR
endsw
case 2
! sub-algorithm CPCIRCULATOR
endsw
endsw
Algorithm 5: CPNONPARTICIPANT
Data: nothing
do nothing.
3.5.7. LEISURELOVER
Finally there is one last action, which has no corresponding stationary algorithm yet:
“leisure”.is algorithm allocates all action-points to leisure, thereby choosing (0; 0; 0; 6)
all the time.
Algorithm 9: LEISURELOVER
Data: nothing
forea round do
cround  (0; 0; 0; 6)
end
3.5.8. Optimising for the Flat Incentive Semes
In Lemma 9 we have proven the dominance of always choosing (0; 0; 0; 6) in the flat
incentive schemes, if the goal of the agent is to maximise the payout. ereby, we do not
have to create further algorithms for this scheme. It can be assumed that in research and
development extrinsic motivation is not necessarily the only motivator. An agent could
actually be motivated on its own to help developing ideas with a a certain quality, even
if it does not receive a monetary reward for that.
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We will not deal with this case in the design of the algorithms directly, but the quality
of ideas produced is included in the final analysis.
3.6. Non-Stationary Algorithms
3.6.1. Advantages and Confinement
e advantage of non-stationary algorithms is quite clear: e agent can actually go
through the steps “perceive, reason, act” in each round. It can react to an unwanted
course of the game and include all factors in its reasoning. However, there are downsides
of non-stationary algorithms: First, they can be very complicated and consume much
calculation resources or time. Secondly, we do need a profound understanding of the
game to design them: Intuition might not serve us much.
Since the reasoning of the non-stationary algorithms strongly depends on the incentive
scheme, we have to consider those schemes separately. Furthermore, there is no such
simple concept available to confine the heuristics, as there was for the stationary ones.
We therefore have to make strong assumptions, that allow us to design such algorithms.
is is not a problem, however, since these assumptions will either be proven or dis-
proved by the ensuing simulations.
First, we assume that the creation of an idea of high quality in the private and the collab-
orative performance seing will be rewarded so high that it should be the primary goal
of the agent. In the private seing the resulting idea must be owned by the individual,
in the collaborative one by a group member.
e other extreme would be that leisure was rewarded much higher than the other three
actions, which all in some way lead to idea generation and improvement. For example,
the LEISURELOVERwill do best, in a design in which performance is not rewarded at all.
We escape any stipulations by including algorithms based on both extremes.
Before running the simulations, we have no reasons to belief that either assumption
had a more solid foundation. erefore, the way described actually represents the best
approach.
Furthermore, we occasionally assume that the direct results explored in Chapter 2 have
a higher significance than the indirect ones. If it seems possible to provide an alternative
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heuristic, based on the reverse of this assumption without over-complicating them, we
will try to do so.
Again this assumption will not be able to influence the simulation, but allows us to have
some way of confining the infinite number of thinkable heuristics.
3.6.2. Testing Robustness with Irrational Players
We already discussed why the inability to test robustness of algorithms in self-play at-
tracted just criticism. We do not want the same accusation to be held against our own
thesis. erefore, we introduce the ErraticPlayer: In contrast to the player CPRANDOM,
this player makes one of the possible nine choices each round randomly. Which choice
it makes is determined by a uniformly random variable. It thereby is indeed, completely
irrational.
3.6.3. Optimising for the Private Performance Incentive Seme
Approa
In the following sections we will employ the deductions from Chapter 2 to devise mul-
tiple heuristics. ese we believe to achieve high rewards with the incentive scheme
Private Performance.
e private performance player should be interested in achieving the best idea of the
game, because the reward for this idea is much higher than the rewards for leisure. is
is a risky decision, particularly if all the competitors aim for the same goal. Still we will
use that logic in devising a heuristic.
We have found out in Lemma 5, in which cases the choice (1; 0; 0; 2) has a higher prob-
ability of success than (0; 1; 0; 3) and the same goes for the choice (0; 2; 0; 0). ese will
be the choices that we regard to be most likely to obtain the best idea of the game. e
private performance player will consider only choices that have the potential of obtain-
ing his personal best idea in one round. It will make the choice that is most likely to
result in a personal best idea.
e calculation is somewhat complicated and it could be argued that it should not be
used, since most human players might be overwhelmed with much simpler algebra. is
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Algorithm 17: ErraticPlayer
Data: nothing
forea round do
r  Random(f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9g)
swit r do
case r=1
cround  (1; 0; 0; 2)
endsw
case r=2
cround  (1; 0; 1; 0)
endsw
case r=3
cround  (0; 1; 0; 3)
endsw
case r=4
cround  (0; 1; 1; 1)
endsw
case r=5
cround  (0; 2; 0; 0)
endsw
case r=6
cround  (0; 0; 1; 4)
endsw
case r=7
cround  (0; 0; 2; 2)
endsw
case r=8
cround  (0; 0; 3; 0)
endsw
case r=9
cround  (0; 0; 0; 6)
endsw
endsw
end
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argument is futile, because decision tables could be provided for those individuals: For
the comparison of (1; 0; 0; 2) and (0; 1; 0; 3) we have already shown that by using the
expected value, we can provide a simple border as an equally good alternative decision
rule. e use of diagrams and tables as an alternative to dealing with complex models
involving difficult calculations is common practice in engineering (Mollier, 1932).
In the remainder of this section we first consider different stages and individual prob-
lems, which we devise various sub-algorithms for. is will lead to different possibilities
to solve the same sub-problem. In the end we will, therefore, simply combine the sub-
algorithms in all possible ways to get the full algorithms, that we believe to do well in
this incentive scheme.
Opening
If the player wants to win the game, it firstly has to create at least one own idea,
since only ideas, that were generated by the player itself, are awarded later. e ques-
tion, whether to use the remaining action points on invitation or on leisure is not yet
answered, however. In the former case the player i has an advantage, if (and only i)
all resulting players (not counting the CPCIRCULATOR) become CPCOMMENTATORs and
foremostly improve the ideas of player i. In the later case the player is on the safe side,
because it receives a payoff, even if it does not achieve to get the best idea of the game.
We thereby can differentiate between a risky strategy (Algorithm 18) and a safe strategy
(Algorithm 19). e risky algorithm produces beer results only in some rare and un-
likely cases while the average success of the safe algorithm will be higher.
Since we will be able to sufficiently test only a few algorithms, we will discard the high
risk algorithm.
Algorithm 18: PP – private – High Risk Opening
Data: nothing
if round=1st then
c1  (1; 0; 1; 0)
end
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Algorithm 19: PP – private – Low Risk Opening
Data: nothing
if round = 1st then
c1  (1; 0; 0; 2)
end
Choice of Ideas to Improve
Aer the opening, decisions will have to be made. To be able to consider choices that
improve one or two ideas, we will first design an algorithm that chooses two ideas for
possible improvement.
Only ideas that were generated by the player itself should be improved by it. e ideas
are improvable, if the function b(q), is zero. For the simulation we will define an idea-
object (see Chapter 4) which has a corresponding aribute that is automatically set to
the correct value each round.
Next, only ideas are selected that have the possibility to become the best idea of the
player in one step. If there are more than two of those, there are two options: Either the
player improves the best ideas, which grants him ideas of very high quality in the case
of success or it improves the worst ideas that meets the prior assumptions. While the
former grants a high benefit in the case of a success, the laer is a safer strategy.
Again we choose the safer strategy and pick the worst ideas that have the chance of
becoming the best in the next round. In the last round, however, the player might make
a choice that has no possibility of winning the game by not considering the best idea
of all players. Since there will usually be only few improvable ideas available to the
player anyway, the likelihood of such a check becoming necessary is not considered
important. We thereby simplify this algorithm by not including such a check. is also
saves resources such as time and calculating power.
Algorithm 20 describes this heuristic in a way treatable by an automaton.
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Algorithm 20: PP – private – Pick Ideas to Improve
Data: best idea of player, owned ideas
Result: null or vector of max. two ideas
if no owned ideas then
return null;
else
forea owned idea do
if idea improvable then
if qualityAerImprovement(owned idea) > quality(best idea) then
consider.add(owned idea);
end
end
end
end
if consider.size > 2 then
remove best (!) ideas until only two are le; /* This leaves the ones with the
highest probability of improvement success. */
end
return consider;
Stop Opening, Start Making Decisions
e question, when to start making real decisions and stop the action that was chosen
for the opening of the game, seems trivial: In the first round the agent cannot perceive
the state of the game, because there is no significant data available. In the second round,
however, the player can already see the results of its first choice and of the first choices
of the other players. If the player uses this information directly to determine its course
of action, it might involuntarily abandon the possibility of ever improving two ideas in
one round.When we consider the choices with which a player can produce the best idea,
these are (1; 0; 0; 2), (0; 1; 0; 3) and (0; 2; 0; 0). e improvement of two ideas is of course
only sensible in the private seing, if the player owns two improvable ideas, which is
only possible, if there were ever at least two ideas generated by the choice (1; 0; 0; 2).
e consideration of the expected value (Lemma 5) shows that there is a quality between
4-5, for which one improvement has beer chances of topping the current best idea than
a new idea. is means that if only this probability determines, whether to make the
choice (1; 0; 0; 2) or (0; 1; 0; 3), the player might end up with only one owned idea in the
whole game.
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Improving two ideas is beer than improving one, if we do not include the rewards
for leisure in the argument. Whether improving two ideas is beer than improving one
idea to such an extent that it justifies making the choice (1; 0; 0; 2) once more, is not
answerable at this stage.
is leads us to the first variants of the heuristic: We will consider two sub-algorithms:
One that decides according to the best probability aer the first round and onewhich cre-
ates two ideas first, before considering anything. ese algorithms will contain OneSuff
and TwoSuff in their name, standing for “one (two) available, improvable idea suf-
fice(s)”.
Decision Rule: One Available Improvable Idea
At any stage of the game there might be only one idea fit for sensible improvement.
ere are only five rounds. erefore, it is is believed to be of low use to build up on
successive improvements to such a degree that the algorithm considers ideas that cannot
be improved above the current best idea in one step.
If there is only one idea that conforms to this requirement, there are the two choices of
(1; 0; 0; 2) and (0; 1; 0; 3) available.
If therewere another idea available for improvement that lies in the same range of quality
as the current improvable idea, this would be advantageous: e probability for improv-
ing above the current best idea could thereby be easily doubled. Hence, we choose to
consider two variants for a heuristic again: e first one strictly follows the paradigm of
maximizing the chance of geing a personal best idea in the very next round and decides
between the two available options strictly by consideration of the probability of such an
event.
When deciding between two choices we always compare one property. In the first vari-
ant this was the probability of topping the current best idea. Now we compare instead
the probability of topping the idea which is currently being improved. is favours the
choice (1; 0; 0; 2), because for this choice the probability thereby rises, while it remains
the same for the choice (0; 1; 0; 3).
e algorithms that favour the (1; 0; 0; 2) choice will contain FavNew in their name,
standing for “favour new”, while the other variant will contain FavImp, which stands
for “favour improvement”.
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is concept becomes more important when considering the decisions between
(1; 0; 0; 2) and (0; 2; 0; 0). It might occur to the reader that in the scenario in which
only one improvable idea is available, this idea must actually be the best idea.
In this way when comparing (1; 0; 0; 2) and (0; 1; 0; 3), both variants are equivalent.
Algorithm 21: PP – private – Compare (0,1,0,3) to (1,0,0,2)
Data: best idea of player, one idea to improve, favour new?
Result: true if (0,1,0,3) is beer.
if favour new then
pNew probability that new idea is beer than idea to improve;
else
pNew probability that new idea is beer than best idea;
end
pImprovement probability of successful improvement;
qImprovement quality of idea to improve aer improvement;
qBest quality of best idea of the player;
if qImprovement < qBest then
return false;
end
if pImprovement>pNew then
return true;
end
Decision Rule: More an One Improvable Idea
If the player owns more than one idea that is improvable and might become the best
idea in the next round, there are three choices that seem eligible (1; 0; 0; 2), (0; 1; 0; 3)
and (0; 2; 0; 0). Recalling that we only consider two ideas for sensible improvement, this
results in four options – the choice (0; 1; 0; 3) can be made with either idea. For reasons
of simplification we only consider the choices (1; 0; 0; 2) and (0; 2; 0; 0), however.
According to Section 3.6.3 only those ideas, that can be improved to become the best
idea in the next round are eligible.
Asmentioned before, it will be easier to allow two ideas to be improved above the current
best, if their quality is lower.erefore, we use two variants, the first being a comparison
that is strictly based on which choice has beer chances to produce the best idea of the
player instantly. e second comparison is based on the probabilities
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When deciding between two choices we always compare one property. In the first vari-
ant this was the probability of topping the current best idea. Now we compare instead
the probability of improving above the quality of the worse idea of the ones currently be-
ing improved. is favours the choice (1; 0; 0; 2), because for this choice the probability
thereby rises, while it remains the same for the choice (0; 2; 0; 0).
In the next round this means that the probability of success by the action (0; 2; 0; 0) will
have risen.
e lower quality q1 of the ideas that are considered for improvement now is an ap-
proximation of the quality needed for becoming the best idea of the player. ereby
under consideration of this argument, the probability of (1; 0; 0; 2) of producing an idea
of higher quality than q1 needs to be compared to that of (0; 2; 0; 0) succeeding.
Because this variant means that we “favour” the action (1; 0; 0; 2) instead of (0; 2; 0; 0),
the name of the algorithms that act accordingly constitute the suffix FavNew. e cor-
respondence for the first variant is FavImp.
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Algorithm 22: PP – private – Compare (0,2,0,0) to (1,0,0,2)
Data: best idea of player, two ideas to improve, favour new?
Result: true if (0,2,0,0) is beer.
idea1 worse one of the two ideas to improve;
idea2 beer one of the two ideas to improve;
qBest quality of best idea;
q1 quality of idea1;
q2 quality of idea2;
qe1 quality of idea1 aer successful improvement;
qe2 quality of idea2 aer successful improvement;
p1 probability of successful improvement for idea 1;
p2 probability of successful improvement for idea 2;
if qe1  qBest ^ qe2  qBest then
pImprovement p1 + p2  p1  p2;
else
if qe1  qBest then
pImprovement p1;
end
if qe2  qBest then
pImprovement p2;
end
end
if favourNew then
pNew probability to have a new idea with quality higher than q1;
else
pNew probability to have a new idea with quality higher than qBest;
end
if pImprovement>pNew then
return true;
end
return false;
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Combination of Sub-algorithms
Now we have four sub-algorithms concerning the opening, the choice of ideas to
improve, the decision between (1; 0; 0; 2) and (0; 1; 0; 3) and the decision between
(1; 0; 0; 2) and (0; 2; 0; 0). is makes four algorithms in total, that are given here:
Algorithm 10: PrivateOneSuffFavImp
oneIdeaSuffices true;
favourNew false;
oneIdeaSuffices, favourNew! Algorithm 23;
Algorithm 11: PrivateOneSuffFavNew
oneIdeaSuffices true;
favourNew true;
oneIdeaSuffices, favourNew! Algorithm 23;
Algorithm 12: PrivateTwoSuffFavImp
oneIdeaSuffices false;
favourNew false;
oneIdeaSuffices, favourNew! Algorithm 23;
Algorithm 13: PrivateTwoSuffFavNew
oneIdeaSuffices false;
favourNew true;
oneIdeaSuffices, favourNew! Algorithm 23;
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Algorithm 23: PP – private – Full Algorithm
Data: player data, favourNew?, oneIdeaSuffices?
forea round do
if oneIdeaSuffices then
if round=1 then
! sub-algorithm 19 (Opening);
return
end
else
if round = 1 _ round = 2 then
! sub-algorithm 19 (Opening);
return
end
end
consider sub-algorithm 20 (Choose ideas to improve);
if consider is empty then
! sub-algorithm 19 (Opening);
return
end
if consider.size = 1 then
if sub-algorithm 21 (is improving once beer?) then
cround  (0; 1; 0; 3);
return;
else
! sub-algorithm 19 (Opening);
return
end
end
if consider.size = 2 then
if sub-algorithm 22 (is improving twice beer?) then
cround  (0; 2; 0; 0);
return;
else
! sub-algorithm 19 (Opening);
return
end
end
end
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3.6.4. Optimising for the Collaborative Performance Incentive Seme
When dealing with a collaborative seing, we will have to think about defining decision
rules and limits differently. A completely different argument is needed, because the ideas
that determine the reward can be created by any player. is means that more choices
become sensible options.
In the collaborative incentive scheme, each player is rewarded, no maer how he plays,
instead the results of the team is decisive.
ereby for an individual player it is a good decision to spend much time on leisure, if
the other players will eventually provide good ideas.
As stated in the general approach we assume, that the players we create with the follow-
ing algorithms are actually interested in having a good team performance. Performance
in this context means that the best idea of the team has a high quality.
It also shall not bother them, if there is a high amount of free riders on the team. It would
be possible to find heuristics that include a reservation to produce good ideas, if free-
riders are in the team. Also a heuristic could be designed that simply tries to maximise
the individual reward under the constriction of a collaborative incentive scheme. Since it
is not the intention of this paper to find and prove behavioural models, we adopt a credo
formulated by Dante Alighieri and assume that the users of this algorithm are intent on
having the best possible team effort:
i si convien lasciare ogne sospeo;
ogne viltà convien e qui sia morta.4
(Dante Alighieri, 1321, Canto III, lines 14-15)
Opening
Since it does not maer, which player creates an idea in the collaborative seing, it is
prudent to have a closer look at the choice (0; 0; 3; 0) that invites 15 players. It is expected
that about one CPINVENTOR and one CPCOMMENTATOR will join. Table 2.2 tells us that
for one choice (0; 0; 3; 0) there is already more than a 50% chance of a CPINVENTOR
4 Translation by H. F. Cary: Here thou must all distrust behind thee leave; Here be vile fear extinguish’d.
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joining. e Commentator chooses ideas to improve randomly and it is therefore hard
to make any reasonable and exact approximations of its influence. Still it will somehow
improve the teams performance, but doing worse than a player that improves ideas in
a rational way. erefore we will consider only the CPINVENTOR. is computer player
has no other influence than the agent that chooses (1; 0; 0; 2) itself. Because an invited
agent will continue to provide new ideas for all remaining rounds, the choice (0; 0; 3; 0)
seems very beneficial – even more so, if we consider Table 2.3.
Having ruled out the choice (1; 0; 0; 2), there is no other one le that will generate ideas
in the beginning. e opening in the collaborative seing is therefore to invite – see
Algorithm 24.
Algorithm 24: PP – collaborative – Opening
Data: nothing
if round = 1st then
c (0; 0; 3; 0)
end
Choice of Ideas to Improve
Aer the opening, decisions will have to be made. To be able to consider choices that
improve one or two ideas, we will first design an algorithm that chooses two ideas for
possible improvement.
If there are multiple ideas to improve, the argument for which ideas to choose is similar
to the one in the private seing. ere is one difference, however: e base set, from
which ideas may be chosen, is the set containing the ideas of all players – not only of
the player itself. e further line of thought is analogous to Section 3.6.3 and is given in
Algorithm 25. is algorithm gives us a maximum of two ideas to consider for improve-
ment.
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Algorithm 25: PP – collaborative – Pick Ideas to Improve
Data: best idea of period, all ideas of period
Result: null or vector of max. two ideas
if no owned ideas then
return null;
else
forea idea do
if idea improvable then
if qualityAerImprovement(idea) > quality(best idea) then
consider.add(idea);
end
end
end
end
if consider.size > 2 then
remove best (!) ideas until only two are le; /* All these ideas can become
the new best idea of the game. Of these the ones with the highest
probability of improvement success are taken. */
end
return consider;
Stop Opening, Start Making Decisions
Of course, the collaborative player could go on inviting for ever. As an agent that can
perceive, reason and act, it should make the most of these abilities for the team.
We believe that many computer players will be beer prepared to create many ideas of
a lower quality, while the perceiving agent is beer equipped to produce ideas of higher
quality. erefore, we will try to let the agent invite many computer players to create
a basis of ideas for improvement and will make it improve ideas on its own, once the
quality of the available ideas has risen above a certain border.
To derive a heuristic in which this is the case, we first need to have an expectancy of
how well the stationary computer players will do. For this we only look at the computer
players of the type CPINVENTOR. e other types can unfortunately not be investigated
analytically. e results are given in Table 2.3. If only one of them is invited in the very
first round, it will play for four rounds and can be expected to create a best idea of
5:998149.
We expect more agents of this type to get invited later (depending on how long we
invite, of course). 5:998149 is the expected minimal quality of the best idea of the team,
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if it makes the choice (0; 0; 3; 0) in the first round and chooses (0; 0; 0; 6) for the rest of
the game.
is can be seen as a lower bound, because the player can expect CPINVENTORs to exist
as well. We now assume that this lower bound can be improved, if the human player
chooses ideas rationally (see Algorithm 25). e more computer players there are, the
beer is the potential for improvement.
e question when an algorithm should stop inviting and start improving cannot be
answered conclusively. us we set a border for the best idea of the team: If the idea
quality reaches the level, we can minimally expect from a team of computer players, the
heuristic shall start improving by the choice (0; 2; 0; 0), if there are two ideas, and by
(0; 1; 0; 3) otherwise.
is expected value we can only estimate for the type CPINVENTOR.ere is a 50% chance
that with only one CPINVENTOR existing, there will be one idea of quality 5:998149.
However, the number of computer players of this type is likely to be higher.Moreover the
CPCOMMENTATORs will also help and CPCIRCULATORs might constantly raise the number
of these players and thereby the expected best idea quality.
Lacking another reasonable model we try three borders for the idea quality for further
evaluation. As borders we set the minimal idea quality a (CP)INVENTORwill obtain play-
ing for four rounds with a likelihood of 50%, 70%, and 90%. is is basically the assump-
tion that the function profile of the performance of multiple computer players is similar
to that of a single (CP)INVENTOR.
e result of these thoughts is Algorithm 26.
Algorithm 26: PP – collaborative – Compare Improving and Inviting
Data: idea to improve, border
Result: true, if improvement should be made
q1 quality of idea;
qImprovement quality of idea aer successful improvement;
if qImprovement > border then
return true;
else
return false;
end
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Combination of Sub-algorithms
In this case we only have managed to find three distinct algorithms that only differ
in the value of their borders (5:998149; 6:370192; 6:94319). is combines into the full
Algorithm 27.
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Algorithm 27: PP – collaborative – Full Algorithm
Data: border
forea round do
consider sub-algorithm 25 (Choose ideas to improve);
if consider is empty then
! sub-algorithm 24 (Opening);
return;
end
if consider.size = 1 then
if sub-algorithm 26 (consider.firstIdea) ; /* is improving this idea better
than inviting? */
then
cround  (0; 1; 1; 1) ;
return;
else
cround  (0; 0; 3; 0) ;
return;
end
end
if consider.size = 2 then
if sub-algorithm 26 (consider.firstIdea) _ sub-algorithm 26 (consider.secondIdea) ;
/* is improving both ideas better than inviting? */
then
cround  (0; 2; 0; 0) ;
return;
else
if sub-algorithm 26 (consider.firstIdea) ; /* is improving this idea
better than inviting? */
then
cround  (0; 1; 1; 1) ;
return;
end
if sub-algorithm 26 (consider.secondIdea) ; /* is improving this idea
better than inviting? */
then
cround  (0; 1; 1; 1) ;
return;
end
! sub-algorithm 24 (Opening);
return;
end
end
end
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Algorithm 14: CollaborativeBorderOne
border 5.998149;
border! Algorithm 27;
Algorithm 15: CollaborativeBorderTwo
border 6.370192;
border! Algorithm 27;
Algorithm 16: CollaborativeBorderThree
border 6.943190;
border! Algorithm 27;
3.7. Implementations
We will not discuss the implementation of these Algorithms in the main frame of this
thesis, as they depend on the programming language, the design of the simulator, etc.
However, in Appendix B.1.2 all of them are implemented in JAVA. A documentation gen-
erated from the sourcecode for this class can be found at http://siggi.sourceforge.
net/apidoc/classideation_1_1Agent.html. While the comments in the sourcecode
combined with the pseudocode should be sufficient for a proper understanding of the
algorithms, the design of the simulator as a whole is elaborated in Chapter 4.
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4.1. Design of a Simulator
4.1.1. Product Requirements for the Simulator
We have elaborated in Chapter 2 why the use of simulation to acquire information about
the quality of heuristics is the method of choice. Now we have to address the properties
the simulator needs to establish this information in a practical way.
e production process of soware starts with the layout of the requirements. e detail
and foresight that is invested here is a crucial step in obtaining a good final result. Espe-
cially if coding starts before the requirements are clear and the modelling is completed,
the effects on the overall project time are devastating (Henning et al., 2007, p. 13, 24, 32).
us the first step of soware design is a detailed description of the requirements. is
soware should
1. be able to simulate all the heuristics we can think of and all the algorithms,
2. allow the addition of further algorithms and heuristics, possibly without having to
bother with the source code and the programming language. Especially the reader
should be able to check and validate the algorithms already encoded so that mis-
takes will not remain undetected,
3. model reality as closely as possible to ease the understanding of the procedures,
4. on the other hand model reality in a way congruent with the requirements of a
purely mathematical model.
5. save the input and all the data so that the calculation process can be reviewed,
6. be able to run on multiple platforms,
7. have a long life cycle,
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Requirements:
- modelled close to game description
- language well known by economists
- libraries provide all needed technical  methods
- modular design, easily modifiable
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X
M
L
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Output Data
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- one input per test case not per game!
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X
M
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Input Data (User Interface)
(+ Xquery
 + XPath)
Figure 4.1.: Requirements determining the design of the simulator (core)
8. include several incentive schemes by default and additional ones should be easily
implemented – again preferably without changing the source code,
9. be wrien in a way that allows co-checking and proofreading,
10. be easy to improve in group work, if the project is continued aer this thesis,
11. produce data that can be easily represented and searched in multiple ways without
changing the source code or rerunning the simulation.
4.1.2. Functional Specification of the Simulator
Aer having defined the optimal requirements for the simulator, the next logical step is
to define a functional specification that complies whenever possible.
Since some points cannot be integrated fully, we have decided 1
• to use SVN source code repository (Collins-Sussmann et al., 2011) (Wikipedia,
2012g).
1e decision process is explained in detail in Section A.2.
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Figure 4.2.: Requirements determining the design of the simulator (suite)
• to program the main simulator program in JAVA SE with standard libraries.
(Oracle) (Wikipedia, 2012d)
• to program object-oriented. (Stroustrup, 1998) (Wikipedia, 2012e)
• to document the API with Doxygen by using “Javadoc” styled comments.
(Wikipedia, 2012b)
• to provide a short non-technical documentation with free application of UML.
(Group, 2010) (Wikipedia, 2012h)
• to supply input via one XML file. (W3C, 2005) (W3C, 2012) (Wikipedia, 2012)
• not to perform a single game but a multitude of games (Test Case) with certain
specifications.
• to dump all relevant data (Wikipedia, 2012f) into one XML file per Test Case. (Ort
and Mehta, 2002)
• to transform the data via multiple XSLT files. (W3C, 2007) (Wikipedia, 2012)
• to analyse the data with a backend for R (R-Development-Core-Team, 2012)
(Wikipedia, 2012a)
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: XML
: pdf, svg, tex
: userinput
: csv : html
: : this
: tex
: pdf
: output directory: XSL Transformer
: Rscript
: input.xml : Test Case
: xelatex
: tex
Figure 4.3.: Collaboration Diagram (non UML) for SIGGI
4.2. Modelling (Top-Bottom)
4.2.1. Involved Programs
All the sources, documentations, etc are provided in the Appendix and electronically at
http://siggi.sourceforge.net.
SIGGI is an abbreviation of “Simulator for Ideation Games and Games concerning
Ideation”. e part of the program that is coded in JAVA is called the core and the pro-
gram including the stylesheets and R scripts will be referred to as the suite.
is suite makes use of some external programs for the final statistical analysis and the
formaing of the output, namely R and LATEX. e way these programs work together is
depicted in Figure 4.3.
e classes TestCase and Transformer are part of the SIGGI core.
e course of the process is as follows: First the user writes an input file which describes
his or her requirements for the simulation run called input.xml in the diagram. is in-
put file is the basis for the parameters which a test case is created and run with. Next
the output of the TestCase instance is transformed by the class Transformer if the ap-
propriate switch in the input file is turned on. For this it uses various XSLT stylesheets
provided with the suite. Also depending on the switches in the input file, the external
programs Rscript and XeLaTeX are invoked.
e Rscript binary is part of the R suite for statistical computing (R-Development-Core-
Team, 2012) and the XeLaTeX binary is a UTF-8 capable LATEX-processor, which can be
obtained via various LATEX-distributions.
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While R is used to analyse the data and to produce graphs in PDF and SVG format,
XeLaTeX is only used to format the tables which are created.
4.2.2. Internal Structure of the Program
More detail about the internal structure of the program is provided in the Appendix A
and also electronically. e sourcecode of the program and a full API documentation in
HTML and PDF is provided on http://siggi.sourceforge.net
4.2.3. Program Usage
e Input File
e input file is the key interface between user and the program suite. We have decided
against a graphical user interface and for an XML input so that batch processing and
general automation is eased. e switches used in the example file given in Listing 4.1
are complete and mostly self-explanatory.
e first three switches tell the program whether
• to transform the data with the XSLT stylesheets,
• to start Rscript with the scripts,
• to use LATEX for PDF creation of Test Case printouts.
e XSLT switch should only be turned off if there are severe problems with the used
libraries or for testing purposes.
e user also specifies the directories containing the scripts and stylesheets included in
the SIGGI suite and the output directory in this file.
e output requires approximately 200 MB per thousand games. It should be noted that
at least the directory containing the scripts must be given as an absolute pathname,
thereby starting with the drive leer in Microso Windows systems and with a forward
slash in unix-like systems.
e next parameters (their order is of course not relevant outside of this example) sets
the length of each invoked game and the number of games that shall be run.
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Listing 4.1: e Input File for the Program
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
2
3 <testcase>
4 <rscriptOn>true</rscriptOn>
5 <xelatexOn>false</xelatexOn>
6 <xsltOn>true</xsltOn>
7 <directoryStylesheets>/home/ruediger/workspace/ideation/stylesheets/
</directoryStylesheets>
8 <!--Dont forget trailing slash. Use full path!-->
9 <directoryOutput>/home/ruediger/ideationPlayground/output/</
directoryOutput>
10 <!--Dont forget trailing slash. Use full path!-->
11 <directoryScripts>/home/ruediger/workspace/ideation/scripts/</
directoryScripts>
12 <!--Dont forget trailing slash. Use full path!-->
13 <rscriptCommand>Rscript</rscriptCommand>
14 <!--The command that will invoke Rscript. Fullpath if PATH
environment is not set.-->
15 <xelatexCommand>xelatex</xelatexCommand>
16 <!--The command that will invoke xelatex. Fullpath if PATH
environment is not set.-->
17 <gameLength>5</gameLength>
18 <gameRepetitions>200</gameRepetitions>
19 <isFixAgents>false</isFixAgents>
20 <isRandomAgents>true</isRandomAgents><!-- dont set more than one on
true! -->
21 <fixAgentsNumber>1</fixAgentsNumber>
22 <randomAgentsNumber>5</randomAgentsNumber>
23 <incentiveType>PerformanceCollaborative</incentiveType>
24 <fixAgentsType>10</fixAgentsType> <!--
25 Theres a list denoting which number equals which algorithm.-->
26 </testcase>
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We have two options to run a Test Case:
• isFixAgents Each game consists only of initial agents of the same type heuristic-
wise. By seing this to “true” without quotes, we can test the results of so-called
self-play. If this switch is on, the value fixAgentsType should be set and correspond
to a valid algorithm number. A list of the algorithms is given at the beginning of
this thesis. Numbers 1 – 17 are those that are directly implemented in the program.
• isRandomAgents Each game consists initially of arbitrarily selected “human” play-
ers (no computer types).
If isFixAgents is turned on, then isRandomAgents should be turned off and vice versa.e
program trusts the user to do so correctly. Lastly one of the four incentive schemes can
be selected by the value of incentiveType. e names are case-sensitive:
• PerformancePrivate
• PerformanceCollaborative
• FlatPrivate
• FlatCollaborative
Running the Program
Once the variables are set, the program can be invoked from the command line. For
Microso Windows systems this will look something like this:
C:\ideationtools\siggi\:> run.bat myinput.xml
and for unix-like systems like this:
user@host: ~/ideation/siggi/ $ bash run.sh myinput.xml
e input file can also be drag and dropped on the batch or shell script in most systems.
If the simulator is started without arguments, a graphical dialogue will ask the user for
an input file.
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Output of the Program
e program leaves various files in the output directory, the names of which are mostly
have self-explanatory. e TEX files and CSV files contain data in raw or printable
formats and are not usually needed by the end-user. e top HTML file contains all the
information including the graphs of the other files in an easily human readable format.
4.2.4. Transformations
e main output of the core program is one XML file that includes all the data that
are produced. An ID is marshaled in place of the child objects since XML files are not
allowed to have loops (Ort andMehta, 2002). One can check with these data, whether the
algorithms work as they are supposed to, the history of the game can be reconstructed
etc. e availability of these data is the only way in which we are able to substantiate
the claim that one algorithm does beer than another.
e main goal of the simulation, however, is not to know what happened in a very spe-
cific game at a specific period, but rather which algorithm can be safely said to be the
optimum of the tested ones in general.
How these analyses requirements are translated into R and XSLT code, is of no special
academic interest.e code is supplied in Appendix B.3 and B.2, but will not be explained
in detail here.
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5. Simulation and Analysis
5.1. Simulation Design
5.1.1. General
As a semi-empirical method a simulation has to be designed like an experiment in prin-
cipal. e various factors that influence the outcome of the game should therefore be
either subject to a full factorial design (Veit, 2010, II/1), static or fully randomised.
To get the most reliable results in this work, we employed a mixture of these methods.
With these methods we set the bounds of validity for our results, so they should be
included whenever a result of this work is quoted. e model of a game in Figure A.2
illustrates the groups of existing influence on the results. Some can be eliminated while
others cannot:
First there is the game design itself as specified in Chapter 1. All factors specified in the
game such as length and number of initial agents are set to static values, because their in-
fluence is not part of this examination. Results from this work can only be transferred to
real games, if these factors were chosen well. Such factors include the modelling of idea
creation and improvement, which are set in the class Environment, as well as more gen-
eral assumptions, such as assuming the existence of a tournament in the game-theoretic
sense.
Another important influence is the incentive scheme for each game. Here we chose a
full factorial design. An exception are the flat incentive schemes, because both of them
are equivalent for simulator and agents and therefore can be condensed into one.
Lastly, we have the algorithms as a part of the simulation. e set of algorithms that
we created for participation in the game severely influence the outcome. We can work
around this by running a multitude of games and let each participating agent be chosen
uniformly random from the available algorithms. By doing this, however, the influence
of the composition of the set of available algorithms remains and cannot be cancelled.
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is game composition in regard to types of agents (heuristics) consists of two factors:
e tuple of initial types and the computer players that are invited during the game.
Since in this game computer players are invited and human players are not, the com-
puter players have an advantage (bias). However, we are mostly not interested in the
computer players themselves, but rather in their influence on the human players. On
the other hand, whether the computer players have good strategies, is of high interest,
indeed. erefore, we created for each computer player type a corresponding human
player type that uses the same heuristic. ese human player types have no advantage
by being invited to games. ereby, we can test the heuristics of the computer players
without running into problems due to the bias.
Furthermore, we cannot draw conclusions from the number of wins of a computer player
type itself: In the analysis of a simulation thewins of the computer players are considered
in such a way that if one of them wins, the other agents of that game do not. When
evaluating the outcome we have to analyse the set of human players. is is why the
spread of rewards or the bounds for the probability of winning will not be calculated for
these algorithms. To do so we would have to include data about all agents in the analysis,
while in this way we only have to examine the initial agents of a game.
Finally, we have to think about how to evaluate the algorithms.ere are two reasonable
options: We can measure the average reward, the median and the spread an algorithm
earns in the games. A real player with a known utility function could use these measures
to take a decision about which heuristic to use. e other variable is the probability of
winning a game, which could also be relevant to a player. Depending on the incentive
scheme these values are correlated to each other. Such a correlation is, indeed, what the
principal expects from a good incentive scheme. We can expect the player to maximise
the average reward, if it is risk-neutral. If it is risk-friendly, it might choose the algorithm
with the highest probability to win. erefore we are looking for the algorithm with the
highest average reward and the best probability of winning.
Although it seems intuitive, we have to define formally, what is meant by “winning” a
game. It is of crucial importance that there always is exactly one winner, if we want to be
able to make accurate statements about the algorithm’s probability of winning later.
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is leads us to the following definition:
Definition 15. Winning
Winning is defined throughout this paper as obtaining the highest overall reward in a game.
If multiple agents share the highest reward of a game, one of them is osen randomly.
In the case of multiple candidates with the highest overall reward in a game, it is arbit-
rary, which one will be defined as the winner. erefore, if the number of repetitions is
sufficiently high, algorithms with the same chance to obtain the highest reward will also
win the same number of times, eventually.
Both of the values we are measuring – rewards and probability of winning – are strongly
dependent on the set of available algorithms. If all algorithms have the same probability
to win, it will for example be p = 1
n
with n being the number of different algorithms.
To make a statement about the quality of an agent, we do not want it to be dependent
on the size the initial set of agents. Furthermore, a lot of the algorithms depend on the
other players, and it would be interesting to know, how robust they are: Do they only
work, if the other agents play foreseeable strategies, which is not to be expected in a real
seing?
For this purpose we have introduced the type ErraticPlayer, that makes random
choices. is type helps us quantifying the quality of the algorithms in a more objective
and comparable way: We can measure the average rewards or number of wins obtained
by one type to those of the ErraticPlayer. If the value of an algorithm is worse than
that of the ErraticPlayer, this algorithm should not be used. In this way we define the
quality indicator:
Proposition 4. ality Indicator Rv;t
R =
v(t)
v(r)
;
where v is any property (number of wins, average reward, …). v(t) is this property for
player type t and v(r) for the random player.
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Although “worse than random” is admiedly a very weak condition, nevertheless it
makes algorithms universally comparable.
In fact, this quality indicator has two advantages over other values: First, the quality
indicator is independent of the number of tested algorithms. Also by this measure for
quality we include the requirement for robustness. Furthermore, we are first able to
define a zero line for the quality: If the quality indicator is below 1, the algorithm is unfit
to be used.
When comparing algorithms that were tested in other works or under a different seing,
the algorithms of these separate works can be initially compared by the use of the quality
indicator. is would not be possible for the average reward or probability of winning.
Still the character of the value R as indicator should be underlined: Comparing two
algorithms that were tested with a different set of algorithms does not produce a definite
outcome.
5.1.2. Size of Sample
All the simulations rely on the agent types being uniformly distributed. erefore, this
has to be tested firstly. For the collaborative incentive scheme we would need to look
at the combinations rather. Still this check will be deemed sufficient for all incentive
schemes.
e outcome of the simulations with which we determine an appropriate sample size
can be seen in Evaluation 1 & 2. e corresponding full data for all simulations is in the
electronic appendix.
We ran simulations with 1000 and 2000 games and measured the spread quite simply by
calculating the range (Cramer and Kamps, 2008, p. 34) which is 8:78%  7:84% = 1:06%
for the run of 1000 games.is indicates that differences in the percentage of won games
of less than 1% will probably not be measurable by such a simulation. erefore, we
increased the number of runs to 2000.
e range of the second run with 2000 games in Evaluation 2 was 8:7%   7:95% =
0:75%. is seems enough for our purposes, since we will not want to measure minute
differences between the algorithms.
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We could increase the number of games run even further to reach more accurate results.
e question remains, however, if a difference in the range of 1% is relevant for the ap-
plicant. Furthermore, we already produce over 200MB of uncompressed data (5MB com-
pressed). Simulations that produce more data are hard to be published and co-checked
in this context. We therefore sele for a sample size of 2000 games, which seems like a
good compromise between accuracy and size.
Result 7. Sample Size
• A sample size of 2000 games is sufficient to rea the necessary accuracy.
• e spread of the types is measurable with this range of approximately 1%.
5.2. Analysis of the Results
5.2.1. Measuring the Reward and Probability of Winning
e values we want to analyse are the algorithm’s reward and probability of winning.
Without making assumptions about the distribution of the rewards, we can state that the
expected one is equal to the average, if the number of games we ran was high enough.
Furthermore, we are interested in how oen an agent has to play to get close to the
average reward?is depends on the spread. Of the various measures for spread we give
the standard deviation as value and the range, interquartile range, median and outliers
are shown graphically in a boxplot. Figure 5.1 defines how these boxplots are to be read
(Cramer and Kamps, 2008, p. 41).
e algorithm’s probability of winning on the other hand cannot be measure directly.
e number of won games of each algorithm, however, can be counted and allows de-
ductions about the probability of winning. is requires a reasonable assumption about
the distribution of won games by each type.
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Figure 5.1.: Statistical measures in a boxplot
Source: (Cramer and Kamps, 2008, p. 41), (Ruwe, 2012)
Definition 16. Let the number of games Wa won by a type a be distributed binomially
with probability pa of winning one game. Let N be the number of games in a simulation.
pa =
Wa
N
e valueWx denoting the wins of algorithm x and the percentage wx denoting the per-
centage of wins of these algorithms can both be modelled as a multinomial distribution
with p2 = (p2;1; : : : ; p2;17) being the probability of algorithm x to win. It should be re-
marked that the underlying set is not the number of games type a was part of but the
total number of games of the simulation.
For reasons of simplification we rather look at one algorithm at a time, reducing the
problem to a binomial distribution. If each algorithm has the same quality, then p2 = 117
for each algorithm.
Since Wa is distributed binomially, we can do a two-sided statistical hypothesis testing
to find a lower and upper bound for pa. We choose a level of significance of 90%.
First we have to find an upper bound pu for pa. If the probability is less or equal to 5%
that pa is higher, but by chance in our simulation Nw;a was as low as we measured, we
discard this probability pa to be not likely.
P (X  Nw;ajp  pu)  0:5: (5.1)
e lowest value of pa for which this is the case is the bound pu. We can find this value
by iteration.
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With an analogous definition we find the lower bound, which is the highest value of p
for which
P (X  Nw;ajp  pl)  0:5: (5.2)
We then are able to say that an algorithms probability of winning lies in these bounds
with a probability of 90%.
5.2.2. Graphical and Tabular Representation
We have chosen multiple ways of representing the data of the simulation, depending
on our needs. For the simulations all graphs were created and can be obtained at http:
//siggi.sourceforge.net. All tables can be obtained in LATEX format by running the R
scripts available there. We chose to represent these data as boxplots whenever possible.
Data concerning thewhole simulation have only one value and therefore are represented
as bar charts. If applicable, the standard deviation and the average are given in a table for
each human type.e upper and lower bound for the probability ofwinning is calculated
with a two-tailed hypothesis test with a level of significance of 90%. As those typeswith
a quality indicator q < 1 are not a rational option, we have ploed a red line at q = 1
into the according diagrams.
5.2.3. Flat ``Incentives''
In the case of a flat incentive scheme we already have a thesis (Lemma 9) about the
outcome. One simulation for both flat incentive schemes available should prove that the
type LEISURELOVER, which allocates all resources to leisure, gains the highest rewards.
ereby this type must always achieve the maximum possible reward of e 7 in each
game. Small discrepancies can arise by errors of rounding.
is implies that the average reward will be seven Euro and there will be no spread. To
confirm this theory we consider the corresponding Evaluation 3.
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Name RWins of Percentage
1 CPINVENTOR 3.66875
2 CPCOMMENTATOR 0.15625
3 CPCIRCULATOR 0
4 CPRANDOM 0
5 CPNONPARTICIPANT 0
6 INVENTOR 0.83125
7 COMMENTATOR 0.3625
8 CIRCULATOR 0
9 LEISURELOVER 4.35
10 PrivateOneSuffFavImp 0.725
11 PrivateOneSuffFavNew 0.63125
12 PrivateTwoSuffFavImp 0.34375
13 PrivateTwoSuffFavNew 0.43125
14 CollaborativeBorderOne 0
15 CollaborativeBorderTwo 0
16 CollaborativeBorderree 0
17 ErraticPlayer 1
Evaluation 3: TestCase_2012-09-06_02h26m06s – Flat Private (2/2)
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Result 8. Flat Incentives
• e algorithm LEISURELOVER does best in respect to average reward and prob-
ability of winning.
• It gains a reward of e 7 in ea game it participated in. is was theoretically
proven in Lemma 9 and is now confirmed by simulation.
• e probability of winning of this algorithm is approximately 35%:
33:09% < pLEISURELOVER < 36:60%
Using the quality indicator as defined in Proposition 4, we can see that all other al-
gorithms do worse than random in respect to the average reward. In respect to the
probability of winning, the computer player CPINVENTOR is doing nearly as well as the
LEISURELOVER. is is possible, since there are games in which no LEISURELOVER takes
part and the computer players are not distributed fairly. Since the CPINVENTOR alloc-
ates two points to leisure every round, it does beer than CPCOMMENTATOR for example,
which only allocates action points to leisure, when there are no improvable ideas.
e human player equivalents prove that the very high scores of the computer players
are chiefly due to their higher numbers and not due to a supreme strategy.
Result 9. ality Indicator for Flat Incentives
• If a flat incentive is employed, the algorithm LEISURELOVER has the best quality
indicator R  1:4 in respect to the average reward.
• In respect to the average reward all other algorithms do worse than average with
R < 0.
• In respect to the probability of winning of a game the LEISURELOVER does a lot
beer than random with R  4:4
• e quality indicator for the probability of winning indicates that all other al-
gorithms do a lot worse than random with 0 < R < 0:7.
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One reason for the erratic player doing so well in this scenario is that due to the high
costs for idea creation and improvement there are more choices available which allocate
action points to leisure than to other actions – see Proposition 2.
5.2.4. Private Performance
To find out which of our Algorithms is best for a Private Performance incentive, we ran
Simulation 4.
First we examine the number of won games by the algorithms, which can be a decision
variable depending on the utility function of the player. Due to the high reward paid for
winning in this incentive scheme, this value should also be the main influence for the
average reward.
A lot of the games were won by the computer player type INVENTOR. When including
computer players, the types are not distributed fairly.
One could deduce that the strategy of CPINVENTOR was beer than e.g.
PrivateOneSuffFavNew. is hypothesis can quickly be falsified by looking at the
type INVENTOR that uses the same algorithm and won only
11:25% percent of all games which is however still considerably above the average of
1
17
= 5:88%.
e table of the percentage of won games of each type of player gives us bounds for the
probability to win with each algorithm.
If the utility is mainly dependent on winning a game, the highest probability of winning
is decisive, which is highest for the algorithm PrivateOneSuffFavNew, closely followed
by PrivateOneSuffFavImp. In slight distance the algorithms PrivateTwoSuffFavNew
and PrivateTwoSuffFavImp follow respectively.
e lower bound for the probability of winning for all the Private…1 algorithms is
higher than the upper bound for the INVENTOR, so we can deduce (with a probability
of 90%) that they are are beer in respect to the probability of winning. Likewise we
can say that PrivateOneSuffFavNew is beer than PrivateOneSuffFavImp. Further
1meaning all algorithms starting with the prefix Private. is nomination is used generally in this
chapter.
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17 3.7 3.076769 4.471244
Evaluation 4: TestCase_2012-09-06_02h39m01s – Performance Private (1/2)
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1 CPINVENTOR 6.689189
2 CPCOMMENTATOR 0
3 CPCIRCULATOR 0
4 CPRANDOM 0
5 CPNONPARTICIPANT 0
6 INVENTOR 3.040541
7 COMMENTATOR 0.01351351
8 CIRCULATOR 0
9 LEISURELOVER 0.01351351
10 PrivateOneSuffFavImp 4.310811
11 PrivateOneSuffFavNew 4.337838
12 PrivateTwoSuffFavImp 3.621622
13 PrivateTwoSuffFavNew 4
14 CollaborativeBorderOne 0
15 CollaborativeBorderTwo 0
16 CollaborativeBorderree 0
17 ErraticPlayer 1
Evaluation 4: TestCase_2012-09-06_02h39m01s – Performance Private (2/2)
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deductions cannot be justified statistically by this experiment, since in respect to the
probability of winning the values lie not far apart.
erefore, we have a definite result, stating that the heuristics that we devised for the
private incentive are indeed beer than playing randomly or erratically and it becomes
clear which one of them is, indeed, best. All of them are furthermore beer than all the
blind heuristics which are used by the computer players, the only heuristic that plays in
the same league being the INVENTOR.
e second variable that is decisive for a player choosing an algorithm is the average
reward. Because of the high reward that is paid, if a game is won, the order of the al-
gorithms should not differ much from that of the previous decision variable. In this sim-
ulation, however, the average reward is slightly higher for the …FavImp algorithms than
for the …FavNew ones. is can be explained by the lower cost of improvement which
allows the agent to spend more resources on leisure.
It can be seen that due to the high reward for winning a game, the average reward has
an extremely high spread. is also is shown by the long distance between mean and
median.
Result 10. Performance Private
• e algorithms devised for this incentive seme do best in respect to the average
reward and probability of winning.
• e highest average reward of e 11.17 is aieved by the algorithm
PrivateOneSuffFavImp.
• e algorithm PrivateOneSuffFavNew has the highest winning probability
with
14:76 < p < 17:47
• All Private… algorithms aieve an average reward above e 10.
• All Private… algorithms have a probability of winning above 12%.
• Of the other algorithms the INVENTOR algorithm does best with an average re-
ward of e 7.66 and a probability of winning 10:15 < p < 12:49.
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ese results are strongly dependent on this seing of course, i.e. on the players and
algorithms we have used here. Especially the presence of the collaborative players, that
invite oen, influence this result extremely. It might well be that if they were not present,
the agents could not rely on others to improve their ideas and would have to do so
themselves. is would favour the …FavImp algorithms. We can see in Simulation 4 that
with this set of algorithms a lot of computer players especially CPCOMMENTATORs were
invited.
e exact influences of different algorithms included in the simulation is not subject of
this thesis and is le for further research. However, the results we achieved can be made
(roughly) comparable to other simulations of a similar sort by the use of the quality
indicator. At least the influence of the number of tested algorithms is cancelled out by
this ratio.
Result 11. ality Indicator for Performance Private Incentive
• In respect to the number of won games the algorithm PrivateOneSuffFavImp
is R  4:3 times beer than random.
• In respect to the average reward the algorithm PrivateOneSuffFavNew is R =
3:0 times beer than random.
• All Private… algorithms are beer than random with 2:8 < Rreward average < 3:0
and 3:6 < Rwinning of probability < 4:4.
• e algorithm INVENTOR also is R  2:5 times beer than random in respect
to the average reward and R  3 times beer in respect to the probability of
winning.
• All other algorithms are considerably worse than a random player (R < 0:12).
5.2.5. Collaborative Performance
Individual Gains
is incentive scheme rewards the whole group for a good idea, although the group does
not have a proper means of communication. Agents can see, if other group members
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Evaluation 5: TestCase_2012-09-06_04h34m27s – Performance Collaborative (1/4)
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17 ErraticPlayer 1
Evaluation 5: TestCase_2012-09-06_04h34m27s – Performance Collaborative (2/4)
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contributed in the past rounds, but proper consultation between them is not possible.
For a player that enters such a scenario the probability of winning is not of such a high
interest as before, because it is not related as strongly to the reward. Without alteration
of Definition 15, we will find that the player which spends most time on leisure will
be the winner of this game. erefore we expect the type LEISURELOVER to win most
oen.
We assume in this section that the player has a utility function which is closely related
to its individual2 reward.
Nevertheless when designing the algorithms for this case, we assumed that having a
good idea among the group to boost the reward, justifies spending resources on the
creation and the improvement of ideas. Aer all if no idea is created, the average reward
will only be e 5. If this assumption is true, the Collaborative… algorithms should do
well in respect to the rewards.
e results of the simulation of these algorithms is given in Evaluation 5.
e outcome turns out to be rather interesting: e LEISURELOVER does best in respect
to rewards and winning proportion as expected. However, all other algorithms do worse
than random. If it is best to spend a lot of resources on leisure in this incentive scheme,
this would explain, why the ErraticPlayer does well: Due to the high costs for all
other actions, more choices that include leisure are possible than choices that include
other actions.
Even though we know about the enticement to do free-riding (Nisan, 2007, 595), it is
surprising that this effect is so high. As mentioned before, the set of agents that are
included in the simulation influence the outcome severely. Apparently it can be relied
on the possibility that there is at least one idea creating algorithm in a set of five, allowing
the other players to do leisure.
It is noticeable that the Private… algorithms do beer than the Collaborative… ones.
Since they have got less improvable ideas as reasonable options, they make choices in-
cluding leisure more oen.
Apparently this incentive scheme demands an algorithm that is less naive and allocates
more resources to leisure and stops improving ideas at a lower quality.
2Aer all, there is no ’me’ in team, eh? – Actually, there is.(Pratche, 2004)
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Result 12. Collaborative Performance – Individual Success
• is incentive seme is designed in a way that free-riding is very influential.
• e assumption that a good group idea is of enough value to the individual to
make it worthwhile for a player to help in its creation does not hold in this model.
• e LEISURELOVER algorithm does best in respect to average reward (e 6.88) and
probability of winning (33:68 < p < 37:2).
• e second best algorithm is the ErraticPlayer with an average reward of
e 4.94 and 7:44 < p < 9:50.
• e other algorithms all do worse than random.
• Even the outliers of the Collaborative… algorithms lie below average.
Group Welfare
In market economy we assume that people work mainly for profits. Nevertheless public
welfare is a social value.is is demonstrated by surprisingly many students of medicine
stating that they want to become doctors to help other people. erefore we will use the
alternative assumption that the utility function of a player is related to the success of
the group in the following paragraphs.
To find out which algorithm is best in this scenario, we take another look at the previous
simulation in Evaluation 5.
Now we assign the sum of rewards of all agents and the best idea of the game to each
initial agent. Again these are the two values that can be relevant to the group. e eval-
uation reveals one primary result:
Result 13. Collaborative Performance – Group Effort
• e best idea aieved per game is distributed equally for all algorithms.
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e chance that there is a good idea creating algorithm in the game is equally high for
each algorithm. e reason for this is that being part of a group does not necessarily
mean the same as being responsible for the group effort.
ereby in Evaluation 7 we have chosen yet another different approach: From all the
games that were simulated, we investigate the top 25%, 10% and 1% of the games in
respect to the best idea and in respect to the highest group reward. Here we expect
algorithms which are responsible for a good group effort to be represented more oen.
e reasoning is as follows: If an algorithm is responsible for good group results, a group
of which that algorithm is part of will (nearly) always do well. is will even be the case,
if all other group members are free-riders.
An algorithm that does not contribute to the success of the group, but builds on free-
riding on the other hand, can also end up with other algorithms that are free-riders.
However, in this case the group will not do well.3
e first thing that is noticeable in Evaluation 7 is that the LEISURELOVER still does very
well in these elite groups. Particularly in respect to the highest group reward, an agent
of the type LEISURELOVER contributes a lot to the sum of rewards of the whole group.
ere were over 40% of this type in the top group and when considering the three elite
groups a distinct rise can be seen.
Most of the other algorithms are below random in respect to the reward sum. A group
that maximizes its group reward will allocate points to leisure that correspond roughly
to 30%-40% of players allocating full resources to leisure.
e findings show that the incentive scheme Collaborative Performance in fact rewards
leisure higher than the production of ideas.
3As interesting side note, this makes one seriously reconsider the sense of groupwork in university
courses with one shared mark for all group members, based on the group’s result.
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Result 14. Collaborative Performance – Reward Sum of All Group Players
• e algorithms we devised especially for the incentive seme “Performance Col-
laborative” are not fit to ensure a high sum of rewards in the group.
• e algorithm LEISURELOVER contributes a lot to the overall group payout.
• In the range of the top 1% – 25% the group reward is higher the more
LEISURELOVERs there are in the group.
• A group that maximises the sum of rewards of its members will not allocate a lot
of resources to idea creation and improvement actions, but spend most resources
on leisure.
Further analysis of how bad exactly these algorithms are in respect to the reward are not
deemed useful.
However, the second value which a group could be interested in has to be examined –
this is the quality of the best idea. In a group of researchers for example the possibility
that the monetary compensation is not the only driving force for the members of an
ideation competition has to be considered.
e graphs of Evaluation 7 show that the Collaborative… algorithms do well in
this case: In the group consisting of the top 1% games in regard to the best idea, the
proportion of CollaborativeBorderOne was over 15%. In the other elite group the
Collaborative… algorithms were the biggest group. In all of them this group was rep-
resented more than the ErraticPlayer.
Result 15. Collaborative Performance – Best Idea of a Group
• e algorithm CollaborativeBorderOne is represented most in the elite
groups in respect to the best idea quality.
• All Collaborative… algorithms are represented more oen than the erratic
player.
• Some of the Private… algorithms are representedmore oen in these groups than
the random player, but not all of them.
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• e blind algorithms (even the one titled COMMENTATOR) are represented less oen
than the random player in these groups.
Since the top 1% consist of only 20 games and the 25% of 500 games, we do not calculate
bounds for the probability to reach this elite group for an algorithm, because they will
not be very close. Due to this inaccuracy we neither give the corresponding tables for the
six graphs of Simulation 7. ey would give the illusion of higher accuracy than there
actually is.
In contrary to the range of the test for uniformity (Result 7) the range of these values is
approximately two to three times higher and the samples are four times smaller. ere-
fore Evaluation 7 can be used to indicate the potential of the algorithms, but should not
be overestimated.
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6. Conclusion
6.1. Challenge and Objectives
e usual method of researching ideation games is either analytical or empirical. e
papers in which simulation is used as research method are less common.While the prob-
lem of analytical solutions lies in the necessity to show the validity of the underlying
premises, the empirical method can only measure how the participants behave – not
how they should.
e laer, however, is exactly our subject. We have succeeded in the previous chapters
to show how an agent should behave to maximise its payout.
To get the most of the approach by simulation we provided a powerful simulator that is
customised for ideation games to such a degree that similar questions can be answered
easily. Of the multitude of cases to be considered we focused on those in which extrinsic
motivation is, indeed, the driving force.
To allow scrutiny of the simulations and the conclusions we made, all data of our test
cases are published online at http://siggi.sourceforge.net. We hope to aract fur-
ther research of this game, by making the source code of the simulator available at the
same address,
6.2. Limitations
e results of this work depend mainly on the qualities of the model used to describe an
ideation contest. In particular, it must be considered that the intrinsic motivations of the
agents are not modelled explicitly. Furthermore, the model is held as simple as possible
to allow beer analysis.
e complex structures of group dynamics were not included for the collaborative in-
centive scheme. In human behaviour, however, the group or society oen influences
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decisions and thereby the goals of the agent can be formulated differently (Rechtien,
2007). e statements about the agent behaviour made in this paper are therefore only
applicable directly to this very game.Wewill give some ideas in the section “Openes-
tions” with which the influence of several variables of the model can be examined. Of
especial interest will be the height of the reward for leisure.
When the findings of this paper shall be applied to real ideation contests, these must
comply with the model of the game used in this paper.
We limited research on some simple heuristics. For the sake of simplicity, we le out
several other valid methods. One such option would have been to allow only those idea
creating choices in the last round which are still able to top the current best idea of
all players. If the abilities to devise heuristics with equal raison d’être are limited, these
limits have not been exhausted in this work.
e measured quality of a particular type depends strongly on the competing ones that
are included in the simulation or game. is influence was reduced by the usage of the
quality indicator in this paper.ere are severalmethods tomake even further reductions
of this unwanted influence. One such possibility is the usage of an evolutionary approach
and an iteration of simulations: In the first run, all types would be included while those
algorithms with a quality indicator q < 1 would be eliminated in further simulations.
Types with effective heuristics gain more influence than others in such a way. Such
methods like were not included in the paper due to limits on size and time.
6.3. Results
e given game was explored by various means in this thesis. First we were able in
Chapter 2 to analyse it mathematically and to give the expected outcomes of simple
heuristics such as LEISURELOVER and (CP)INVENTOR.
Nine heuristics were derived from this analysis, thereby examining a total of twelve
including the three given in the model of the game. is allowed us to give properties
of all these heuristics in Chapter 5. ough we do not make assumptions about the risk-
behaviour or the intrinsic motivation of the agents, we give properties of the heuristics
that allow the prediction of agent-behaviour when those models are given.
To provide a tool for comparing properties of heuristics, we have created the ality
Indicator (Proposal 4). We found out that algorithms are useful in respect to a target
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for a quality indicator q > 1. Using the laer property, we were able to find a proposal
for behaviour in the flat incentive schemes (Algorithm LEISURELOVER) and the private
performance scheme (Algorithm PrivateOneSuffFavImp) for the cases with monetary
incentives as driving force of the innovators.
Furthermore, we have shown that a mixture of choices generating ideas and those al-
locating full points to leisure is a sensible way of action for all agents of the group in
the collaborative performance scheme. Free-riding has a very high effect in this scheme:
Even the best groups have a high proportion of free-riders that do not participate in the
ideation process at all. e success of a collaborative incentive scheme therefore relies
heavily on the intrinsic motivation of the agents.
Since these results are dependent on which heuristics were tested against each other,
there will be sufficient special cases inwhich these heuristics are not applicable.Whether
the evidence found in this paper suffices to propose the heuristics to players of real
ideation contests, is a maer of further research. Solid proof was given for the flat in-
centive schemes, while we have found strong indications for the performance based ones
that the algorithms devised produce beer results than random algorithms.
Digressing slightly from the agent-oriented viewpoint, the simulations (Evaluation 4& 6)
indicate that a collaborative payment is themost costly, whereas the private performance
scheme is the most effective.
Last but not least we provide a powerful simulator in this thesis that allows further
testing of the influence on the agent behaviour of multiple variables, arbitrarily complex
incentive schemes, further heuristics, etc. It produces evaluations with numerical and
graphical output for detailed analysis such as can be seen in Evaluation 1 – 7.
6.4. Openestions
Among others the following questions can easily be answered by the usage of the sim-
ulator. First the influence of the different algorithms and of what happens if only cer-
tain subsets are included can be investigated. Further heuristics can be devised and in-
cluded in the underlying set. Beer ones than the ones introduced in this paper can
become available, by trying out different approaches and allowing the heuristics to be-
come slightly more complex.
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Furthermore, the influence of new viable incentive schemes can be researched such as
the quantitative influence of the reward for leisure, the number of players rewarded, etc.
Additionally the player rewarded for the best idea could change from the originator to
the last improver. It could be interesting to make the group reward depend on the idea
quality in a non-linear way, especially for the performance based collaborative incentive
scheme (Terwiesch and Xu, 2010). is approach could be fruitful since the costs for
creating an idea of higher quality also rise in a non-linear fashion (see Figure 2.1b f.).
Another approach would be to gradually remove the computer players, which model
the behaviour of the agents who are invited, from the game. Once we are able to make
a statement about the ratios in which the agent types are represented in real contests,
human players can be invited instead of computer players according to the respective
proportions.
6.5. Further Resear
While we have remained very close to the work of this paper and asked the questions
that follow immediately in the previous section, there are further branches of research
into which this paper can be integrated. ese ideas are not comprehensive of course.
First we turn to classical ideation games: Having found out the economical behaviour of
participants in a special ideation game, it will be interesting to compare it to the beha-
viour exhibited by real human players in the same seing. Experiments of this kind have
been conducted by Kleer et al. (Kleer et al., 2012). It would be interesting to create heur-
istics that do not try to model an optimal behaviour but rather recreate the behaviour of
real players.
emethods that are used to examine ideation contests can possibly be applied to various
other scenarios.
e competition of universities or researchers would be such a case. Various incentives
exist for the researcher. Factors that should be considered here would be
• the number of papers, a researcher is able to publish,
• the recognition, a field of science receives,
• the number of conferences, a researcher is invited to,
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• the number of citations by other researchers (of high reputation),
• acknowledgement.
e observed effects can be closely related to the works of Harhoff et al. and Von Hippel
and Von Krogh (Harhoff et al., 2003) and (Von Hippel and Von Krogh, 2003) depending
on the method of publication. ese authors transferred knowledge of ideation games to
open-source soware development.
Considering the traditional ideation contests for consumers in the private sector, the
following influences spring to mind:
• the influence of naming the creator (improver) of an implemented idea,
• the influence of non-pecuniary incentives (such as gis or guided tours through
the company).
Of course, many other methods and studies on their effectiveness are available (Cooper
and Edge, 2008).
ese two examples illustrate two directions in which to go. Since empirical research is
are costly and time consuming, it is a good idea to explore the way in which the method
of simulation can be used to point the ensuing experiments into the right direction. An
interesting approach using the soware TRIZ has been made by Hipple (Hipple, 2005).
Ideation contests that are held in the business to business sector might not need monet-
ary incentives on the other hand. e cross effects of e.g. a soware or product working
very well can be a direct factor to the success of an applicant. Of course the opposite can
be observed as well. is results in interesting combinations (Wang) (Rosenbla).
Ideation contests that are highly networked might be simulated by introducing models
of dynamic, interactive group behaviour (Vennix et al., 1999).
When considering principal-agent setups and ideation, usually the ideation process in
firms is considered. Since the 70s the concept of collaborative ideation is propagated for
schools and universities (Burow, 2000). Since the switch to Bachelor and Master degrees
in the tertiary education in Germany at the latest, compulsory group work has become
part of the curriculum in some universities with a grading concept that is very similar
to the Performance Collaborative incentive scheme (RWTH, par. 17).
It might be interesting for researchers in educational sciences to transfer the results
about rational agent behaviour to such scenarios. An application to grading systems
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might reveal which motivators play the dominant role in such projects in group-work.
Without consideration of experimental data one can investigate what behaviour would
be rational in such a game with a collaborative grading system.
As shown by the citations work has already begun on most subjects of proposed fur-
ther research. e next step can be to connect and merge results rather than open up
completely new areas of research.
e cited exemplary literature seems to show that surprisingly few researchers use the
method of simulation. As an analytical approach can quickly reach limits for complex
scenarios and empirical research oen requires much time, simulation might be a useful
tool for tackling these questions.
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A. Detailed Reasoning for Design Decisions
(Supplement to Chapter 4)
A.1. General Reasoning (tenical)
e use of SVN will make it possible to roll back to any version of the project. It will
enable the author to work on the project on multiple workplaces without losing syn-
chronicity. Aer the thesis is finished a final version can be published via SVN enabling
other people seamlessly to continue work on the project and hand in their extensions.
UML was chosen because it eases the essential visualisation of the program during the
design process.
e choice for JAVA is a a result of several of the specifications. e choice has been
made, because Java (Wikipedia, 2012d) (Oracle, 2012)
• eases object-oriented programming.
• is well spread and can be read by a lot of people, who have not studied IT.
• provides a broad range of libraries also for the handling of XML files that come
out of the box. No additional packages with eventual licensing conflicts have to be
used.
• is multi-platform in the sense that it runs on most current platforms.
• provides good support for UTF-8 (Yergeau, 2003) (Wikipedia, 2012i).
A.2. Specific Reasoning (tenical)
In the following paragraphs we will go into more detail concerning the feasibility of
the specification points, their implications and the reasoning for the decisions that have
been made. e following paragraphs are therefore rather technical, but should help
understanding the design of the program.
Since the basis knowledge of the readers will vary, apart from the usual citations, we will
also refer to Wikipedia. If standards or concepts are unfamiliar it is strongly advised by
the author to skim through the relevant articles there. In the electronic version of this
document, the online citations are hyperlinked.
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A.2.1. Specification Point 1
No maer, how they are modelled, the module which calculates the choice (i.e. the heur-
istic) has to have access to all those events in the past, that could influence the choice.
On the other hand the concept of data encapsulation dictates that most of these values
should neither reside in the class that is responsible for the heuristics nor should that
class be able to access those values directly. Since this program will become quite big
sooner or later, data encapsulation is one of the main pillars needed to allow it to stay
correct.
Wewill work around this problem by trying to write all information concerning an agent
into the agents own aributes once a period is finished. If this seems overly complicated
the period which stores all data concerning a single period will be made available to the
agent. Never, however, shall an agent read data from another agent directly, although
many implications of the data encapsulation concept allow this.
A.2.2. Specification Point 2
is point is rather more exquisite. In the scope of this thesis we will not yet be able
to incorporate this point in full: Specifically we will have to sele for adding heuristics
directly into the source code. When we look at examples in pseudo-code, e.g. the WoLF-
PHC algorithm (Bowling andVeloso, 2001, p. 29), we can see, that the design of a program
which is able to render such pseudo-code into a working algorithm, is the work of several
years.
Still it should be possible to add heuristics easily in the future. To achieve this the pro-
gram has to be well documented and strongly modularised.
A.2.3. Specification Point 3
To comply to the demand for closeness to reality as well as possible, we have chosen to
program object-oriented. Mainly all agents will be objects which can do certain things
like e.g. play a round and choose. Also a gamewill be an object. Later wewill only look at
the mother of all other objects the Test Case which will include many games to produce
statistically relevant data.
Some data structures will be modelled as objects as well, such as the periods in the
game, ideas and choices. Data encapsulating will be used thoroughly. Static methods,
that exist and can be used without the creation of an object will be used, whenever
deemed necessary or there does not seem to be a benefit of an object. e inheritance
model can be used for incentive schemes and heuristics, which all share some common
denominator. Apart from inheritance the concept of arrays of function pointers could
be of much use to the heuristics (Stroustrup, 1998). Unfortunately, in JAVA this is not an
allowed concept.
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A.2.4. Specification Point 5
e saving of all calculation data including intermediary calculations is essential, since
we are writing a tool for research (Wikipedia, 2012f). If we want to publish results made
by our simulation, we will have to be able to prove them. Doing enough runs with the
same preferences to reduce the error of our predictions is only one part of the medal.e
other is to make all calculations transparent and allow them to be checked. eoretically
this allows us to keep the source code secret since all the results can be checked without
it.
erefore we have decided to write all data produced into one output file. e file format
we chose is XML . XML is probably the most widely spread language for the representa-
tion of arbitrary data (W3C, 2012). It is designed for simplicity, generality and usability
over the Internet and therefore multiple platforms (Wikipedia, 2012). It is specifically
a format which supports UTF-8 and is exchangeable between Unix, Windows and Mac
platforms. is would not necessarily apply to a non UTF-8 encoded text file.
As a result of the popularity of this format and the use in the web, there is a huge range
of tools for XML manipulation, which will later come in handy. XML can be represented
in all popular browsers even with XSLT-1 styles (Silmaril, 2012).
is allows us to include an XSLT Style that will some the huge data up into an easier
human readable format.
A.2.5. Specification Point 6
With the choices of JAVA, R, XSL, XSLT, XML and Latex as languages for the program
we can use each part of the process chain under Windows, Macintosh and Unix. Most of
these languages are supported by a wide range of operating systems on different plat-
forms, but as long as we include these three very widely spread systems, we should be
on the safe side.
A.2.6. Specification Point 4
Functional programming languages would fit this point very well (Okasaki, 1996). e
most important of these is Haskell (Marlow, 2010). e paradigm of functional program-
ming is, however, that a function always has to return the same value when called with
the same parameters thus complying with the mathematical definition of a function
(Krieg, 2007, p. 21, def. 3.1). is is not very practical if we want to use random events.
However, we could use a sorted data-structure as a random table and omit this prob-
lem thereby. Another solution would be to use a multi-paradigm language like R, which
can be used functional and imperative (R-Development-Core-Team, 2012) (Wikipedia,
2012a). R would also conform to the specification point 2, since it is quite well known
and used by economists.
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More grave is an upcoming conflict to specification point 3: We want the program in
itself to be very close to a non abstract model of the experiment. If we formulate a strong
mathematical model, that is well-defined, complete and will not need to be changed in
the future, we could have chosen a functional paradigm.
In this case we have chosen against and to orientate the design at the involved objects,
therefore corresponding to an object-oriented approach, since we believe that this mode
of thinking will be easier for the majority of readers when dealing with the game itself.
Once we move on to analyse the outcome of the game, things change rapidly: We want
to be able to work with the data quickly and intuitively using a broad range of statistical
functions available in R but not in JAVA.erefore, the analysis is done in R.is way the
analysis is also much more flexible than it would be if hardcoded into the JAVA program
(Wikipedia, 2012c) (Henning et al., 2007, page 48). A reader that is interested in measures
that we did not calculate can quickly do so him or herself.
A.2.7. Specification Point 8
is point is very close to that of the heuristics. To allow the incentives to be very easily
changed into something different, all we can do for now is to modularise strongly and
allow all variables to be easily changed. Each incentive will have its own class and new
ones can easily be wrien.
A.2.8. Specification Point 9
e documentation specification is easily met by dealing with all aspects of design de-
cisions and programming decisions in the thesis itself, which will also be the book of
reference for the program and the extensive documentation. Apart from that, there will
be inline comments in the program which are used to explain everything that is not ap-
parent from the source code itself, allowing slight redundancies. Doxygen will be used
to create diagrams and an API-Documentation in PDF and HTML for anyone work-
ing with the program (Wikipedia, 2012b). e whole JAVA API is documented in this
fashion and is a perfect example for this documentation to be perfectly sufficient. e
API-Documentation can be viewed on http://siggi.sourceforge.net/doc
To allow for the proof reading by a broad audience the chosen programming language
should be very well spread and also known in circles of pure economists.
A.2.9. Specification Point 11
Aswe have chosen to use XML as the immediate output of the program, we have decided
to use XSLT and XSL-FO for the representation of the data (Wikipedia, 2012) (W3C,
2007). is is a language designed for the representation of data stored in XML files. By
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doing so, we have achieved a process chain that dissociates the process of simulating
and producing the data from the filtering of the important information. is might seem
overly but is in fact the logical extension of the concept of modularity.
e beauty of this will soon become apparent: Once a simulation is finished, the person
conducting it, will want some very basic information, like who won with what strategy,
who came second etc. Maybe this information should be bundled over multiple simula-
tion runs, if the statistical influences shall be minimised. However, if in exactly one run
there was a very interesting result, we will want to have a closer look and maybe see all
the actions of a specific actor. is can be easily accomplished by multiple XSLTs. Once
a couple of these sheets are prepared, we are able to have a look at these information
via a common browser. All popular browsers (Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari, Opera)
are able to display XSLT in their newest versions. With XSLT or XSL-FO we can also
choose between HTML output, LATEXoutput or comma-separated-value (CSV) output, if
we so desire.
e resulting files can be incorporated and rendered as they are into other more complex
documents (like this thesis).
By the delegation of the graphical representation of the data to a browser we are sure,
that we are truly platform independent. Furthermore we do not have to use graphical
libraries, that are oen subjected to regular change and can vouchsafe the possibility of
data representation for a sufficiently long time.
A.3. Internal Structure of the Core Program (Supplement
to Chapter 4)
In the Appendix there are several UML diagrams that are accurate, complete and con-
form to the UML Standard in 100%. e internal structure of the core program is initially
represented best in Figure A.1. is diagram does include all compositions but only se-
lected aggregations, to increase readability. Its purpose is to ease the first understanding
of the program, not to explain all its details and functions.
e aggregations are only made visible in this diagram where they are created firstly.
An idea for example belongs to a choice. However, each round pointers are recorded
for those instances that need them. ereby an agent will have a Vector containing the
ideas that belong to it (creation by new idea, also if improvement was made by oth-
ers) in its own data structure at the end of a round. Details like this can be read in the
Documentation in Appendix A.4.
e other main feature of the modelling is modularity. Supposedly changes never have
to be made redundantly and the program is flexible in accepting new circumstances. A
short explanation which class is responsible for what is due:
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Figure A.1.: Class Diagram (simplified) of SIGGI
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• class Test
is responsible for collecting the global parameters under which the games shall be
run. It contains a main method that can be invoked to run several games success-
ively.
• class Game
is responsible for holding the data that concerns one of these games.
• class Environment
is responsible for holding methods and data concerning the modelled environ-
ment, mainly the chances of success of a a new idea, probability and resulting
quality for improvement, reaction to invitations etc.
• abstract class Incentive
contains the values for the final rewards at the end of the game for all of the exist-
ing incentive schemes. It provides the abstract methods for instant (at the end of
each round) rewards and those that are awarded aer the last round. ese meth-
ods are implemented in the subclasses. For each incentive scheme there has to be
one subclass.
• class Period
contains all the data that is valid to one period. A Vector containing all the periods
of a game thereby contains its history. It is important to note, that pointers are
recorded, however, not copies of the objects. e period also contains methods for
recording this information.
• class Agent
e agent class is the biggest class, concerning lines of code. It contains the data
and the methods that concern an agent, thereby especially the code for all heur-
istics.
• interface Heuristic
e heuristic interface is used to provide an enum structure containing all the
available heurisitics or agent types and computer types andmaking them available
to all classes.
• class Choice
A choice is mainly described in full by the number of action points allocated to
each action. is is done via the enum choice. is object furthermore stores all
data that is directly related to this choice: Did an idea result from it, was this choice
the cause for a reward, etc.
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• class Idea
e main aribute of an idea is of course its quality. However, there exist other
valuable information like whether it was already improved, is an original, etc. is
class provides the necessary methods and data structures.
ere are two classes the code of which should in extracts be considered here and not le
to the Appendix only.ese are TestCase and Game. It is helpful for the understanding of
the simulation to see in which sequence their methods are invoked. e implementation
of the heuristics is best organised in the Chapter 3.
Againwe proceed top-boom, i.e. first we examine the Test Case Class:emainmethod
is kept very slim. First the constructor is called with the input file as a parameter. Here
all the necessary variables are set, data structures are initialised, etc. As can be seen,
all procedures that are looped through for every game, are kept in the method run()
and those that are called aer the last game, mainly to tie up loose ends and record the
results, are kept in the method end().
For fix agents the test case aribute initialTypes is set once in the constructor and le
like that for all games. For the random case before each game a new vector of initial
types is created.
As we can see, aer the call to the constructor of the game class the method play () is
run. is method looks like this:
e sequence of calls and their use is apparent through with help of the comments.
To provide further help in understanding the program we can look at the following
collaboration diagram:
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Listing A.1: e Test Case Main Method
314 /**The global main method for the project - Pass the name of
the input xml
315 * from the command line.
316 *
317 * This method is the main program in essence. It should be
kept simple
318 * and sub methods should only contain one task.*
319 * */
320 public static void main(String[] args) {
321
322 /*Get the command line arguments and check the number of
arguments.*/
323 getArguments(args);
324
325 /*Create the only instance of a test case needed in this
scenario.
326 * All values of the input are read and are made ready in the
instance.*/
327 TestCase test = new TestCase(userinput_xmlIn);
328
329 /*Run the games of the test case. */
330 test.run();
331
332 /*Clean up: Write output, transform , analyse, format
pprintable.*/
333 test.end();
334 }//eof fct main
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Listing A.2: e Test Case Run Method
336 /**Run the test case by creating game after game with the test
case
337 * specifications and */
338 public void run() {
339 System.out.println("Test Case:" + testCaseID);
340 System.out.print("Game: ");
341 for (int j=1; j<=gameRepetitions; j++) {
342 System.out.print(j);
343
344 if (j!=gameRepetitions) {
345 System.out.print(", ");
346 }
347 /*For random agents we have to create a new initial
set
348 * for every game.*/
349 if (isRandomAgents) {
350 this.initialTypes=new Vector<heuristic >();
351 for(int i = 1 ; i <= randomAgentsNumber; i++)
{
352 this.initialTypes.add(Agent.
randomHumanType());
353 }
354 }
355 Game currGame = new Game(incentive , world, new Vector
<heuristic >(this.initialTypes), gameLength ,j);
356
357 currGame.play();
358
359 games.add(currGame);
360 }
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Listing A.3: e Game Play Method (1/2)
157 public void play() {
158 Iterator<Agent> agentItr = agentsWhoPlay.iterator();
159
160 for (int i=1; i<= gameLength; i++) {
161 //the first period was created by the constructor.
162 if(i!=1) {
163 //Does this lead to problems? It should not!
164 gamePeriodCurrent=new Period(
gamePeriodCurrent);
165 gamePeriods.add(gamePeriodCurrent);
166 }
167
168 //System.out.println("Playing round: " + i);
169
170 /*All actors get all the information that concerns
them
171 * and which they are allowed to see.
172 * This is needed for them to have all relevant
information
173 * easily at disposal when they play. It is not
needed in the
174 * first period, but is not of any harm neither.*/
175 agentItr = agentsWhoPlay.iterator();
176 while (agentItr.hasNext()) {
177 Agent curAgt = agentItr.next();
178 if (gamePeriodCurrent.getAllIdeas()!=null &&
179 gamePeriodCurrent.getAllIdeas
().isEmpty()==false) {
180 curAgt.recordIdeas(gamePeriodCurrent);
181 }
182 }
183
184 /*All actors decide what they are going to do and
write down
185 * their choices privately.*/
186 agentItr = agentsWhoPlay.iterator();
187 while (agentItr.hasNext()) {
188 Agent curAgt = agentItr.next();
189 curAgt.play(gamePeriodCurrent);
190 }
191
192 /*The choices are getting recorded in the current
period,
193 * and thereby fixed and made available to the
incentive
194 * scheme and the environment.*/
195 gamePeriodCurrent.recordChoices();
196
197 /*Alea iactae erunt. The fate or environment will
assign
198 * results to the choices made. The results will be
written
199 * directly into the period. If instant rewards are a
result
200 * they will happen directly as well.*/
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Listing A.4: e Game Play Method (2/2)
185 * they will happen directly as well.*/
186 world.happens(gamePeriodCurrent , this);
187
188 /*All actors keep track of the rewards they got.*/
189 agentItr = agentsWhoPlay.iterator();
190 while (agentItr.hasNext()) {
191 Agent curAgt = agentItr.next();
192 curAgt.recordRewardSum();
193 }
194
195 //System.out.println("A period has ended.");
196 }//eof for
197 end();
198 //und fuer die Auswertung
199 }//eof play
200
201 /** End the game.
202 *
203 * Record everything there is to and write a summary of the game
containing easily
204 * analyzable data. We are interested in these points:
205 * <ul>
206 * <li> Who has the most money? <code>rewardSum </code>
207 * <li> Who won the game?
208 * <li> Who had the best ideas?
209 * <li> What were the best ideas?
210 * <li> Ranklist of Agents (rewards)
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ideation.Game
+ gameLength
+ gameRepetition
+ gameID
+ incentive
+ world
+ agentsWhoPlay
+ initialTypes
+ initialTypesInt
+ play()
+ addNewAgent()
~ Game()
~ Game()
~ Game()
ideation.Action
ideation.Environment
+ newidea_mean
+ newidea_variance
+ newidea_truncated
+ newidea_truncated_left
+ newidea_truncated_right
+ numberToInvite
+ happens()
+ result_idea()
+ probability_idea()
+ result_improve()
+ successProbability_improve()
+ quality_improve()
+ result_randomInvite()
ideation.Incentive
# individualReward
# rewardFlatCollaborative
# rewardFlatPrivate
# rewardPerformanceCollaborativeFactor
# rewardPerformancePrivate
# perLeisureReward
+ instantReward()
+ finalReward()
ideation.Heuristic
+ defaultHeuristic
ideation.Heuristic.heuristic
+ LEISURELOVER
+ INVENTOR
+ COMMENTATOR
+ CIRCULATOR
+ CPNONPARTICIPANT
+ CPINVENTOR
+ CPCOMMENTATOR
+ CPCIRCULATOR
+ CPRANDOM
+ PrivateOneSuffFavImp
and 4 more...
 defaultHeuristic
 world incentive
Vector< heuristic >
 initialTypes
Vector< Agent >
 agentsWhoPlay
Vector< Integer >
 initialTypesInt
Figure A.2.: Collaboration Diagram for the class Game
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A.4. Full API Documentation of the Simulation Program
Due to reasons of size, this Documentation is not included in the printed version. It can
be obtained electronically at http://siggi.sourceforge.net.
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B. Code Listings
B.1. Java Code for Simulation Program (Core)
B.1.1. Action.java
Listing B.1: Action.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlRootElement;
4 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.adapters.XmlJavaTypeAdapter;
5 import com.sun.xml.internal.bind.AnyTypeAdapter;
6
7 /** Provides possible actions and choices.
8 *
9 * This interface gives all implementing classes access to the choices and actions enumerations,
10 * thereby allowing the source code to speak: (<code>NEWIDEA</code> is slightly more intuitive than <code>1</code>).
11 * New choices and actions can be added here, but it should be considered that they also have to find a use
12 * and appropriate switch environments in other classes have to be extended, too.
13 *
14 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
15 * @version 1.0
16 * @since 01.06.2012
17 * */
18
19 @XmlJavaTypeAdapter(AnyTypeAdapter.class)
20 @XmlRootElement
21 public interface Action {
22 /** The actions available.
23 * Currently this there are following actions available:
24 * <code>NEWIDEA</code>, <code>IMPROVE</code>, <code>INVITE</code>, <code>LEISURE</code>, <code>NOCHOICE</
code>.*/
25 static enum action {
26 NEWIDEA,
27 IMPROVE,
28 INVITE,
29 LEISURE,
30 NOCHOICE //is only relevant, if we expand the game to allow choices in which less than six
Aps are spent.
31 }
32
33 /** The choices available each round in the format CWXYZ, where
34 * W is number of times action <code>NEWIDEA</code> is taken
35 * X is number of times action <code>IMPROVE</code> is taken
36 * Y is number of times action <code>INVITE</code> is taken
37 * Z is number of times action <code>LEISURE</code> is taken.*/
38 static enum choice {
39 C1002,//1
40 C1010,//2
41 C0103,//3
42 C0111,//4
43 C0200,//5
44 C0014,//6
45 C0022,//7
46 C0030,//8
47 C0006 //9
48 //just an interface to make programming more intuitiv
49 }
50
51 }
B.1.2. Agent.java
Listing B.2: Agent.java
1 package ideation;
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2
3 import java.util.Collections;
4 import java.util.Comparator;
5 import java.util.Iterator;
6 import java.util.Vector;
7 import java.util.Random;
8 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement;
9 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlAttribute;
10 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlTransient;
11
12 /** Handles what agents are and do, including all the algorithms.
13 *
14 * This class provides the agents with a behaviour and specification,
15 * as well as with some connections to the outside world. Most notably are the functions
16 * {@link Agent#play(Period)}, {@link Agent#recordIdeas(Period)}, {@link Agent#recordRewardSum()}.
17 * Thereby an agent has to be asked to play, afterward the world happens and his choices result in
18 * things like new ideas. These results new ideas, etc.. are stored for each agent in the object itself.
19 * Therefore after the outside influences have taken place, the results have to be written by the agent.
20 * This is what recordIdeas does.
21 * This way an agent always knows about all that concerns it and no algorithm has to see data that is stored
22 * outside the agent object itself.
23 *
24 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
25 * @version 1.0
26 * @since 01.06.2012
27 * */
28
29 public class Agent
30 implements Heuristic, Action{
31 /**An ID starting from 1 for each agent.
32 * This comes in handy for making the output XML readable and without cycles.
33 * Valid for the run of the program.*/
34 @XmlAttribute
35 private int agentID;
36
37 /**The choices the agent made in the game.*/
38 @XmlElement
39 private Vector<Choice> myChoices;
40
41 /**The Type of the agent denoting which heuristic it uses.*/
42 @XmlAttribute
43 private heuristic agentType;
44
45 /**The corresponding Type NUmber of the agent denoting which heuristic it uses.*/
46 @XmlAttribute
47 private int agentTypeInt;
48
49 /**The period in which the agent was constructed.*/
50 private Period birthday;
51
52 /**The ID of the period the agent was constructed in.*/
53 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
54 @XmlAttribute
55 private int birthdayID;
56
57 /**Current sum of the rewards given to the agent.*/
58 @XmlAttribute
59 private double rewardSum;
60
61 /**Current best Idea of the agent.*/
62 @XmlElement
63 private Idea bestIdea;
64
65 /**All the ideas owned by the agent, sorted by quality.*/
66 @XmlTransient
67 private Vector<Idea> ownedIdeas;
68
69 /**IDs of all the ideas owned by the agent, sorted by quality.*/
70 @XmlElement
71 private Vector<Integer> ownedIdeasIDs;
72
73 /**Current number of agents, needed to generate IDs.*/
74 private static int numberOfAgents = 0 ;
75
76 /**For the random numbers needed in this class.*/
77 private static Random generator = new Random();
78
79 /** Give out a random heuristic from those available.
80 *
81 * @return A random heuristic from the enum {@link Heuristic.heuristic}
82 */
83 public static heuristic randomType() {
84 int pick = generator.nextInt(heuristic.values().length);
85 return heuristic.values()[pick];
86 }
87 /** Give out a random heuristic from those available for human players.
88 *
89 * @return A random human heuristic from the enum {@link Heuristic.heuristic}
90 */
91
92 public static heuristic randomHumanType() {
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93 heuristic typ=randomType();
94 while (typ==heuristic.CPCIRCULATOR ||
95 typ == heuristic.CPCOMMENTATOR ||
96 typ == heuristic.CPINVENTOR ||
97 typ == heuristic.CPNONPARTICIPANT ||
98 typ == heuristic.CPRANDOM) {
99 typ=randomType();
100 }
101 return typ;
102 }
103
104 /** Makes the agent play a round, ie make its choices.
105 *
106 * Invoked after {@link ideation.Agent#recordRewardSum()}, {@link ideation.Agent#recordIdeas(Period)}
107 * before {@link ideation.Environment#happens(Period, Game)}.<p>
108 * This method lets the agent play on the basis of the information it posesses.<p>
109 * That means, that first any results of previous choices have to be perceived by it. This
110 * is done by a call to {@link ideation.Agent#recordIdeas(Period)} and/or
111 * {@link ideation.Agent#recordRewardSum()}. <p>
112 * The agent then checks of what type it is and makes its choice accordingly.<p>
113 * At the end of the function it will have created a new choice
114 * {@link ideation.Choice} and added it to its list
115 * of choices made {@link ideation.Agent#myChoices}.
116 *
117 *
118 * @param period The period in which should be played.*/
119
120 public void play(Period period) {
121 switch (agentType) {
122 case LEISURELOVER:
123 myChoices.add(new Choice(this, period, choice.C0006));
124 break;//never drop down!
125
126 case PrivateOneSuffFavImp:
127 this.privatePerformanceFull(period, true, false);
128 //this.privatePerformanceFull(period, oneIdeaSuffices, favourNew)
129 break;//dont drop down!
130 case PrivateOneSuffFavNew:
131 this.privatePerformanceFull(period, true, true);
132 break;//dont drop down!
133 case PrivateTwoSuffFavImp:
134 this.privatePerformanceFull(period, false, false);
135 break;//dont drop down!
136 case PrivateTwoSuffFavNew:
137 this.privatePerformanceFull(period, false, true);
138 break;//dont drop down!
139
140 case CollaborativeBorderOne:
141 this.collaborativePerformanceFull(period, 0);
142 break;//dont drop down!
143 case CollaborativeBorderTwo:
144 this.collaborativePerformanceFull(period, 0);
145 break;//dont drop down!
146 case CollaborativeBorderThree:
147 this.collaborativePerformanceFull(period, 0);
148 break;//dont drop down!
149 case ErraticPlayer:
150 boolean erraticDoable=false;
151 while (erraticDoable==false) {
152 Action.choice erraticChoice = Choice.randomChoice();
153 if(erraticChoice ==choice.C0103 || erraticChoice ==choice.C0111 || erraticChoice ==
choice.C0200 ) {
154 if (period.getImprovableIdeas()!=null && period.getImprovableIdeas().isEmpty()
==false) {
155 Vector <Idea> ideasErratic = new Vector<Idea>(period.
getImprovableIdeas());
156 if (period.getImprovableIdeas().size()>=1
157 && (erraticChoice==choice.C0111 || erraticChoice==
choice.C0103)) {
158 erraticDoable=true;
159 myChoices.add(new Choice(this, period, erraticChoice,
ideasErratic.get(0)));
160 }
161 if (period.getImprovableIdeas().size()>=2 &&
162 erraticChoice==choice.C0200) {
163 Collections.shuffle(ideasErratic);
164 erraticDoable=true;
165 myChoices.add(new Choice(this, period, choice.C0200,
ideasErratic.get(0), ideasErratic.get(1)));
166 }
167 }
168 } else {
169 erraticDoable=true;
170 myChoices.add(new Choice(this, period, erraticChoice));
171 }
172
173 }
174 break;//dont drop down!
175
176 case CPRANDOM:
177 int randomChoice = generator.nextInt(2);
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178 switch (randomChoice) {
179 case 0:
180 this.agentType=heuristic.CPINVENTOR;
181 this.agentTypeInt=TestCase.typeToInt(agentType);
182 this.play(period);//recursion. Termination in next call -> ok
183 break;
184 case 1:
185 this.agentType=heuristic.CPCOMMENTATOR;
186 this.agentTypeInt=TestCase.typeToInt(agentType);
187 this.play(period);//recursion. Termination in next call -> ok
188 break;
189 case 2:
190 this.agentType=heuristic.CPCIRCULATOR;
191 this.agentTypeInt=TestCase.typeToInt(agentType);
192 this.play(period);//recursion. Termination in next call -> ok
193 break;
194 }
195 break;
196
197 case INVENTOR: //dropdown
198 case CPINVENTOR://1 idea 2 leisure
199 myChoices.add(new Choice(this, period, choice.C1002));
200 break;
201
202 case CPCOMMENTATOR: //dropdown
203 case COMMENTATOR://improves 2 random ideas each round
204 if (period.getImprovableIdeas()!=null && period.getImprovableIdeas().isEmpty()==false) {
205 Vector <Idea> ideas2improve = new Vector<Idea>(period.getImprovableIdeas());
206 if (period.getImprovableIdeas().size()==1) {
207 myChoices.add(new Choice(this, period, choice.C0103, ideas2improve.get(0)));
208 }
209 if (period.getImprovableIdeas().size()>=2) {
210 Collections.shuffle(ideas2improve);
211 myChoices.add(new Choice(this, period, choice.C0200, ideas2improve.get(0),
ideas2improve.get(1)));
212 }
213 } else {
214 myChoices.add(new Choice(this, period, choice.C0006));
215 }
216 break;
217
218 case CIRCULATOR://dropdown
219 case CPCIRCULATOR:
220 myChoices.add(new Choice(this, period, choice.C0030));
221 break;
222
223 case CPNONPARTICIPANT:
224 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_illegal_heuristic_nonparticipant);
225 break;
226 }
227 }
228
229
230
231 /** The heuristic for all private performance algorithms.
232 *
233 * This method calls the appropriate sub-algorithms for the four heuristics which are thought out
234 * to be particularly fitting in the case of the incentive scheme Private Performance.<p>
235 *
236 *
237 * @param period The period in which should be played.
238 * @param oneIdeaSuffices which subalgorithm should be used.
239 * <code>true</code> after one idea improvement will first be considered by method
240 * <code>false</code> after two ideas improvement will first be considered.
241 * @param favourNew in cases of doubt shall <code>IMPROVE</code> or <code>NEWIDEA</code> be chosen?
242 * <code>true</code> <code>NEWIDEA</code> is favoured.
243 * <code>false</code> <code>IMPROVE</code> is favoured.
244 *
245 * */
246 private void privatePerformanceFull(Period period, boolean oneIdeaSuffices, boolean favourNew) {
247 //System.out.println("Calling Private Performance Full with parameters period " + period.getID() +
248 // " one idea suffices " + oneIdeaSuffices + " Favour New " + favourNew);
249 Vector<Idea> consider = new Vector<Idea>();
250 /*// Cannot happen!
251 if (myChoices==null) {
252 System.err.println("Why this should not happen.");
253 }
254 */
255 if (oneIdeaSuffices) {
256 //System.out.println("one idea suffices is apparently true.");
257 if (myChoices.isEmpty()) {
258 //System.out.println("And mychoices is empty.");
259 //System.out.println("Calling opening low risk.");
260 this.privatePerformanceOpeningLowRisk(period);
261 return;
262 }
263 } else {
264 //System.out.println("One idea suffices not true.");
265 if (myChoices.isEmpty()|| (myChoices.size()==1)) {
266 //System.out.println("And mychoices is empty. or mychoices size 1");
267 //System.out.println("Calling opening low risk.");
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268 this.privatePerformanceOpeningLowRisk(period);
269 return;
270 }
271 }
272
273
274 //choose ideas tells us, if we are dealing with no choices.
275 //this function also checks, whether we are dealing with ideas that can be improved above the current best
...
276 //System.out.println("Caklling choose ideas -> consider");
277 consider=this.privatePerformanceChooseIdeas();
278
279 if (consider==null || consider.isEmpty()) {
280 //System.out.println("consider null or empty, calling opening.");
281 this.privatePerformanceOpeningLowRisk(period);
282 return;
283 }
284 if (consider.size()==1) {
285 //System.out.println("consider size 1 .");
286 if (this.privatePerformanceImproveOnceBetter(consider.firstElement(), favourNew)) {
287 //System.out.println("Improve once better improving.");
288 myChoices.add(new Choice(this, period, choice.C0103,consider.firstElement()));
289 return;
290 } else {
291 //System.out.println("improve prob not better new.");
292 myChoices.add(new Choice(this, period, choice.C1002));
293 return;
294 }
295
296 }
297 if (consider.size()==2) {
298 //System.out.println("consider size 2.");
299 if (this.privatePerformanceImproveTwiceBetter(consider.elementAt(0), consider.elementAt(1),
favourNew)) {
300 //System.out.println("improve twice better.");
301 myChoices.add(new Choice(this, period, choice.C0200, consider.elementAt(0), consider.
elementAt(1)));
302 } else {
303 //System.out.println("improve twice worse.");
304 myChoices.add(new Choice(this, period, choice.C1002));
305 }
306 return;
307 }
308 if (consider.size()>2) {
309 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_heuristic_privatePerformance_considerBigger2);
310 }
311 //System.out.println("Why did you reach me ear?");
312 }
313
314
315
316 /** The opening subalgorithm with low risk for the four heuristics which are thought out
317 * to be particularly fitting in the case of the incentive scheme Private Performance.
318 *
319 * This algorithm makes the choice which is done in the game before there are perceptions
320 * available or that state is reached in which first considerations are taken. The
321 * algorithm makes the choice <code>C1002</code>.
322 *
323 * @param period The period in which action should be taken.*/
324
325 private void privatePerformanceOpeningLowRisk(Period period) {
326 //System.out.println("Doing opening low risk.");
327 myChoices.add(new Choice(this, period, choice.C1002));
328 }
329
330 /** The idea choosing subalgorithm for the four heuristics which are thought out
331 * to be particularly fitting in the case of the incentive scheme Private Performance.
332 *
333 * This algorithm chooses the ideas that later can be improved. It looks for them in the
334 * agents <code>ownedIdeas </code> vector, so that should be written with <code>recordIdeas </code>.<p>
335 * The ideas are checked for
336 * <ul>
337 * <li> ownership by using ownedIdeas
338 * <li> is the idea <code>improvable </code>?
339 * <li> if this idea is improved successfully will the new idea have a higher quality than <code>bestIdea</code>?
340 * <li> if more than two ideas fit these points those with the maximum success probability
341 * (i.e. the worst) are chosen.
342 * </ul>
343 *
344 *
345 * @return the vector of ideas that are to be improved or <code>null</code>
346 * <ul>
347 * <li><code>null</code> no ideas can be improved above the quality of the current best idea in one go.
348 * <li><code>size()==1</code> this idea only can be improved above the quality of the current best idea in one go
.
349 * </ul><code>size()==2</code> these two ideas can be improved above the quality of the current best idea in one
go
350 * and have the maximum success chance.
351 * */
352 private Vector<Idea> privatePerformanceChooseIdeas() {
353 double bestQ=this.bestIdea.getQuality();
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354 //System.out.println("best Idea = " + bestQ);
355 Vector <Idea> consider = new Vector<Idea>();
356 Vector <Idea> twoIdeas = new Vector<Idea>();
357 double qualIfBettered = 0;
358 double origQual = 0;
359 //check if |owned ideas| is > 2
360 if (ownedIdeas == null || ownedIdeas.isEmpty()==true) {
361 System.out.println("owned ideas empty .");
362 return null;
363 }
364 if (ownedIdeas.size()==1) {
365 //System.out.println("Only one owned idea.");
366 //System.out.println("Improvbabnle?: " + ownedIdeas.firstElement().getImprovable());
367 origQual= ownedIdeas.firstElement().getQuality();
368 qualIfBettered = Environment.quality_improve(origQual) ;
369 //System.out.println("Quality if bettered: " + qualIfBettered);
370 //System.out.println("Best!Q: " + bestQ);
371
372 if (ownedIdeas.firstElement().getImprovable() &&
373 (qualIfBettered > bestQ) ) {
374 //System.out.println("Only one improvable idea.");
375 return ownedIdeas;
376
377 } else {
378 return null;
379 }
380 }
381
382 Iterator<Idea> ideaItr = this.ownedIdeas.iterator();
383 while (ideaItr.hasNext()) {
384 Idea currIdea = ideaItr.next();
385 qualIfBettered= Environment.quality_improve(currIdea.getQuality());
386 if ((qualIfBettered > bestQ) &&
387 currIdea.getImprovable()) {
388 consider.add(currIdea);
389 }
390 }
391 if (consider.isEmpty()==false && consider.size()>2) {
392 Comparator<Idea> comp = new IdeaQualityComparator();
393 Collections.sort(consider,comp);
394 //minimum
395 int length=consider.size();
396 twoIdeas.add(consider.elementAt(length-2));
397 twoIdeas.add(consider.elementAt(length-1));
398 return twoIdeas;
399 } else {
400 if (consider.isEmpty()==false) {//also glecih oder kleiner 2
401 //System.out.println("Only one or two improvable ideas.");
402 return consider;
403 }
404 }
405
406 if (consider.isEmpty()) {
407 //System.out.println("No improvable ideas.");
408 return null;
409 }
410 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_unreachable_privatePerformanceChooseIdeas);
411 return null;
412 }
413
414 /** The subalgorithm deciding whether the improvement of one idea is more promising than a new one for the four
heuristics which are thought out
415 * to be particularly fitting in the case of the incentive scheme Private Performance.
416 *
417 *
418 * @param firstIdea The idea the improvement of which is assessed
419 * @return <code>true</code> one improvement has higher chance of besting <code>bestIdea</code>.
420 * <code>false</code> new idea has higher chance of besting <code>bestIdea</code>.*/
421
422 private boolean privatePerformanceImproveOnceBetter(Idea firstIdea, boolean favourNew){
423 //System.out.println("Doing improve once better?");
424 double qBest = this.bestIdea.getQuality();
425 //System.out.println("qBest" + qBest);
426 double q1 = firstIdea.getQuality();
427 //System.out.println("q1 orig" + q1);
428 double pImprovement = 0;
429 double pNew = 0;
430 pImprovement = Environment.successProbability_improve(q1) ;
431 ///System.out.println("pImprovement" + pImprovement);
432
433 if (favourNew) {
434 pNew = Environment.probability_idea(q1);
435 } else {
436 pNew = Environment.probability_idea(qBest);
437 }
438
439 //System.out.println("pNew" + pNew);
440
441 double qImprovement = Environment.quality_improve(q1) ;
442 //System.out.println("qImprovment nachher" + qImprovement);
443
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444 if (qImprovement<qBest) {
445 //System.out.println("qimprovement < qBest -- keine Verbesserung moeglich");
446 return false;
447 }
448 //System.out.println("Verbesserung moeglich");
449
450 if (pImprovement > pNew) {
451 //System.out.println("pImprovement>pNew, returning true");
452 return true;
453 }//else
454 //System.out.println("pImprovement<pNew");
455 return false;
456 }
457
458
459
460 /** The subalgorithm deciding whether the improvement of two ideas is more promising than a new one
461 * for the four heuristics which are thought out to be particularly fitting in the case of the
462 * incentive scheme Private Performance.
463 *
464 *
465 * @param firstIdea The first idea the improvement of which is assessed
466 * @param secondIdea The second idea the improvement of which is assessed
467 * @param favourNew If the ideas to be improved have a different quality, what quality will we compare the
468 * new idea creation to?
469 * <ul>
470 * <li> <code>true</code> compare to the lower quality of the input ideas
471 * <li> <code>false</code> compare to the higher quality of the input ideas
472 * </ul>
473 * @return <code>true</code> two improvements have higher chance of besting <code>bestIdea</code>.
474 * <code>false</code> new idea has higher chance of besting <code>bestIdea</code>.*/
475
476 private boolean privatePerformanceImproveTwiceBetter(Idea firstIdea, Idea secondIdea, boolean favourNew){
477 double qBest=this.bestIdea.getQuality();
478 Idea minIdea=null;
479 Idea maxIdea=null;
480 if (firstIdea.getQuality()<secondIdea.getQuality()) {
481 minIdea=firstIdea;
482 maxIdea=secondIdea;
483 } else {
484 minIdea=secondIdea;
485 maxIdea=firstIdea;
486 }
487 double q1 = minIdea.getQuality();
488 double q2 = maxIdea.getQuality();
489 double qe1 = Environment.quality_improve(q1) ;//favour new idea, also minimale qualitaet
490 double qe2 = Environment.quality_improve(q2) ;
491 double pImprovement = 0;
492 double pNew = 0;
493 if (qe1 >= qBest && qe2 >= qBest) {
494 pImprovement = Environment.successProbability_improve(q1)
495 + Environment.successProbability_improve(q2)
496 - Environment.successProbability_improve(q1)
497 * Environment.successProbability_improve(q2);
498 } else {
499 if (qe1 >= qBest) {
500 pImprovement = Environment.successProbability_improve(q1);
501 }
502 if (qe2 >= qBest) {
503 pImprovement = Environment.successProbability_improve(q2);
504 }
505 }
506
507 //favour new --> min q
508 if (favourNew) {
509 pNew= Environment.probability_idea(q1);
510 } else {
511 pNew= Environment.probability_idea(qBest);
512 }
513
514 if (pImprovement>pNew) {
515 return true;
516 }
517 return false;
518 }//es waere gut, wenn er im Falle dass nur eine Idee erfolg verspricht, auch nur diese verbessert?
519 //oder? Wenn er sie sukzessive verbessert wird es vielleicht in der naechsten Runde moeglich sein!
520
521
522 /** The heuristic for all private performance algorithms.
523 *
524 * This method calls the appropriate sub-algorithms for the four heuristics which are thought out
525 * to be particularly fitting in the case of the incentive scheme Private Performance.<p>
526 *
527 *
528 * @param period The period in which should be played.
529 * @param variant which border should be used:
530 * <ul>
531 * <li> 0 (default)- 5.998149
532 * <li> 1 - 6.370192
533 * <li> 2 - 6.943190
534 * </ul>
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535 * */
536 private void collaborativePerformanceFull(
537 Period period, int variant) {
538 double border= 5.998149;
539 if (variant==1) {
540 border=6.370192;
541 }
542 if (variant==2) {
543 border=6.943190;
544 }
545
546 //System.out.println("Calling Collaborative Performance Full with parameters period "
547 //+ period.getID() +
548 // " variant " + variant + " border " + border);
549
550 //System.out.println("Openoing because first choice.");
551 if (myChoices.isEmpty()) {
552 //System.out.println("And mychoices is empty.");
553 //System.out.println("Calling opening low risk.");
554 this.collaborativePerformanceOpening(period);
555 return;
556 }
557
558
559 //choose ideas tells us, if we are dealing with no choices.
560 //this function also checks, whether we are dealing with ideas that can be improved above the current best
...
561 //System.out.println("Caklling choose ideas -> consider");
562 Vector <Idea> consider=this.collaborativePerformanceChooseIdeas(period);
563
564
565 if (consider==null || consider.isEmpty()) {
566 //System.out.println("consider null or empty, calling opening.");
567 this.collaborativePerformanceOpening(period);
568 return;
569 }
570 if (consider.size()==1) {
571 //System.out.println("consider size 1 .");
572 if (this.collaborativePerformanceImproveOnceBetter(
573 consider.firstElement(), border)) {
574 //System.out.println("Improve once better border.");
575 myChoices.add(new Choice(this, period, choice.C0111,
576 consider.firstElement()));
577 return;
578 } else {
579 //System.out.println("improve prob not better new.");
580 this.collaborativePerformanceOpening(period);
581 return;
582 }
583
584 }
585 if (consider.size()==2) {
586 //System.out.println("consider size 2.");
587 if (this.collaborativePerformanceImproveOnceBetter(
588 consider.elementAt(0), border)
589 &&
590 this.collaborativePerformanceImproveOnceBetter(
591 consider.elementAt(1), border)
592 ) {
593 //System.out.println("Both elements of consider will best the border" +
594 //"if successfull.");
595 myChoices.add(new Choice(this, period, choice.C0200,
596 consider.elementAt(0), consider.elementAt(1)));
597 } else {
598 if (this.collaborativePerformanceImproveOnceBetter(
599 consider.elementAt(0), border)) {
600 //System.out.println("Only First element of consider will best the border" +
601 //"if successfull.");
602 myChoices.add(new Choice(this, period, choice.C0111,
603 consider.elementAt(0)));
604 }
605 if (this.collaborativePerformanceImproveOnceBetter(
606 consider.elementAt(1), border)) {
607 //System.out.println("Only second element of consider will best the border" +
608 //"if successfull.");
609 myChoices.add(new Choice(this, period, choice.C0111,
610 consider.elementAt(1)));
611 }
612 if(this.collaborativePerformanceImproveOnceBetter(
613 consider.elementAt(0), border) == false
614 &&
615 this.collaborativePerformanceImproveOnceBetter(
616 consider.elementAt(1), border) ==false) {
617 //System.out.println("No elements of consider will best the border" +
618 //"if successfull.");
619 this.collaborativePerformanceOpening(period);
620 }
621
622 }
623 return;
624 }
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625 if (consider.size()>2) {
626 System.err.println(
627 LanguageSpecs.error_heuristic_collaborativePerformance_considerBigger2);
628 }
629 }
630
631
632
633
634
635
636 private void collaborativePerformanceOpening(Period period) {
637 // System.out.println("Collab Performance: Opening.");
638 myChoices.add(new Choice(this, period, choice.C0030));
639 }
640
641 /** The idea choosing subalgorithm for the four heuristics which are thought out
642 * to be particularly fitting in the case of the incentive scheme
643 * Collabborative Performance.
644 *
645 * This algorithm chooses the ideas that later can be improved.
646 * It looks for them in all
647 * available ideas of the period, so that should be written with
648 * <code>recordIdeas </code>.<p>
649 * The ideas are checked for
650 * <ul>
651 * <li> is the idea <code>improvable </code>?
652 * <li> if this idea is improved successfully
653 * will the new idea have a higher quality than <code>bestIdea</code>?
654 * <li> if more than two ideas fit these points
655 * those with the maximum success probability
656 * (i.e. the worst) are chosen.
657 * </ul>
658 *
659 *
660 * @return the vector of ideas that are to be improved or <code>null</code>
661 * <ul>
662 * <li><code>null</code> no ideas can be improved above the quality of the
663 * current best idea in one go.
664 * <li><code>size()==1</code> this idea only can be improved above the quality
665 * of the current best idea in one go.
666 * </ul><code>size()==2</code> these two ideas can be improved above the
667 * quality of the current best idea in one go
668 * and have the maximum success chance.
669 * */
670 private Vector<Idea> collaborativePerformanceChooseIdeas(Period period) {
671 double bestQ=0;
672 Idea bestIdea=null;
673 Vector<Idea> collaborativelyOwnedIdeas = new Vector<Idea>();
674
675 if (period.getBestIdea()!=null) {
676 bestIdea=period.getBestIdea();
677 bestQ=bestIdea.getQuality();
678 }
679
680 if (period.getAllIdeas()!= null && period.getAllIdeas().isEmpty()!=true) {
681 collaborativelyOwnedIdeas.addAll(period.getAllIdeas());
682 Comparator<Idea> ideaQualiComp=new IdeaQualityComparator();
683 Collections.sort(collaborativelyOwnedIdeas , ideaQualiComp);
684 }
685
686 //System.out.println("Collaboratively Best Idea Quality= " + bestQ);
687
688 Vector <Idea> consider = new Vector<Idea>();
689 Vector <Idea> twoIdeas = new Vector<Idea>();
690
691 double qualIfBettered = 0;
692 double origQual = 0;
693
694 //check if |collaboratively owned ideas| is > 2
695 if (collaborativelyOwnedIdeas == null ||
696 collaborativelyOwnedIdeas.isEmpty()==true) {
697 //System.out.println("Collaboratively Owned ideas empty .");
698 return null;
699 }
700
701 if (collaborativelyOwnedIdeas.size()==1) {
702 //System.out.println("Only one collaboratively owned idea.");
703 origQual= collaborativelyOwnedIdeas.firstElement().getQuality();
704 qualIfBettered = Environment.quality_improve(origQual) ;
705 //System.out.println("Quality if bettered: " + qualIfBettered);
706 //System.out.println("Best!Q: " + bestQ);
707 if (collaborativelyOwnedIdeas.firstElement().getImprovable() &&
708 (qualIfBettered > bestQ) ) {
709 //System.out.println("Only one improvable idea.");
710 return collaborativelyOwnedIdeas;
711 } else {
712 return null;
713 }
714 }
715
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716 Iterator<Idea> ideaItr = collaborativelyOwnedIdeas.iterator();
717 while (ideaItr.hasNext()) {
718 Idea currIdea = ideaItr.next();
719 qualIfBettered= Environment.quality_improve(currIdea.getQuality());
720 if ((qualIfBettered > bestQ) &&
721 currIdea.getImprovable()) {
722 consider.add(currIdea);
723 }
724 }
725 if (consider.isEmpty()==false && consider.size()>2) {
726 Comparator<Idea> comp = new IdeaQualityComparator();
727 Collections.sort(consider,comp);
728 //minimum
729 int length=consider.size();
730 twoIdeas.add(consider.elementAt(length-2));
731 twoIdeas.add(consider.elementAt(length-1));
732 return twoIdeas;
733 } else {
734 if (consider.isEmpty()==false) {//also glecih oder kleiner 2
735 //System.out.println("Only one or two improvable ideas.");
736 return consider;
737 }
738 }
739
740 if (consider.isEmpty()) {
741 //System.out.println("No improvable ideas.");
742 return null;
743 }
744 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_unreachable_collaborativePerformanceChooseIdeas);
745 return null;
746 }
747
748
749 /** The subalgorithm deciding whether the improvement of one idea is more promising than a new one for the four
heuristics which are thought out
750 * to be particularly fitting in the case of the incentive scheme Collaborative Performance.
751 *
752 *
753 * @param firstIdea The idea the improvement of which is assessed
754 * @return <code>true</code> one improvement has higher chance of besting <code>bestIdea</code>.
755 * <code>false</code> new idea has higher chance of besting <code>bestIdea</code>.*/
756
757 private boolean collaborativePerformanceImproveOnceBetter(Idea firstIdea,
758 double border){
759 //System.out.println("collab Doing improve once better?");
760 double q1 = firstIdea.getQuality();
761 //System.out.println("collab q1 orig" + q1);
762 double qImprovement = Environment.quality_improve(q1) ;
763 //System.out.println("qImprovment nachher" + qImprovement);
764
765 if (qImprovement>border) {
766 //System.out.println("qimprovement < qBest -- keine Verbesserung moeglich");
767 return true;
768 }
769 return false;
770 }
771
772
773
774 /** External agent constructor (human players)
775 *
776 * This constructor if for the creation of human players.
777 *
778 * @param birthday the period in which the agent gets created.
779 * @param agentType the type of the agent - which heuristic does it use?
780 * */
781 Agent (Period birthday, heuristic agentType) {
782 this(birthday);
783 this.agentType=agentType;
784
785
786 }
787
788 /** Internal agent constructor
789 *
790 * This constructor should not be used from outside.
791 *
792 * @param agentType the heuristic of the agent.
793 * */
794 Agent (heuristic agentType) {
795 this();
796 this.agentType=agentType;
797 this.agentTypeInt=TestCase.typeToInt(agentType);
798 }
799
800 /** Internal agent constructor
801 *
802 * This constructor should not be used from outside.
803 * @param birthday the period the agent was created in.
804 * */
805 Agent (Period birthday) {
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806 this();
807 this.birthday=birthday;
808 this.birthdayID=birthday.getID();
809 }
810
811 /** External agent constructor (computer players)
812 *
813 * This constructor if for the creation of computer players.
814 *
815 * @param birthday the period in which the agent gets created.
816 * @param agentType the type of the agent - which heuristic does it use?
817 * */
818 Agent (Period birthday, computerPlayer cpType) {
819 this(birthday);
820 switch(cpType) {
821 case INVENTOR:
822 this.agentType=heuristic.CPINVENTOR;
823 break;
824 case COMMENTATOR:
825 this.agentType=heuristic.CPCOMMENTATOR;
826 break;
827 case CIRCULATOR:
828 this.agentType=heuristic.CPCIRCULATOR;
829 break;
830 case RANDOM:
831 this.agentType=heuristic.CPRANDOM;
832 break;
833 case NONPARTICIPANT:
834 System.err.print("NONPARTICIPANT created. Should not happen.\n");
835 break;
836 }
837 this.agentTypeInt=TestCase.typeToInt(agentType);
838 }
839
840
841 /** Internal agent constructor
842 *
843 * This constructor should not be used from outside.
844 * */
845 Agent() {
846 numberOfAgents++;
847 this.agentID=numberOfAgents;
848 this.myChoices = new Vector<Choice>();
849 birthdayID=0;
850 ownedIdeas = new Vector<Idea>();
851 ownedIdeasIDs = new Vector<Integer>();
852 }
853
854 /** @return ownedIdeas ownedIdeas
855 * */
856
857 public Vector<Idea> getOwnedIdeas() {
858 return ownedIdeas;
859 }
860
861 /** @return agentID agentID
862 * */
863 public int getID() {
864 return agentID;
865 }
866
867 /** @return agentType agentType
868 * */
869 public heuristic getAgentType() {
870 return agentType;
871 }
872
873 /** @return birthday birthday
874 * */
875 @XmlTransient
876 public Period getBirthday() {
877 return birthday;
878 }
879
880 /** Sets the birthday of the agent.
881 *
882 * Is only to be used if no other possibilitie arises. For example if the period does not exist before
883 * the agents are created. The birthday of an agent should not be changed from the outside in any other case.
884 *
885 * @param birthday new birthday
886 * */
887 public void setBirthday(Period birthday) {
888 this.birthday=birthday;
889 this.birthdayID=birthday.getID();
890 }
891
892 /** @return myChoices myChoices
893 * */
894 public Vector<Choice> getChoices() {
895 return myChoices;
896 }
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897
898 /** Records the resulting ideas of a period in the agents own arrays and renews <code>bestIdea</code>.
899 *
900 * @param period the period from which the results shall be taken.
901 * */
902 public void recordIdeas(Period period) {
903 ownedIdeas=new Vector<Idea>();//killen damit nichts doppelt
904 ownedIdeasIDs=new Vector<Integer>();//haha das gilt auch fuer die IDs
905 Iterator<Idea> ideaItr= period.getAllIdeas().iterator();
906 //muesste aller perioden sein. wurde die periode zuerst gerecordet?
907 while (ideaItr.hasNext()) {
908 Idea currIdea = ideaItr.next();
909 if (currIdea.getOwner()==this) {
910 ownedIdeas.add(currIdea);
911 }
912 }
913 Comparator<Idea> compIdea = new IdeaQualityComparator();
914 Collections.sort(ownedIdeas, compIdea);
915
916 ideaItr=ownedIdeas.iterator();
917 while (ideaItr.hasNext()) {
918 Idea currIdea = ideaItr.next();
919 ownedIdeasIDs.add(currIdea.getID());
920 }
921
922 if (ownedIdeas!=null && ownedIdeas.isEmpty()==false) {
923 bestIdea=ownedIdeas.firstElement();
924 }
925
926 }
927
928 /** Records the rewards awarded in a period in the agents own arrays and renews <code>rewardSum</code>.
929 *
930 * @param period the period from which the results shall be taken.
931 * */
932 public void recordRewardSum() {
933 double sammy = 0.0;
934 Iterator<Choice> choiceItr = myChoices.iterator();
935 while (choiceItr.hasNext()) {
936 Choice currChoice=choiceItr.next();
937 Iterator <Cheque> chequeItr = currChoice.getRewards().iterator();
938 while (chequeItr.hasNext()) {
939 Cheque currCheque = chequeItr.next();
940 sammy=sammy+currCheque.getAmount();
941 }
942 }
943 this.rewardSum=sammy;
944 }
945 /**
946 * @return rewardSum reward Sum
947 * */
948 public double getRewardSum() {
949 return rewardSum;
950 }
951 /**@return bestIdea bestIdea (owned!?)
952 * */
953 public Idea getBestIdea() {
954 return bestIdea;
955 }
956 /**@return agentTypeInt agentTypeInt
957 * */
958 public int getAgentTypeInt() {
959 return agentTypeInt;
960 }
961
962
963
964
965 }
B.1.3. AgentalityComparator.java
Listing B.3: AgentalityComparator.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import java.util.Collections;
4 import java.util.Comparator;
5 import java.util.Vector;
6
7
8
9 /** Allows objects of the class <code>Agent</code> to be compared by the quality of their bestIdea.
10 *
11 * This class creates a comparator for agents. It is based on the vector of <code>ownedIdeas </code> attribute
12 * of the agents. Its most important use is that with {@link Collections} we can now sort a
13 * <code>Vector<Agent></code> using Merge Sort (optimal) by invoking the code <p>
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14 * <code>Collections.sort(vec);</code><p>
15 * This saves a lot of manual iterating!
16 *
17 *
18 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
19 * @version 1.0
20 * @since 01.08.2012
21 * */
22 public class AgentQualityComparator implements Comparator<Agent>{
23 /** A classic compare function according to <code>Comparator </code>.
24 *
25 * @return
26 * <ul>
27 * <li> <code>-1</code> First agent better
28 * <li> <code>0</code> No agent is better
29 * <li> <code>1</code> Second agent is better
30 *
31 * </ul>*/
32 @Override
33 public int compare(Agent agent1, Agent agent2) {
34 int retVal=0;
35
36 Vector<Idea> agent1OwnedIdeasSorted = new Vector<Idea>(agent1.getOwnedIdeas());
37 Vector<Idea> agent2OwnedIdeasSorted = new Vector<Idea>(agent2.getOwnedIdeas());
38 Comparator<Idea> ideaQualyComp = new IdeaQualityComparator();
39 Collections.sort(agent1OwnedIdeasSorted , ideaQualyComp);
40 Collections.sort(agent2OwnedIdeasSorted , ideaQualyComp);
41 //NullPointer geschichten?
42 //wenn jemand keine ideen hat dann soll er doch bitte lieber nach rewars sortiert werden.
43 if (agent1OwnedIdeasSorted.isEmpty() && agent2OwnedIdeasSorted.isEmpty()==false){
44 return retVal=1;
45 }
46 if (agent1OwnedIdeasSorted.isEmpty()==false && agent2OwnedIdeasSorted.isEmpty()){
47 return retVal=-1;
48 }
49 if (agent1OwnedIdeasSorted.isEmpty() && agent2OwnedIdeasSorted.isEmpty()){
50 //hier kann man spaeter nach reward weitersorteieren am besten mit dem vorhandenen comparator.
51 //hab aber grad angst vorm zirkelschluss.
52
53 return retVal=0;
54 }
55
56 if (agent1OwnedIdeasSorted.firstElement().getQuality() >
57 agent2OwnedIdeasSorted.firstElement().getQuality()) {
58 return retVal=-1;
59 }
60 if (agent1OwnedIdeasSorted.firstElement().getQuality() <
61 agent2OwnedIdeasSorted.firstElement().getQuality()) {
62 return retVal=+1;
63 }
64 if (agent1OwnedIdeasSorted.lastElement().getQuality() ==
65 agent2OwnedIdeasSorted.lastElement().getQuality()) {
66 return retVal=0;
67 }
68
69 return retVal;
70 }
71 }
B.1.4. AgentRewardComparator.java
Listing B.4: AgentRewardComparator.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import java.util.Collections;
4 import java.util.Comparator;
5
6 /** Allows objects of the class <code>Agent</code> to be compared by the height of the sum of rewards
7 * <code>rewardSum</code>.
8 *
9 * This class creates a comparator for agents. It is based on the <code>double rewardSum </code> attribute
10 * of agents. Its most important use is that with {@link Collections} we can now sort a
11 * <code>Vector<Agent></code> using Merge Sort (optimal) by invoking the code <p>
12 * <code>Collections.sort(vec);</code><p>
13 * This saves a lot of manual iterating!
14 *
15 *
16 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
17 * @version 1.0
18 * @since 01.08.2012
19 * */
20 public class AgentRewardComparator implements Comparator<Agent>{
21 /** A classic compare function according to <code>Comparator </code>.
22 *
23 * @return
24 * <ul>
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25 * <li> <code>-1</code> First agent better
26 * <li> <code>0</code> No agent is better
27 * <li> <code>1</code> Second agent is better
28 *
29 * </ul>*/
30 @Override
31 public int compare(Agent agent1, Agent agent2) {
32 int retVal=0;
33 if (agent1.getRewardSum() <
34 agent2.getRewardSum()) {
35 return retVal=1;
36 }
37 if (agent1.getRewardSum() >
38 agent2.getRewardSum()) {
39 return retVal=-1;
40 }
41 if (agent1.getRewardSum() ==
42 agent2.getRewardSum()) {
43 return retVal=0;
44 }
45 return retVal;
46 }
47 }
B.1.5. Cheque.java
Listing B.5: Cheque.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement;
4 /** Provides a structure for payments.
5 *
6 * This class provides a structure for payments. If a payment is to be made, a cheque is created.
7 * The class where this is applicable is {@link Choice#reward(double)}, because we always reward choices.
8 * In this way, it is always known what was rewarded. Since every choice belongs to an Agent, the agent
9 * has the possibility to find out how many rewards it got.
10 *
11 *
12 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
13 * @version 1.0
14 * @since 01.06.2012
15 * */
16
17 public class Cheque {
18 /**The period of the payment.*/
19 private Period period;
20 /**The receiver of the reward.*/
21 private Agent agent;
22 /**@deprecated the ID of the period of the payment.*/
23
24 // @XmlElement
25 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
26 private int periodID;
27 // @XmlElement
28 /**@deprecated The ID of the receiving agent of the payment.*/
29 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
30 private int agentID;
31
32 //private int chequeID;
33 //not necessary for now.
34
35 /**The height of the reward in euro.*/
36 @XmlElement
37 private double amount;
38
39 /** external Constructor for a cheque.
40 *
41 * @param period the period for which the reward is to be given.
42 * @param agent the agent that is to be awarded
43 * @double amount the height of the reward in euro
44 * */
45 Cheque(Period period, Agent agent, double amount){
46 this.period=period;
47 this.agent=agent;
48 this.amount=amount;
49 periodID=this.period.getID();
50 agentID=this.agent.getID();
51 }//eof construct
52
53 Cheque() {
54 }
55 /**@return amount amount*/
56 public double getAmount() {
57 return amount;
58 }
59 }//eof class Bill
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B.1.6. Choice.java
Listing B.6: Choice.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import java.util.Random;
4 import java.util.Vector;
5 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement;
6 /** Provides a structure for choices.
7 *
8 * In the current modelling of the game there are exactly six action points available and all points must
9 * be used up. Therefore the possible choices is only nine (see DA Ruwe). Hence, it is easier to adress
10 * the choices and not the actions themselves. This class thereby serves as a link to the actions which will
11 * not have to be used and handled in any classes outside this one. <p>
12 * Each agent that makes a choice creates a new object of this type in which all information regarding that draw
13 * are kept neatly.<p>
14 * If changes are made to the game that make an influence to the available choices this has to be changed here and
15 * depending on how the agents make these choices the heuristics in the class {@link Agent} have to be enhanced.
16 *
17 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
18 * @version 1.0
19 * @since 01.08.2012
20 * */
21
22 public class Choice implements Action{
23 /**For the random numbers needed in this class.*/
24 private static Random generator = new Random();
25 /**used for the generation of choiceIDs.*/
26 private static int choiceCounter=0;
27
28 /** number of times the action <code>NEWIDEA</code> is chosen.
29 * In current restriuctions max. of 1.*/
30 @XmlElement
31 private int newidea;
32
33 /** number of times the action <code>IMPROVE</code> is chosen.
34 * In current restrictions max. of 2.
35 * {@link Choice#improveIdeaOne} and {@link Choice#improveIdeaTwo} are strongly related.*/
36 @XmlElement
37 private int improve;
38
39 /** number of times the action <code>INVITE</code> is chosen.
40 * In current restrictions max. of 3. */
41 @XmlElement
42 private int invite;
43
44 /** number of times the action <code>LEISURE</code> is chosen.
45 * In current restrictions max. of 6. */
46 @XmlElement
47 private int leisure;
48
49 @XmlElement
50 private int choiceID;
51
52 /** period in which choice was made.*/
53 private Period period;
54
55 /** agent that made the choice.*/
56 private Agent agent;
57
58 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
59 @XmlElement
60 private int agentID;
61
62 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
63 @XmlElement
64 private int periodID;
65
66 /** first idea to improve if any.*/
67 private Idea improveIdeaOne;
68
69 /** second idea to improve if any.*/
70 private Idea improveIdeaTwo;
71
72 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
73 @XmlElement
74 private double improveIdeaOneQuality;
75 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
76 @XmlElement
77 private double improveIdeaTwoQuality;
78
79 /** Ideas that resulted from this choice.*/
80 @XmlElement
81 private Vector<Idea> resultIdeas;
82
83
84 /** rewards that were given because of this choice.*/
85 @XmlElement
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86 private Vector<Cheque> rewards;
87
88
89 /** external Constructor of a choice, if two ideas are to be improved.
90 * @param agent the agent that makes its choice.
91 * @param period the period in which the decision takes place.
92 * @param choice an element of the enum choice as defined in Action class: {@link ideation.Action#choice}
93 * @param idea1 first idea to be improved. The order does not matter.
94 * @param idea2 second idea to be improved. The order does not matter. */
95 Choice(Agent agent,Period period,choice choice, Idea idea1, Idea idea2) {
96 this(agent, period, choice);
97 if (idea2==null) {System.err.println("Freaky errorsd.");}
98 if (idea1==null) {System.err.println("Freaky error.");}
99 this.improveIdeaOne=idea1;
100 this.improveIdeaOneQuality=idea1.getQuality();
101 this.improveIdeaTwo=idea2;
102 this.improveIdeaTwoQuality=idea2.getQuality();
103 if (choice !=Action.choice.C0200) {
104 System.err.print("Error: Bla");
105 }
106 }
107
108 /** external Constructor of a choice, if one idea is to be improved.
109 * @param agent the agent that makes its choice.
110 * @param period the period in which the decision takes place.
111 * @param choice an element of the enum choice as defined in Action class: {@link ideation.Action#choice}
112 * @param idea1 idea to be improved.*/
113 Choice(Agent agent,Period period,choice choice, Idea idea1) {
114 this(agent, period, choice);
115 if (idea1==null) {System.err.println("Freaky error.");}
116 this.improveIdeaOne=idea1;
117 this.improveIdeaOneQuality=idea1.getQuality();
118 if (choice !=Action.choice.C0111 && choice !=Action.choice.C0103) {
119 System.err.print("Error: Bluppa");
120 System.err.print("Error: Bluppa");
121 System.err.print("Error: Bluppa");
122
123 }
124
125
126 }
127
128 /** external Constructor of a choice, if no improvements are made.
129 *
130 * @param agent the agent that makes its choice.
131 * @param period the period in which the decision takes place.
132 * @param choice an element of the enum choice as defined in Action class: {@link ideation.Action#choice} */
133 Choice(Agent agent,Period period,choice choice) {
134 this(choice);
135 this.period=period;
136 this.agent = agent;
137 this.periodID=period.getID();
138 this.agentID=agent.getID();
139 }
140
141 /** internal Constructor of a choice
142 * @param choice an element of the enum choice as defined in Action class: {@link ideation.Action#choice} */
143 Choice(choice choice) {
144 this();
145 switch (choice) {
146 case C1002:
147 newidea=1;
148 leisure=2;
149 break;//never drop down!
150 case C1010:
151 newidea=1;
152 invite=1;
153 break;
154 case C0103:
155 improve=1;
156 leisure=3;
157 break;
158 case C0111:
159 improve=1;
160 invite=1;
161 leisure=1;
162 break;
163 case C0200:
164 improve=2;
165 break;
166 case C0014:
167 invite=1;
168 leisure=4;
169 break;
170 case C0022:
171 invite=2;
172 leisure=2;
173 break;
174 case C0030:
175 invite=3;
176 break;
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177 case C0006:
178 leisure=6;
179 break;
180 }//eof switch
181 }//eof constr.
182
183 /**internal Constructor*/
184 Choice() {
185 period=null;
186 agent=null;
187 choiceCounter++;
188 choiceID = choiceCounter;
189 newidea=0;
190 improve=0;
191 invite=0;
192 leisure=0;
193 resultIdeas=new Vector<Idea>();
194 improveIdeaOne=null;
195 improveIdeaTwo=null;
196 rewards=new Vector<Cheque>();
197 improveIdeaOneQuality=0.0;
198 improveIdeaTwoQuality=0.0;
199
200 }
201
202 /**@return newidea newidea*/
203 public int getNewidea() {
204 return newidea;
205 }
206
207 /**@return improve improve*/
208 public int getImprove() {
209 return improve;
210 }
211
212 /**@return invite invite*/
213 public int getInvite(){
214 return invite;
215 }
216
217 /**@return leisure leisure*/
218 public int getLeisure() {
219 return leisure;
220 }
221
222 /**@return period period*/
223 public Period getPeriod() {
224 return period;
225 }
226
227 /**@return resultIdeas resultIdeas*/
228 public Vector<Idea> getIdeas() {
229 return resultIdeas;
230 }
231
232 /**@param idea an idea that resulted of this choice.*/
233 public void addResult(Idea idea) {
234 resultIdeas.add(idea);
235 }
236
237 /**@return choiceID choiceID*/
238 public int getID() {
239 return choiceID;
240 }
241
242 /**@return agent agent*/
243 public Agent getAgent() {
244 return agent;
245 }
246
247 /**@return resultIdeas resultIdeas*/
248 public Vector<Idea> getResults() {
249 return resultIdeas;
250 }
251
252 /**@return improveIdeaOne improveIdeaOne*/
253 public Idea getImproveBasis1(){
254 return improveIdeaOne;
255 }
256
257 /**@return improveIdeaTwo improveIdeaTwo*/
258 public Idea getImproveBasis2(){
259 return improveIdeaTwo;
260 }
261
262 /**@return rewards rewards*/
263 public Vector<Cheque> getRewards(){
264 return rewards;
265 }
266
267 /**Assigns a reward to a choice and automatically calls {@link ideation.Agent#recordRewardSum()}
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268 *
269 * @param amount the height of the reward that is attributed to this choice in euro. */
270 public void reward(double amount) {
271 rewards.add(new Cheque(this.period, this.agent, amount));
272 this.agent.recordRewardSum();
273 }
274
275 /** Give out a random choice from those available.
276 *
277 * @return A random choice from the enum {@link Action.choice}
278 */
279 public static choice randomChoice() {
280 int pick = generator.nextInt(choice.values().length);
281 return choice.values()[pick];
282 }
283
284 }//eof class
B.1.7. Environment.java
Listing B.7: Environment.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import java.util.Iterator;
4 import java.util.Random;
5 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement;
6
7 /** Is everything that is uncontrollable by anyone, especially the results of the choices.
8 *
9 * In this class we are dealing with those aspects of the game that can be loosely called the environment.
10 * The environment or world will be responsible for the results of the choices. Whether an invitation or an idea is
11 * successfull, what qualities they will have etc..<p>
12 * The only action that is independent of the environment is leisure which always results in a direct reward.
13 * For the other actions this class will provide these attributes:
14 * <ul>
15 * <li> <code>NEWIDEA</code> Quality distributed gaussian (truncated according) to DA Ruwe.
16 * <li> <code>IMPROVE</code>Quality distribution.
17 * <li> <code>IMPROVE</code>Success distribution.
18 * <li> <code>INVITE</code>Distirbution of resulting players
19 * </ul>
20 *
21 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
22 * @version 1.0
23 * @since 01.06.2012
24 * */
25 public class Environment implements Action,Heuristic {
26 /**Mean for truncated normal distribution before truncation. */
27 @XmlElement
28 public static final double newidea_mean = 5;
29
30 /**Variance for truncated normal distribution before truncation. */
31 @XmlElement
32 public static final double newidea_variance = 1;
33
34 /**<ul>
35 * <li><code>true</code> Gaussian Truncated Distribution
36 * <li><code>false</code> Normal Distribution
37 * </ul> */
38 @XmlElement
39 public static final boolean newidea_truncated = true;
40
41 /**Left border for truncated normal distribution.*/
42 @XmlElement
43 public static final double newidea_truncated_left = 0;
44
45 /**Right border for truncated normal distribution.*/
46 @XmlElement
47 public static final double newidea_truncated_right = 10;
48
49 /** The number of agents that are invited per action 'INVITE'.
50 * Currently this value is set to a default of 5. */
51 @XmlElement
52 public static final int numberToInvite = 5;
53
54
55
56 /**Calculates and writes the results of the environmental influences.
57 *
58 * Should only be called once in each period and that after the agents have made their choices,
59 * i.e. after {@link ideation.Agent#play(Period)}.
60 *
61 * @param period the period ion which these events are to take place.
62 * @param game the game in which we are playing.*/
63 public void happens(Period period, Game game) {
64 Iterator<Choice> choiceItr = period.getChoices().iterator();
65
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66 while (choiceItr.hasNext()) {
67 Choice choice=choiceItr.next();
68 int newidea=choice.getNewidea();
69 int improve=choice.getImprove();
70 int invite=choice.getInvite();
71 int leisure=choice.getLeisure();
72 if (leisure!=0) {
73 game.getIncentive().instantReward(choice);
74 }
75 if (newidea==1) {
76 choice.addResult(
77 new Idea(choice.getAgent(),
78 choice.getPeriod(),
79 result_idea(),
80 choice
81 ));
82 }
83 if (improve>0) {
84 double newIdeaQuality1 = result_improve(choice.getImproveBasis1().getQuality());
85 if (newIdeaQuality1!=0) {
86 choice.addResult(new Idea(choice.getAgent(),
87 choice.getPeriod(),
88 choice.getImproveBasis1(),
89 newIdeaQuality1,
90 choice) );
91 }
92 }
93 if (improve>1) {
94 double newIdeaQuality2 = result_improve(choice.getImproveBasis1().getQuality());
95 if (newIdeaQuality2!=0) {
96 choice.addResult(new Idea(choice.getAgent(),
97 choice.getPeriod(),
98 choice.getImproveBasis2(),
99 newIdeaQuality2,
100 choice) );
101 }
102 }
103 if (invite>0) {
104 for (int i=1; i<=numberToInvite; i++ ) {
105 computerPlayer resultingPlayer = result_randomInvite();
106 //System.out.println("Invite " + i + "Resulted in " + resultingPlayer);
107 if (resultingPlayer!=computerPlayer.NONPARTICIPANT) {
108 //System.out.println("addNewAgent in der period... und im Spiel!!!");
109 Agent newagent = new Agent(period, resultingPlayer);
110 period.addNewAgent( newagent);
111 game.addNewAgent(newagent );
112 }
113 }
114
115
116 }
117 }//eof while
118 period.recordIdeas();
119
120 }
121
122
123 /** Calculates the result of a new idea.
124 *
125 * @return The quality of the new idea.*/
126 public static double result_idea() {
127 Random fate = new Random();
128 double ideaValue = -1.0;
129 if (newidea_truncated) {
130 while (ideaValue<0 || ideaValue >10) {
131 ideaValue = fate.nextGaussian()*newidea_variance+newidea_mean;
132 }//I can proof, that this will actually result in the truncated gaussian curve but having
seen the
133 //minute differences between gaussian and truncated gaussian in our case... who cares.
134 } else {
135 ideaValue = fate.nextGaussian()*newidea_variance+newidea_mean;
136 }
137 return ideaValue;
138 }//eof result_idea
139
140 /** Calculates the probability of achieving a new idea better than certain quality.
141 *
142 * @param qBest quality to be bested
143 * @return probability of achieving a better result with new idea.*/
144 public static double probability_idea(double qBest) {
145 double pNew;
146 pNew= 1 - TruncatedNormalDistribution.cdf(
147 newidea_mean,
148 newidea_variance,
149 newidea_truncated_left ,
150 newidea_truncated_right ,
151 qBest);
152 return pNew;
153 }
154
155 /** Calculates the result an improvement (success and quality)
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156 *
157 * @param prevIdeaValue The quality of the idea that is to be improved.
158 * @return
159 * <ul>
160 * <li> <code>0</code> if the idea was not successful.
161 * <li> the quality of the created improvement if the idea was successful.
162 * </ul>
163 */
164 public static double result_improve(double prevIdeaValue) {//only return if success. else 0.
165 double newIdeaValue=0.0;
166 double fate=Math.random();//Zufallszahl gleichverteilt [0,1)
167 double probability=successProbability_improve(prevIdeaValue);
168 if (fate<=probability) {
169 newIdeaValue = quality_improve(prevIdeaValue);
170 if (newIdeaValue<prevIdeaValue) {
171 System.out.println("This is not right");
172 }
173 }
174 return newIdeaValue;
175 }//eof result_improve
176
177 /** Calculates the success probability of an idea with given quality
178 *
179 * This is a function of its own, so that it can be accessed by anyone who needs it outside.
180 * Thereby if we want to change this function we only have to do so here.
181 * The points in the code are neccessary because of javas handling of division for integers!
182 *
183 * @param prevIdeaValue The quality of the idea that is to be improved.
184 * @return The probability of success.
185 */
186 public static double successProbability_improve(double prevIdeaValue) {
187 double probability=Math.pow(1.0-prevIdeaValue/10.0,3.0/4.0);
188 return probability;
189 }
190
191 /** Calculates the new quality if an idea is improved successfully.
192 *
193 * This is a function of its own, so that it can be accessed by anyone who needs it outside.
194 * Thereby if we want to change this function we only have to do so here.<p>
195 * The points in the code are neccessary because of javas handling of division for integers!
196 *
197 * @param prevIdeaValue The quality of the idea that is to be improved.
198 * @return The quality of the new idea.
199 */
200 public static double quality_improve(double prevIdeaValue) {
201 return 4.0/5.0*prevIdeaValue + 2.0;
202 }
203
204 /** Calculates a partial invite action.
205 *
206 * If the action of invitation is picked, multiple computer players get invited.
207 * This function calculates the probabilities of successs and the resultant type of
208 * an individual invitation. Therefore if the number of agents invited per invite action
209 * is foo, this method has to be called foo times.
210 *
211 * @return
212 * <ul>
213 * <li> successful invitation: a valid computer player heuristic.
214 * <li> unsuccesful invitation: <code>NONPARTICIPANT </code>
215 * </ul>
216 */
217 public static computerPlayer result_randomInvite() {
218 //Reaction?
219 if (Math.random()<0.8) {
220 return computerPlayer.NONPARTICIPANT;
221 }
222 double computerType = Math.random();
223 if (computerType <=0.2) {
224 return computerPlayer.INVENTOR;
225 }
226 if (computerType <=0.7) {
227 return computerPlayer.COMMENTATOR;
228 }
229 if (computerType <=0.8) {
230 return computerPlayer.CIRCULATOR;
231 }
232 return computerPlayer.RANDOM;
233 }//eof result_randomInvite
234
235
236 }//eof class
B.1.8. FlatCollaborative.java
Listing B.8: FlatCollaborative.java
1 package ideation;
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2
3 import ideation.Heuristic.heuristic;
4 import java.util.Iterator;
5 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement;
6
7 /** The Incentive Scheme {@link ideation.Incentive} Flat Collaborative.
8 *
9 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
10 * @version 1.0
11 * @since 01.06.2012
12 * */
13 public class FlatCollaborative extends Incentive implements Action {
14
15 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
16 @XmlElement
17 private static String name="Flat Collaborative";
18
19 /**Splits the reward sum and rewards each human agent with an equal share, regardless of its performance.
20 *
21 * @param summary the summary of the game which was played.
22 * {@link ideation.GameSummary} */
23 public void finalReward(GameSummary summary) {
24 //COMPUTER PLAYERS ARE NOT COUNTED
25 int humanCounter=0;
26 Iterator <Agent> agentItr = summary.getAllAgentsQualitySorted().iterator();
27 while (agentItr.hasNext()) {
28 heuristic checkType = agentItr.next().getAgentType();
29 if ( (checkType == heuristic.CPCIRCULATOR) ||
30 (checkType == heuristic.CPCOMMENTATOR) ||
31 (checkType == heuristic.CPINVENTOR) ||
32 (checkType == heuristic.CPNONPARTICIPANT) ||
33 (checkType == heuristic.CPRANDOM)
34 ) {
35 //System.out.println("Computer Player encountered");
36 } else {
37 //System.out.println("Human Player encountered.");
38 humanCounter++;
39 }
40 }//eof while
41 individualReward = rewardFlatPrivate / humanCounter;
42 agentItr = summary.getAllAgentsQualitySorted().iterator();
43 while (agentItr.hasNext()) {
44 Agent dude = agentItr.next();
45
46 if ( (dude.getAgentType() == heuristic.CPCIRCULATOR) ||
47 (dude.getAgentType() == heuristic.CPCOMMENTATOR) ||
48 (dude.getAgentType() == heuristic.CPINVENTOR) ||
49 (dude.getAgentType() == heuristic.CPNONPARTICIPANT) ||
50 (dude.getAgentType() == heuristic.CPRANDOM)
51 ) {
52 } else {//that it is the last choice is arbitrary
53 if(dude.getChoices()!=null &&
54 dude.getChoices().isEmpty()==false) {
55 dude.getChoices().lastElement().reward(individualReward);
56 }
57 }
58 }
59 }//eof finalReward
60 }//eof class
B.1.9. FlatPrivate.java
Listing B.9: FlatPrivate.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import java.util.Iterator;
4 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement;
5
6 /** The Incentive Scheme Flat Private.
7 *
8 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
9 * @version 1.0
10 * @since 01.06.2012
11 * */
12 public class FlatPrivate extends Incentive implements Action {
13 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
14 @XmlElement
15 private String name = "Flat Private";
16
17 /**Gives each human player an individual reward regardless of its performance.
18 *
19 * @param summary the summary of the game which was played.
20 * {@link ideation.GameSummary} */
21 public void finalReward(GameSummary summary) {
22 individualReward = rewardFlatPrivate;
23 Iterator<Agent> agentItr = summary.getAllAgentsQualitySorted().iterator();
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24 while (agentItr.hasNext()) {
25 Agent dude = agentItr.next();
26 if (dude.getChoices()!=null &&
27 dude.getChoices().isEmpty()==false)
28 dude.getChoices().lastElement().reward(individualReward);
29 }
30
31
32 }//eof finalReward
33
34 }//eof class
B.1.10. Game.java
Listing B.10: Game.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import java.text.DateFormat;
4 import java.text.SimpleDateFormat;
5 import java.util.Collections;
6 import java.util.Date;
7 import java.util.Iterator;
8 import java.util.Vector;
9 import java.util.Comparator;
10 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlAttribute;
11 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement;
12 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlTransient;
13
14 /** Provides the structures and methods for a single ideation game.
15 *
16 * This class is invoked by Test Case {@link ideation.TestCase} and then runs a corresponding ideation game
17 * and stores all the related data. If a single game is wanted a main method can be added here.
18 *
19 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
20 * @version 1.0
21 * @since 01.06.2012
22 * */
23 public class Game implements Action, Heuristic {
24
25 /**The length of the game (number of periods till end)*/
26 @XmlElement
27 private int gameLength;
28
29 /**If multiple games are created by <code>TestCase</code> this denotes the number of this game.*/
30 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
31 @XmlAttribute
32 private int gameRepetition;
33
34 /**A string of the form yyyy-MM-dd_hh'h'mm'm'ss's' identifying the game serializable.*/
35 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
36 @XmlAttribute
37 private String gameID;
38
39 /**The current period.*/
40 private Period gamePeriodCurrent;
41
42 /**All periods of the game.*/
43 private Vector<Period> gamePeriods;
44
45 /**The incentive {@link ideation.Incentive} which is used.*/
46 private Incentive incentive;
47
48 /**The environment {@link ideation.Environment} which is used.*/
49 private Environment world;
50
51 /**The agents (human and computer) of the game.*/
52 @XmlTransient
53 private Vector<Agent> agentsWhoPlay;
54
55 /**The types of the first agents of the game.*/
56 @XmlElement
57 private Vector<heuristic> initialTypes;
58 /**The integers corrseponding to the types of the first agents of the game.*/
59 @XmlElement
60 private Vector<Integer> initialTypesInt;
61 /**The integers corrseponding to the agents IDs of the initial agents.*/
62 @XmlElement
63 private Vector<Agent> initialAgents;
64
65 /**A summary {@link ideation.GameSummary} which holds all interesting outcomes of the game
66 * in an easily usable way (sorted according to different criteria).*/
67 @XmlElement
68 private GameSummary summary;
69
70 /**internal Constructor
71 *
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72 * this should not be called from outside, several crucial parameters would be missing.
73 * */
74 Game() {
75 Date starttime = new Date();
76 DateFormat df = new SimpleDateFormat( "yyyy-MM-dd_hh'h'mm'm'ss's'" );//windows compat.
77 this.gameID = new String(df.format(starttime));
78 this.gamePeriodCurrent=new Period();
79 this.gamePeriods = new Vector<Period>();
80 this.gamePeriods.add(gamePeriodCurrent);
81 this.agentsWhoPlay = new Vector<Agent>();
82 this.initialTypes = new Vector<heuristic >();
83 this.initialAgents = new Vector<Agent>();
84 this.initialTypesInt = new Vector<Integer>();
85 this.summary=new GameSummary();
86 this.gameLength=5;//def.
87 this.gameRepetition=1;//def
88 }
89
90 /**internal Constructor
91 *
92 * this should not be called from outside, several crucial parameters would be missing.
93 * @param gameLength the length of the game until it is ended.*/
94 Game(int gameLength) {
95 this();
96 this.gameLength=gameLength;
97 }
98
99 /**external Constructor
100 *
101 * Creates a game with initial Agents who have the heuristics as specified in initialTypes.
102 *
103 * @param incentive the incentive scheme {@link ideation.Incentive}
104 * @param world the environment {@link ideation.Environment}
105 * @param initialTypes a vector with the desired types of
106 * the agents that will be created at the start of the game. {@link ideation.Agent}
107 * @param gameLength the length of the game until it is ended.
108 * @param repetition in a TestCase {@link ideation.TestCase}
109 * with multiple games the number of this game.*/
110 Game (Incentive incentive,
111 Environment world,
112 Vector<heuristic> initialTypes,
113 int gameLength,
114 int repetition) {
115
116 this(gameLength);
117 this.gameRepetition=repetition;
118 this.incentive=incentive;
119 this.world=world;
120 this.initialTypes=initialTypes;
121 Iterator<heuristic> typeIter = this.initialTypes.iterator();
122 this.agentsWhoPlay=new Vector<Agent>();
123 while (typeIter.hasNext()) {
124 heuristic currType = typeIter.next();
125 Agent newGuy=new Agent(currType);
126 this.agentsWhoPlay.add(newGuy);
127 this.initialTypesInt.add(TestCase.typeToInt(currType));
128 this.initialAgents.add(newGuy);
129 }
130
131 this.gamePeriodCurrent=new Period(agentsWhoPlay);
132
133 Iterator<Agent> agentItr = agentsWhoPlay.iterator();
134 while (agentItr.hasNext()) {
135 Agent currAgent = agentItr.next();
136 currAgent.setBirthday(gamePeriodCurrent);
137 }//this seems so wrong, but I have not found a solution more neat.
138 }
139
140
141 /** Play the game
142 *
143 * The game is played, that means
144 * <ul>
145 * <li> the agents make their choices {@link ideation.Choice}
146 * <li> this has results {@link ideation.Environment}
147 * <li> these results get recorded in the period and the agents data
148 * {@link ideation.Period} {@link ideation.Agent}
149 * <li> the next period starts
150 * <li> in the last period everything gets recorded and a summary {@link ideation.GameSummary} is created.
151 * </ul>
152 * A central idea is that all information is redundantly recorded in the period it is connected to and
153 * in the agent it is connected to. This means that we have to be careful that both have the information
154 * they need recorded at all times, but saves huge amounts of iterations in the other classes and makes things
155 * more neat. The only place where it does not look neat is this method.
156 * */
157 public void play() {
158 Iterator<Agent> agentItr = agentsWhoPlay.iterator();
159
160 for (int i=1; i<= gameLength; i++) {
161 //the first period was created by the constructor.
162 if(i!=1) {
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163 //Does this lead to problems? It should not!
164 gamePeriodCurrent=new Period(gamePeriodCurrent);
165 gamePeriods.add(gamePeriodCurrent);
166 }
167
168 //System.out.println("Playing round: " + i);
169
170 /*All actors get all the information that concerns them
171 * and which they are allowed to see.
172 * This is needed for them to have all relevant information
173 * easily at disposal when they play. It is not needed in the
174 * first period, but is not of any harm neither.*/
175 agentItr = agentsWhoPlay.iterator();
176 while (agentItr.hasNext()) {
177 Agent curAgt = agentItr.next();
178 if (gamePeriodCurrent.getAllIdeas()!=null &&
179 gamePeriodCurrent.getAllIdeas().isEmpty()==false) {
180 curAgt.recordIdeas(gamePeriodCurrent);
181 }
182 }
183
184 /*All actors decide what they are going to do and write down
185 * their choices privately.*/
186 agentItr = agentsWhoPlay.iterator();
187 while (agentItr.hasNext()) {
188 Agent curAgt = agentItr.next();
189 curAgt.play(gamePeriodCurrent);
190 }
191
192 /*The choices are getting recorded in the current period,
193 * and thereby fixed and made available to the incentive
194 * scheme and the environment.*/
195 gamePeriodCurrent.recordChoices();
196
197 /*Alea iactae erunt. The fate or environment will assign
198 * results to the choices made. The results will be written
199 * directly into the period. If instant rewards are a result
200 * they will happen directly as well.*/
201 world.happens(gamePeriodCurrent, this);
202
203 /*All actors keep track of the rewards they got.*/
204 agentItr = agentsWhoPlay.iterator();
205 while (agentItr.hasNext()) {
206 Agent curAgt = agentItr.next();
207 curAgt.recordRewardSum();
208 }
209
210 //System.out.println("A period has ended.");
211 }//eof for
212 end();
213 //und fuer die Auswertung
214 }//eof play
215
216 /** End the game.
217 *
218 * Record everything there is to and write a summary of the game containing easily
219 * analyzable data. We are interested in these points:
220 * <ul>
221 * <li> Who has the most money? <code>rewardSum</code>
222 * <li> Who won the game?
223 * <li> Who had the best ideas?
224 * <li> What were the best ideas?
225 * <li> Ranklist of Agents (rewards)
226 * <li> Ranklist of Agents (ideas)
227 * <li> Ranklist of Ideas (quality)
228 * </ul> */
229 private void end() {
230 /* Sort the ideas according to the quality of the ideas. */
231 Comparator<Idea> qualityIdeaComp = new IdeaQualityComparator();
232 Vector<Idea> sortedIdeas = new Vector<Idea>(gamePeriodCurrent.getAllIdeas());
233 Collections.sort(sortedIdeas, qualityIdeaComp);
234 summary.setAllIdeasQualitySorted(sortedIdeas);
235
236 /*We have to be record the results of the last period in the agents vectors.*/
237 Iterator<Agent> agentItr = this.agentsWhoPlay.iterator();
238 while (agentItr.hasNext()) {
239 Agent curAgt = agentItr.next();
240 if (gamePeriodCurrent.getAllIdeas()!=null &&
241 gamePeriodCurrent.getAllIdeas().isEmpty()==false) {
242 curAgt.recordIdeas(gamePeriodCurrent);
243 }
244 }
245
246 /*Set the quality of the best idea*/
247 if (sortedIdeas.size()>0) {
248 summary.setQualitybestIdea(sortedIdeas.firstElement().getQuality());
249 }
250
251
252 Comparator<Agent> qualAgentComp = new AgentQualityComparator();
253 Vector<Agent> sortedAgentsQual = new Vector<Agent>(agentsWhoPlay);
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254 Collections.sort(sortedAgentsQual, qualAgentComp);
255 summary.setAllAgentsQualitySorted(sortedAgentsQual);
256
257 /*Give out the final reward according to the incentive scheme.*/
258 incentive.finalReward(summary);
259
260 /* Sort the agents according to the height of their rewards. */
261 Comparator<Agent> rewAgentComp = new AgentRewardComparator();
262 Vector<Agent> sortedAgentsRew = new Vector<Agent>(agentsWhoPlay);
263 Collections.sort(sortedAgentsRew, rewAgentComp);
264 summary.setAllAgentsRewardSorted(sortedAgentsRew);
265
266 /*Set the highest reward.*/
267 if (sortedAgentsRew.size()>0) {
268 summary.setHighestReward(sortedAgentsRew.firstElement().getRewardSum());
269 }
270
271 /*Set the human winners of the game. OBSOLET?*/
272 Vector <Agent> winners = new Vector<Agent>();
273 double highestReward = summary.getHighestReward();
274 Iterator <Agent> agentsIter = sortedAgentsRew.iterator();
275 while (agentsIter.hasNext()) {
276 //this loop is to big but on the safe side which is more important (error resistency)
277 Agent currAgent =agentsIter.next();
278 if (currAgent.getRewardSum()==highestReward &&
279 (currAgent.getAgentType() != heuristic.CPINVENTOR
280 && currAgent.getAgentType() != heuristic.CPCOMMENTATOR
281 && currAgent.getAgentType() != heuristic.CPCIRCULATOR
282 && currAgent.getAgentType() != heuristic.CPRANDOM )) {
283 winners.add(currAgent);
284 }
285 }
286
287 /*Set the human winners of the game. OBSOLET?*/
288
289 double sumRewards = 0.0;
290 agentsIter = sortedAgentsRew.iterator();
291 while (agentsIter.hasNext()) {
292 //this loop is to big but on the safe side which is more important (error resistency)
293 Agent currAgent =agentsIter.next();
294 if ( (currAgent.getAgentType() != heuristic.CPINVENTOR
295 && currAgent.getAgentType() != heuristic.CPCOMMENTATOR
296 && currAgent.getAgentType() != heuristic.CPCIRCULATOR
297 && currAgent.getAgentType() != heuristic.CPRANDOM )) {
298 sumRewards=sumRewards+currAgent.getRewardSum();
299 }
300 summary.setSumRewards(sumRewards);
301 }
302
303
304 }
305 /**Adds a new Agent to the game.
306 *
307 * This method should ONLY be called by the environment!
308 * It should always be invited computer players.
309 * @param addi the new agent.*/
310 public void addNewAgent(Agent addi) {
311 this.agentsWhoPlay.add(addi);
312 }
313
314 /** @return incentive*/
315 public Incentive getIncentive(){
316 return incentive;
317 }
318
319 }//eof class game
B.1.11. GameSummary.java
Listing B.11: GameSummary.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import java.util.Vector;
4 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement;
5 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlTransient;
6 /**Provides a structure with all the information easily findable and anlyzable that is needed in the further process
chain.
7 *
8 * This class shall provide all the information needed when we analyze the games statistically
9 * with external tools (e.g. the package R) or want to see the game in a nutshell with a xslt browser.
10 *
11 * Now you need the e1071 package in R for calculating skewness and curtosis:
12 * <code>
13 * > R
14 * install.packages("e1071")
15 * </code>
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16 *
17 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
18 * @version 1.0
19 * @since 01.08.2012
20 * */
21 public class GameSummary {
22 /** The quality of the best idea in the game.*/
23 @XmlElement
24 private double qualitybestIdea;
25
26 /** The highest reward obtained by an agent in the game.*/
27 @XmlElement
28 private double highestReward;
29
30 /** The sun of rewards obtained by the humanplayers.*/
31 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
32 @XmlElement
33 private double sumRewards;
34
35
36 /** The winnerS of the game. Why winner*S*? Because there can be a tie between multiple agents (first is best)
.*/
37 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
38 @XmlElement
39 private Vector<Agent> winners;
40
41 /** The agents sorted by the height of the sum of the rewards obtained by them (first is best).*/
42 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
43 @XmlElement
44 private Vector<Agent> allAgentsRewardSorted;
45
46 /** The ideas of the game sorted by quality (first is best).*/
47 @XmlElement
48 private Vector<Idea> allIdeasQualitySorted;
49
50 /** The agents of the game sorted by the quality of their best idea (first is best).*/
51 @XmlElement
52 private Vector<Agent> allAgentsQualitySorted;
53
54 /**@param vec allAgentsRewardSorted*/
55 public void setAllAgentsRewardSorted(Vector<Agent> vec) {
56 allAgentsRewardSorted=vec;
57 }
58
59 /**@param vec winners*/
60 public void setWinners(Vector<Agent> vec) {
61 winners=vec;
62 }
63
64 /**@param vec allAgentsQualitySorted*/
65 public void setAllAgentsQualitySorted(Vector<Agent> vec) {
66 allAgentsQualitySorted=vec;
67 }
68
69 /**@param vec allIdeasQualitySorted*/
70 public void setAllIdeasQualitySorted(Vector<Idea> vec) {
71 this.allIdeasQualitySorted=vec;
72 }
73
74 /**@return allAgentsQualitySorted*/
75 @XmlTransient
76 public Vector<Agent> getAllAgentsQualitySorted() {
77 return allAgentsQualitySorted;
78 }
79
80 /**@return allIdeasQualitySorted*/
81 @XmlTransient
82 public Vector<Idea> getAllIdeasQualitySorted () {
83 return allIdeasQualitySorted;
84 }
85
86 /**@return qualitybestIdea*/
87 @XmlTransient
88 public double getQualitybestIdea () {
89 return qualitybestIdea;
90 }
91
92 /**@param dabbel qualitybestIdea*/
93 public void setQualitybestIdea (double dabbel) {
94 qualitybestIdea=dabbel;
95 }
96
97 /**@return highestReward*/
98 @XmlTransient
99 public double getHighestReward () {
100 return highestReward;
101 }
102
103 /**@param dabbel highestReward*/
104 public void setHighestReward (double dabbel) {
105 highestReward=dabbel;
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106 }
107
108 /**@param dabbel sumRewards Only human players*/
109 public void setSumRewards (double dabbel) {
110 sumRewards=dabbel;
111 }
112
113 /**external and default Constructor for GameSummary.
114 *
115 * Should be called by Game.
116 * We create the summary first and set the values afterwards, so that there can be no
117 * uncaught null pointer errors if the game does not end() unexpectedly.*/
118 GameSummary() {
119 allAgentsQualitySorted = new Vector<Agent>();
120 allAgentsRewardSorted = new Vector<Agent>();
121 allIdeasQualitySorted = new Vector<Idea>();
122 qualitybestIdea=0.0;
123 highestReward=0.0;
124 sumRewards=0.0;
125 }
126 }
B.1.12. Heuristic.java
Listing B.12: Heuristic.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlRootElement;
4 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement;
5 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.adapters.XmlJavaTypeAdapter;
6 import com.sun.xml.internal.bind.AnyTypeAdapter;
7
8 /**Provides variables for heuristics.
9 *
10 * This interface is needed since the Agent class is not the only one interested in heuristics.
11 * We need to know which heuristics exist outside (Game, TestCase, Environment (computer players).
12 *
13 *
14 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
15 * @version 1.0
16 * @since 01.06.2012
17 * */
18 @XmlJavaTypeAdapter(AnyTypeAdapter.class)
19 @XmlRootElement
20 public interface Heuristic {
21 /**These are the heuristics available to the human players.
22 *
23 * If someone adds an heuristic in the Agent class, it has to be added here as well.*/
24 public static enum heuristic {
25 LEISURELOVER,
26 INVENTOR,
27 COMMENTATOR,
28 CIRCULATOR,
29 CPNONPARTICIPANT,
30 CPINVENTOR,
31 CPCOMMENTATOR,
32 CPCIRCULATOR,
33 CPRANDOM,
34 PrivateOneSuffFavImp ,
35 PrivateOneSuffFavNew ,
36 PrivateTwoSuffFavImp ,
37 PrivateTwoSuffFavNew ,
38 CollaborativeBorderOne ,
39 CollaborativeBorderTwo ,
40 CollaborativeBorderThree ,
41 ErraticPlayer
42 }
43
44 /**These are the heuristics available to the computer players.
45 *
46 * If someone adds a computer heuristic in the Agent class, it has to be added here as well.*/
47 public enum computerPlayer {
48 INVENTOR,
49 COMMENTATOR,
50 CIRCULATOR,
51 RANDOM,
52 NONPARTICIPANT
53 }
54
55 /**This is the default heuristic used if it is not clear which heuristic should be used.
56 * It is used in {@link ideation.TestCase#intToType(int)} in the case that an illegal
57 * number was given.*/
58 @XmlElement
59 public static final heuristic defaultHeuristic = heuristic.LEISURELOVER;
60
61 /*@deprecated The turning point used in the privatePerformance heurisric.
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62 *
63 * it is now calculated directly.
64 @XmlElement
65 public static final double privatePerformanceTurningPointOneIdeaQuality
66 = 4.212929; */
67
68
69
70
71 }
B.1.13. Idea.java
Listing B.13: Idea.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlAttribute;
4 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement;
5 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlTransient;
6
7 /**Provides structures and methods for ideas (new and improved).
8 *
9 * An idea in our definition is also an idea object, if it is improved from an original idea.<p>
10 * Usage is basically restricted to creating ideas either new or as an improvement to another one.
11 *
12 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
13 * @version 1.0
14 * @since 01.06.2012
15 * */
16 public class Idea {
17 /**<ul>
18 * <li> <code>true</code> This idea is a new idea.
19 * <li> <code>false</code>This idea was created by improving an idea.
20 * </ul>*/
21 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
22 @XmlElement
23 private boolean original;//new is a JAVA keyword.
24
25 /**<ul>
26 * <li> <code>true</code> This idea is NOW improvable.
27 * <li> <code>false</code> This idea is NOW NOT improvable.
28 * Someone must have already improved it.
29 *
30 * </ul>*/
31 @XmlElement
32 private boolean improvable;
33
34 /**<ul>
35 * <li> <code>null</code> If the idea is new.
36 * <li> Idea that was improved from, if the idea is an improved idea.
37 *
38 * </ul>*/
39 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
40 private Idea previousIdea;
41
42 /** Idea ID not serializable.*/
43 @XmlAttribute
44 private int ideaID;
45
46 /** The choice this idea results from.*/
47 @XmlTransient
48 private Choice choice;
49
50 /** If this idea was an original to an improvement, this is the ideaID of the improvement.*/
51 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
52 @XmlElement
53 private int deprecatedBy;
54
55 /** If this idea was an improvement, this is the original idea, if not it is the idea itself..*/
56 private Idea derivedFrom;
57 /** Quality of the idea.*/
58 @XmlElement
59 private double quality; // consult environment for the outcome!
60
61 /** internal for Idea ID generation.*/
62 private static int numberOfIdeas;
63
64 /**Agent that made the choice which this idea resulted from.*/
65 private Agent agent;
66
67 /**ID of the agent, that made the choice which this idea resulted from.*/
68 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
69 @XmlElement
70 private int agentID;
71
72 /**<ul>
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73 * <li> <code>newidea</code> same as agent.
74 * <li> <code>improvement </code> the agent that owned the idea that was improved from.
75 * </ul>*/
76 private Agent owner;
77
78 /**<ul>
79 * <li> <code>newidea</code> same as agentID.
80 * <li> <code>improvement </code> the ID of the agent that owned the idea that was improved from.
81 * </ul>*/
82 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
83 @XmlElement
84 private int ownerID;
85
86 /**Period the ID was made in (improvement: period of improvement).*/
87 private Period period;
88
89 /**ID of the period the ID was made in (improvement: period of improvement).*/
90 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
91 @XmlElement
92 private int periodID;
93
94 /** Constructor for new idea.
95 *
96 * This constructor is used by the {@link ideation.Environment } for the creation of a new idea.
97 * * @param agent the agent that has the idea.
98 * @param quality the quality of the new idea.
99 * @param choice the choice that this idea resulted from.*/
100 Idea(Agent agent, Period period,double quality, Choice choice) {
101 this(quality);
102 this.agent=agent;
103 this.agentID=agent.getID();
104 this.period=period;
105 this.periodID=period.getID();
106 this.owner=agent;
107 this.ownerID=agent.getID();
108 this.choice=choice;
109 this.original=true;
110 this.improvable=true;
111 this.derivedFrom=this;
112 }
113
114 /** internal Constructor
115 *
116 * Do not use from outside!*/
117 Idea() {
118 previousIdea=null;
119 numberOfIdeas++;
120 ideaID=numberOfIdeas;
121 }
122
123 /** internal Constructor
124 *
125 * Do not use from outside!*/
126 Idea(double quality) {
127 this();
128 this.quality=quality;
129 }
130
131
132 /** Constructor for an improvement.
133 *
134 * This constructor is used by the {@link ideation.Environment } for the creation of a new idea.
135 *
136 * @param agent the agent that has the idea.
137 * @param period the idea that is being improved from.
138 * * @param quality the quality of the resulting idea.
139 * @param choice the choice that this idea resulted from.*/
140 Idea(Agent agent, Period period, Idea originalIdea, double quality, Choice choice) {
141 this(quality);
142 this.agent=agent;
143 this.agentID=agent.getID();
144 this.period=period;
145 this.periodID=period.getID();
146 this.original=false;
147 this.improvable=true;
148 this.previousIdea=originalIdea;
149 originalIdea.improvable=false;//fragwuerdig ob das Kapselungskonzept genuegt. Aber funzt.
150 originalIdea.deprecatedBy = this.ideaID;
151 this.owner=originalIdea.getOwner();
152 this.ownerID=originalIdea.getOwner().getID();
153 this.choice = choice;
154 this.derivedFrom=originalIdea.derivedFrom;
155 }
156
157 /** @return quality*/
158 double getQuality() {
159 return quality;
160 }
161 /**@return improvable */
162 boolean getImprovable() {
163 return improvable;
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164 }
165
166 /**@return agent*/
167 public Agent getAgent() {
168 return agent;
169
170 }
171
172 /**@return owner*/
173 public Agent getOwner() {
174 return owner;
175
176 }
177
178 /**@return ideaID*/
179 public int getID(){
180 return ideaID;
181 }
182
183 /**@return period*/
184 public Period getPeriod(){
185 return period;
186 }
187
188 /**@return choice*/
189 public Choice getChoice(){
190 return choice;
191 }
192 /**@return choice*/
193 public Idea getOriginal(){
194 return derivedFrom;
195 }
196
197 }
B.1.14. IdeaalityComparator.java
Listing B.14: IdeaalityComparator.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import java.util.Collections;
4 import java.util.Comparator;
5 /** Allows objects of the class <code>Idea</code> to be compared by quality.
6 *
7 * This class creates a comparator for ideas. It is based on the <code>double quality</code> attribute
8 * of ideas. Its most important use is that with {@link Collections} we can now sort a
9 * <code>Vector<Idea></code> using Merge Sort (optimal) by invoking the code <p>
10 * <code>Collections.sort(vec);</code><p>
11 * This saves a lot of manual iterating!
12 *
13 *
14 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
15 * @version 1.0
16 * @since 01.06.2012
17 * */
18 public class IdeaQualityComparator implements Comparator<Idea>{
19 /** A classic compare function according to <code>Comparator </code>.
20 *
21 * @return
22 * <ul>
23 * <li> <code>-1</code> First idea better
24 * <li> <code>0</code> No idea is better
25 * <li> <code>1</code> Second idea is better
26 *
27 * </ul>*/
28 @Override
29 public int compare(Idea idea1, Idea idea2) {
30 int retVal=0;
31
32 //NullPointer geschichten?
33 if (idea1.getQuality()<idea2.getQuality()) {
34 return retVal=1;
35 }
36 if (idea1.getQuality()>idea2.getQuality()) {
37 return retVal=-1;
38 }
39 if (idea1.getQuality()==idea2.getQuality()) {
40 return retVal=0;
41 }
42 return retVal;
43 }
44 }
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B.1.15. Incentive.java
Listing B.15: Incentive.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement;
4
5 /** Provides all structures and methods that have to do with the incentives, especially responsible for the rewards.
6 *
7 * In this class we are dealing with that part of the game that is the incentive scheme.<p>
8 * An incentive scheme rewards the agents for whatever it seems fit.
9 * At the moment there are four incentive schemes existent of which only two have to be used in simulation,
10 * since for the others a dominant strategy is existent. See DA Ruwe.
11 *
12 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
13 * @version 1.0
14 * @since 01.06.2012
15 * */
16 public abstract class Incentive implements Action {
17 /**The reward (at the end of the game) that is split in between all
18 * players in the Flat Collaborative Incentive Scheme.*/
19 @XmlElement
20 protected static final double rewardFlatCollaborative = 20;
21
22 /**The reward (at the end of the game) that goes to each agent
23 * in the Flat Private Incentive Scheme.*/
24 @XmlElement
25 protected static final double rewardFlatPrivate = 4;
26
27 /**The reward that goes to each agent (at the end of the game) in the
28 * Performance Collaborative
29 * Scheme is this factor times the best Idea of the Game.*/
30 @XmlElement
31 protected static final double rewardPerformanceCollaborativeFactor = 0.5;
32
33 /**The reward that goes to the winning agent (at the end of the game)
34 in the Performance Private
35 * Scheme.*/
36 @XmlElement
37 protected static final double rewardPerformancePrivate = 20;
38
39
40 /**The individual reward at the end of the game, depening on the scheme.*/
41 @XmlElement
42 protected double individualReward;
43
44 /**The reward paid instantly for leisure.*/
45 @XmlElement
46 protected static final double perLeisureReward = 0.1;
47
48 /**Pay the instant reward for a choice (leisure).
49 *
50 * @param choice the choice which is to be rewarded (maybe).*/
51
52 /*
53 public void instantReward(Choice choice) {
54 /*Method 1: Computer Players do not get rewarded for leisure.
55 * if ((choice.getAgent().getAgentType() == heuristic.CPCIRCULATOR) ||
56 (choice.getAgent().getAgentType() == heuristic.CPCOMMENTATOR) ||
57 (choice.getAgent().getAgentType() == heuristic.CPINVENTOR) ||
58 (choice.getAgent().getAgentType() == heuristic.CPNONPARTICIPANT) ||
59 (choice.getAgent().getAgentType() == heuristic.CPRANDOM)
60 && choice.getLeisure()!=0) {
61 //do nothing
62 } else {
63 choice.reward(choice.getLeisure()*perLeisureReward);
64 }
65
66
67 /*Method 2: All players get rewarded for leisure.
68 choice.reward(choice.getLeisure()*perLeisureReward);
69 }//eof instant reward
70
71 */
72 public void instantReward(Choice choice) {
73 choice.reward(choice.getLeisure()*perLeisureReward);
74 }//eof instant reward
75
76
77 /**Pay the final reward depending on the incentive scheme at the end of the game.
78 *
79 * @param summary an object telling us all we *want* to know about the game.
80 * {@link ideation.GameSummary}*/
81 public abstract void finalReward(GameSummary summary);
82
83
84 }//eof class
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B.1.16. LanguageSpecs.java
Listing B.16: LanguageSpecs.java
1 package ideation;
2 /** Messages, Warnings and Errors are set globally here in English.
3 *
4 * If the language of the program is to be changed or the output influenced,
5 * this should be done here.
6 *
7 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
8 * @version 1.0
9 * @since 01.08.2012
10 * */
11 public class LanguageSpecs {
12 /**Welcome Message*/
13 public static String message_welcome
14 = "SIGGI: *S*imulation of *I*deation *G*ames or other *G*ames concerning *I*deation.\n" +
15 "Author: Ruediger Ruwe\n" +
16 "Email: ruediger.ruwe@rwth-aachen.de\n" +
17 "Institute: TIM, RWTH\n" +
18 "Part of Diplomarbeit Thesis of Ruediger Ruwe\n" +
19 "August 2012 \n" +
20 "=================================================================\n\n";
21
22 /**@deprecated*/
23 public static String message_reading_xml
24 = "Reading the XML File...\n";
25
26 /**Usage*/
27 public static String message_usage
28 = "Warning: Usage:\n\n" +
29 "\t\t"+ TestCase.class.getName( ) + "input.xml\n" +
30 "Where\n\n" +
31 "\t'input.xml' is your input file for the test in the xml format" +
32 " as specified in the documentation. Please be especially" +
33 "careful with the paths there: Trailing (back)slahes" +
34 "are essential!\n"
35 ;
36
37 /**Error when reading input xml*/
38 public static String error_card_read
39 = "Error: Problem whilst reading the input xml file. Please check format and/or existence.";
40
41 /**Error when incentive scheme does not exist*/
42 public static String error_illegal_incentive
43
44 = "Error: The incentive is not valid. Valid types are:\n" +
45 "FlatPrivate \n" +
46 "FlatCollaborative \n" +
47 "PerformancePrivate\n" +
48 "PerformanceCollaborative \n" +
49 ".\n";
50
51 /**Error heurisitc does not exist*/
52 public static String error_illegal_heuristic
53
54 = "Error: The incentive is not valid. Valid types are:\n" +
55 "0 bla \n" +
56 "1 blablas \n" +
57 ".\n";
58
59 /**Error there is a nonparticipant playing*/
60 public static String error_illegal_heuristic_nonparticipant
61
62 = "There is someone who does not exist playing. This will prove funny...";
63
64 /**Agent Private Performance Turning Point Idea is missing.*/
65 public static String error_privatePerformanceTurningPoint_noideas
66 = "Error: There should be at least one idea available for the Agent in " +
67 "privatePerformanceTurningPoint_noideas Method, but alas, there is none...\n";
68
69 /**Error in input xml*/
70 public static String error_card_read_tag
71 = "Error: There is something wrong at tag: ";
72 /**Message setting variable input xml*/
73 public static String message_setting_variable
74 = "Message: Setting variable:\n";
75
76 /**Error Gauss*/
77 public static String error_gauss_sigma
78 = "Error: The variance must not be zero or negative.";
79 /**Error Gauss*/
80 public static String error_gaussT_bounds
81 = "Error: The left bound must be smaller than the right bound.";
82 /**Error Gauss*/
83 public static String error_gaussT_mean
84 = "Error: The mean must lie within the bounds.";
85 /**Error Gauss*/
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86 public static String error_gaussT_x
87 = "Error: The The x must lie within the bounds.";
88 /**Error privatePerformance_considerBigger2*/
89 public static String error_heuristic_privatePerformance_considerBigger2 =
90 "Error: The returned Vector consider must not be bigger than two.";
91 /**Error unreachable_privatePerformanceChooseIdeas */
92 public static String error_unreachable_privatePerformanceChooseIdeas =
93 "Error: Unreachable code in Private Performance Choose Ideas reached.";
94
95 public static String error_unreachable_collaborativePerformanceChooseIdeas=
96 "Error: Unreachable code in Collaborative Performance Choose Ideas reached.";
97 public static String error_backend_Rscript =
98 "Error: Problem executing Rscript.";
99
100 public static String error_heuristic_collaborativePerformance_considerBigger2 =
101 "Error: The returned Vector consider must not be bigger than two.";
102 public static String message_backend_Rscript_run =
103 "Running R...";
104 public static String message_backend_Rscript_stderr =
105 "Stderr from R? If 0 all is well.";
106
107 public static String error_backend_xelatex =
108 "Error: Problem executing xelatex.";
109
110 public static String message_backend_xelatex_run =
111 "Running Xelatex...";
112 public static String message_backend_xelatex_stderr =
113 "Stderr from Xelatex? If 0 all is well.";
114
115 public static String error_xslt_transformation =
116 "Error: Problem doing the xslt transformation.";
117
118 public static String error_mainoutput =
119 "Error: Problem writing the mainoutput, consisting of folowing steps:\n" +
120 "\t Create Directory with TestCaseID name (ID filesystem consistent?)\n" +
121 "\t - Copy the input xml into this directory as input.xml\n" +
122 "\t - Copy the main stylesheet used in the xml directly into that directory\n" +
123 "\t - Write the output XML there. (enough space?)" +
124 "\t \t This ouput can be expected to use 1 MB per Game Repetition."+
125 "\t \t Both output files also have the TestCase ID in their filename.";
126
127 public static String error_mainoutput_close_xslIn =
128 "Error: Problem closing the main stylesheet original.";
129
130 public static String error_mainoutput_close_xslOut =
131 "Error: Problem closing the main stylesheet copy.";
132
133 public static String error_mainoutput_close_inpxmlOut=
134 "Error: Problem closing the input xml copy.";
135
136 public static String error_mainoutput_close_inpxmlIn=
137 "Error: Problem closing the input xml original.";
138
139 public static String message_writingOutput_testCase=
140 "Writing output (.xml/.xsl) for TestCase_";
141
142 public static String message_transformingOutput_testCase=
143 "Transforming output (.html/.csv/.tex) for TestCase_";
144
145
146 }
B.1.17. NormalDistribution.java
Listing B.17: NormalDistribution.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import java.lang.Math;
4 import java.util.Random;
5
6 /**Implements the standard and non standard probability density function (pdf)
7 * and cumulative distribution function (cdf) for normal distributions.
8 *
9 * Accuracies:
10 * <ul>
11 * <li>The probability density function (pdf) is accurate to double precision.
12 * <li> The cumulative density function (cdf) is approximated numerically
13 * without iteration for
14 * maximum efficiency and is only accurate to five or six significant figures.
15 * </ul>
16 *
17 * Uses approximations by Abramovitz and Stegun
18 * http://www.math.sfu.ca/~cbm/aands/page_932.htm
19 * and Sergeij Winitzki
20 * http://www.scribd.com/doc/82414963/Winitzki-Approximation-to-Error-Function
21 *
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22 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
23 * @version 1.0
24 * @since 10.08.2012
25 * */
26
27 public class NormalDistribution {
28 /**Parameter for Abramovitz Stegun Method */
29 public static final double b0 = 0.2316419;
30
31 /**Parameter for Abramovitz Stegun Method */
32 public static final double b1 = 0.319381530;
33
34 /**Parameter for Abramovitz Stegun Method */
35 public static final double b2 = -0.356563782;
36
37 /**Parameter for Abramovitz Stegun Method */
38 public static final double b3 = 1.781477937;
39
40 /**Parameter for Abramovitz Stegun Method */
41 public static final double b4 = -1.821255978;
42
43 /**Parameter for Abramovitz Stegun Method */
44 public static final double b5 = 1.330274429;
45
46 /**The probabability density function at point x of the normal distribution.
47 *
48 * @param mean mean
49 * @param variance variance (sigma^2)
50 * @param x point of interest
51 * @return pdf(x)*/
52 public static double pdf (double mean, double variance, double x) {//var = sigmasqaureed
53 double retVal=0;
54 double sd = Math.sqrt(variance);
55 if (variance <=0) {
56 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_gauss_sigma);
57 } else {
58 retVal = (1 / (sd * Math.sqrt(2 * Math.PI)) )
59 * Math.pow(Math.E,
60 (- (Math.pow(x - mean , 2) / (2*Math.pow(sd,2))))
61 );
62 }
63 return retVal;
64 }
65
66 /**Approximation of the standard cumulative density function of the normal distribution.
67 *
68 * <ul>
69 * <li> for positive x use very accurate Abramovitz and Stegun method. (direct)
70 * <li> for negative x use error function. (indirect) {@link ideation.NormalDistribution#erf}
71 * </ul>
72 *
73 * @param x
74 * @return pdf(x)*/
75 public static double cdf1 (double x) {
76 // using Abramovitz und Stegun (1964)
77 //http://www.math.sfu.ca/~cbm/aands/page_932.htm
78 double retVal=0;
79 //error less than 7.5*10^-8
80 double t = 1 / (1 + b0*x);
81 retVal = 1 - pdf(0,1,x) *
82 (b1*t + b2 * Math.pow(t, 2) + b3 * Math.pow(t,3)+
83 b4 * Math.pow(t,4)+ b5 * Math.pow(t,5));
84 if (x<0) {
85 retVal = 0.5 * (1 + erf(x/Math.sqrt(2)));
86 //retVal=-retVal;
87 }
88 return retVal;
89 }
90
91 /**Approximation of the error function according to Winitzki.
92 *
93 * The accuracy could be higher (about 5-6 significant figures) but there are no iterations needed which
94 * will provide a decent efficiency.
95 *
96 * @param x x
97 * @return erf(x)*/
98 public static double erf (double x) {
99 double pi= Math.PI;
100 double exp = Math.E;
101 double a = 8 / (3* pi) * (pi-3) / (4 - pi);
102 double inner = (- Math.pow(x, 2)) *
103 (4/pi + a*Math.pow(x,2)) /
104 (1 + a * Math.pow(x, 2));
105 //System.out.println("pi = " + pi);
106 //System.out.println("exp = " + exp);
107 //System.out.println("a = " + a);
108 //System.out.println("exp(inner) = " + Math.pow(exp,inner));
109 double retVal= Math.signum(x)*Math.sqrt(1 - Math.pow(exp,inner));
110 //System.out.println("erf = " + retVal);
111 //System.out.println("inner = " + inner);
112 return retVal;
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113 }
114
115
116 /**Approximation of the cumulative density function of the normal distribution.
117 *
118 * Uses the approximations used by {@link ideation.NormalDistribution#cdf1}
119 *
120 * @param mean mean
121 * @param variance variance (sigma)^2
122 * @param x x
123 * @return cdf(x)*/
124 public static double cdf (double mean, double variance, double x) {
125 // using Abramovitz und Stegun (1964)
126 //http://www.math.sfu.ca/~cbm/aands/page_932.htm
127 double retVal=0;
128 if (variance <=0) {
129 System.out.println(LanguageSpecs.error_gauss_sigma);
130 } else {
131 double sd = Math.sqrt(variance);
132 retVal=cdf1((x - mean) / sd);
133 }
134 return retVal;
135 }
136
137
138 /**test: Tests for Normal Distributions...
139 *
140 * Uses the approximations used by {@link ideation.NormalDistribution#cdf1}
141 *
142 * For test purposes you can enter the package in this class and check the output with
143 * other calculations.*/
144 public static void main(String args[]) {
145 Random r = new Random();
146 double mean=r.nextDouble();
147 double variance=r.nextDouble();
148 System.out.println("Mean = " + mean);
149 System.out.println("Variance = " + variance);
150 double sd = Math.sqrt(variance);
151 double x = r.nextDouble();
152 System.out.println("SD = " + sd);
153
154 System.out.println("pdf:+");
155 System.out.println("dnorm(" + x + ", mean=" + mean + ", " + "sd=" + sd + ")");
156 System.out.println(pdf(mean,variance,x));
157
158
159 System.out.println("pdf:-");
160 System.out.println("dnorm(" + -x + ", mean=" + mean + ", " + "sd=" + sd + ")");
161 System.out.println(pdf(mean,variance,-x));
162
163 System.out.println("cdf1:+");
164 System.out.println("pnorm(" + x + ", mean=" + (0) + ", " + "sd=" + 1 + ")");
165 System.out.println(cdf1(x));
166
167
168 System.out.println("cdf1:- ");
169 System.out.println("pnorm(" + -x + ", mean=" + (0) + ", " + "sd=" + 1 + ")");
170 System.out.println(cdf1(-x));
171
172 System.out.println("cdf:+");
173 System.out.println("pnorm(" + x + ", mean=" + mean + ", " + "sd=" + sd + ")");
174 System.out.println(cdf(mean, variance, x));
175
176
177 System.out.println("cdf:- ");
178 System.out.println("pnorm(" + -x + ", mean=" + mean + ", " + "sd=" + sd + ")");
179 System.out.println(cdf(mean, variance, -x));
180
181 }
182
183 }
B.1.18. PerformanceCollaborative.java
Listing B.18: PerformanceCollaborative.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import java.util.Iterator;
4 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement;
5
6 /** The Incentive Scheme Performance Collaborative.
7 *
8 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
9 * @version 1.0
10 * @since 01.06.2012
11 * */
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12 public class PerformanceCollaborative extends Incentive implements Action {
13 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
14 @XmlElement
15 private static String name = "Performance Collaborative";
16
17 /**Gives each human player a reward that is based on the quality of the best idea in the game.
18 *
19 * @param summary the summary of the game which was played.
20 * {@link ideation.GameSummary} */
21 public void finalReward(GameSummary summary) {
22 individualReward =summary.getQualitybestIdea() *
23 rewardPerformanceCollaborativeFactor;
24 Iterator <Agent> agentItr = summary.getAllAgentsQualitySorted().iterator();
25 while (agentItr.hasNext()) {
26 Agent dude = agentItr.next();
27 if (dude.getChoices()!=null && dude.getChoices().size()!=0) {
28 dude.getChoices().lastElement().reward(individualReward);
29 }
30
31 /* deprecated, rewarding only human players.
32 if ( (dude.getAgentType() == heuristic.CPCIRCULATOR) ||
33 (dude.getAgentType() == heuristic.CPCOMMENTATOR) ||
34 (dude.getAgentType() == heuristic.CPINVENTOR) ||
35 (dude.getAgentType() == heuristic.CPNONPARTICIPANT) ||
36 (dude.getAgentType() == heuristic.CPRANDOM)
37 ) {
38 } else {//that it is the last choice is arbitrary
39 dude.getChoices().lastElement().reward(individualReward);
40 }*/
41 }
42 }//eof finalReward
43 }//eof class
B.1.19. PerformancePrivate.java
Listing B.19: PerformancePrivate.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import java.util.Iterator;
4 import java.util.Vector;
5 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement;
6
7 /** The Incentive Scheme {@link ideation.Incentive} Performane Private.
8 *
9 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
10 * @version 1.0
11 * @since 01.06.2012
12 * */
13 public class PerformancePrivate extends Incentive implements Action {
14 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
15 @XmlElement
16 private static String name = "Performance Private";
17
18
19 /* deprecated version...
20 public void finalReward(GameSummary summary) {
21 individualReward = rewardPerformancePrivate;
22 Vector<Agent> bonusGetters=new Vector<Agent>();
23 Iterator <Idea> ideaItr = summary.getAllIdeasQualitySorted().iterator();//wenn keiner ne idee hat,
gibbet auch keine Kohle
24 double bestIdeaQual=0;
25 while(ideaItr.hasNext()) {
26 Idea currIdea = ideaItr.next();
27 Heuristic.heuristic currAgentType = currIdea.getOwner().getAgentType();
28 if ((currAgentType != heuristic.CPCIRCULATOR) &&
29 (currAgentType != heuristic.CPCOMMENTATOR) &&
30 (currAgentType != heuristic.CPINVENTOR) &&
31 (currAgentType != heuristic.CPNONPARTICIPANT) &&
32 (currAgentType != heuristic.CPRANDOM) ){
33 if (currIdea.getQuality()>=bestIdeaQual) {
34 bonusGetters.add(currIdea.getOwner());
35 bestIdeaQual=currIdea.getQuality();
36 //hier koennte man die korrekte choice ermitteln. Erstkreation zbsp.
37 currIdea.getOwner().getChoices().lastElement().reward(individualReward
);
38 }
39 }//was ist wenn ich denselben heinz jetzt mehrmals adde?
40 //Collections!
41 //das muss abgeaendert werden und die Vektoren aus GameSummary direkt verwenden!
42 //AgentsQualitySorted!
43 }
44 }//eof finalReward
45 */
46
47 /**rewards the agent with the best idea, if it is a human player.
48 * @param summary the summary of the game which was played.
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49 * {@link ideation.GameSummary} */
50
51 public void finalReward(GameSummary summary) {
52 individualReward = rewardPerformancePrivate;
53 double bestIdeaQuality=summary.getQualitybestIdea();//ist immer da, aber evtl. null.
54 Vector <Agent> consider = summary.getAllAgentsQualitySorted();
55 Iterator <Agent> agentItr= consider.iterator();
56 //we could stop at the first agent who does not comply, but will play it safe.
57 while (agentItr.hasNext() ) {
58 Agent currAgent=agentItr.next();
59 if (currAgent.getBestIdea()!=null &&
60 currAgent.getBestIdea().getQuality() >= bestIdeaQuality) {
61 //die choice die Idee generiert hat
62 currAgent.getBestIdea().getOriginal().getChoice().reward(individualReward);
63 }
64 }
65 }//eof finalReward
66
67 }//eof class
B.1.20. Period.java
Listing B.20: Period.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import java.util.Collections;
4 import java.util.Comparator;
5 import java.util.Iterator;
6 import java.util.Vector;
7
8
9 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement;
10 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlAttribute;
11 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlTransient;
12
13 public class Period {
14 /**
15 * Provides structures and methods for a Period.
16 *
17 * A period holds all the data that is connected to it. This means that those
18 * things that firstly are written in another object have to be recorded.
19 * These are
20 * <ul>
21 * <li> choices of agents
22 * <li> results of choices of agents (ideas)
23 * </ul>
24 * The following values are written directly into the period:
25 * <ul>
26 * <li> results of choices of agents (new agents)
27 * </ul>
28
29 * The period object can thereby be used as a history. Therefore the periods
30 * elements are put into the resultant output xml.
31 * We refer to periods when testing and verifying algorithms.
32 *
33 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
34 * @version 1.0
35 * @since 01.06.2012*/
36
37 /**Current number of periods, needed to generate IDs.*/
38 @XmlTransient
39 private static int numberOfPeriods = 0;
40
41 /**The previous period, useful for iterations.*/
42 private Period prevPeriod;
43
44 /**The choices made by the actors in this period.*/
45 private Vector<Choice> theChoices;
46
47 /**The IDs of the choices made by the actors in this period.*/
48 @XmlElement
49 private Vector<Integer> theChoicesIDs;
50
51 /**The ideas born in this period.*/
52 private Vector<Idea> theIdeas;
53
54 /**The IDs of the ideas born in this period.*/
55 @XmlElement
56 private Vector<Integer> theIdeasIDs;
57
58 /**All ideas existing in this period.*/
59 private Vector<Idea> allTheIdeas;
60
61 /**The IDs of the ideas that are improvable in the next period.*/
62 @XmlElement
63 private Vector<Integer> soonImprovableIdeasIDs;
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64
65 /**The ideas that are improvable in the next period.*/
66 private Vector<Idea> soonImprovableIdeas;
67
68 /**The IDs of the ideas that are improvable in this period.*/
69 @SuppressWarnings("unused")
70 @XmlElement
71 private Vector<Integer> nowImprovableIdeasIDs;
72
73 /**The ideas that are improvable in this period.*/
74 private Vector<Idea> nowImprovableIdeas;
75
76 /**An ID starting from 1. Valid for the run of the program.*/
77
78 private int periodID;
79
80 /**@return prevPeriod*/
81 public Period getPrev() {
82 return prevPeriod;
83 }
84 /**The agents that were invited in this period.*/
85 @XmlTransient
86 public Vector<Agent> newAgents;
87
88 /**The IDs of the agents that were invited in this period.*/
89 @XmlElement
90 public Vector<Integer> newAgentsIDs;
91
92 /**The agents that exist in this period.*/
93 @XmlTransient
94 public Vector<Agent> agents;
95
96
97 /**@return theIdeas*/
98 public Vector<Idea> getIdeas() {
99 return theIdeas;
100 }
101
102 /**@return theChoices*/
103 public Vector<Choice> getChoices() {
104 return theChoices;
105 }
106
107
108 /**@return nowImprovableIdeas*/
109 public Vector<Idea> getImprovableIdeas() {
110 return nowImprovableIdeas;
111 }
112
113 /**@return periodID*/
114 @XmlAttribute
115 public int getID() {
116 return periodID;
117 }
118
119 /**@return agents*/
120 public Vector<Agent> getAgents() {
121 return agents;
122 }
123
124 /**@return newAgents*/
125 public Vector<Agent> getNewAgents() {
126 return newAgents;
127 }
128
129 /**Add an Agent who will play from the next period on. */
130 public void addNewAgent(Agent agent) {
131 newAgents.add(agent);
132 newAgentsIDs.add(agent.getID());
133 }
134
135
136 /**Get the Choices of the Agents who played in this period and record
137 * the Choices that were made by them in this period.
138 * */
139 public void recordChoices() {
140 // aND IDEAS btw. seriously this now belongs in game doesnt it?
141 //System.out.println("Record Choices");
142 Iterator<Agent> agentItr = agents.iterator();
143 while(agentItr.hasNext()) {
144 Iterator<Choice> choiceItr = agentItr.next().getChoices().iterator();
145 while (choiceItr.hasNext()) {
146 Choice curr=choiceItr.next();
147 if (curr.getPeriod().equals(this)) {
148 theChoices.add(curr);
149 theChoicesIDs.add(curr.getID());
150 }
151 }
152 }
153 }
154
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155 /**Get the Choices of the Agents who played in this period and record
156 * the Ideas that were created (improved) by them in this period.
157 * Also write the ideas that are now improvable and therefore will be
158 * available for improvement in the next round down.
159 */
160
161 public void recordIdeas() {
162 // aND IDEAS btw. seriously this now belongs in game doesnt it?
163 //System.out.println("Record Ideas");
164 Iterator<Choice> choiceItr = theChoices.iterator();
165 while (choiceItr.hasNext()) {
166 Choice curr=choiceItr.next();
167 if (curr.getPeriod().equals(this)) {
168 if (curr.getResults()!=null && curr.getResults().isEmpty()==false){
169 theIdeas.addAll(curr.getResults());
170 Iterator<Idea> ideaItr = curr.getResults().iterator();
171 while(ideaItr.hasNext()) {
172 theIdeasIDs.add(ideaItr.next().getID());
173 }
174
175
176 }
177 }
178 }
179 allTheIdeas.addAll(theIdeas);
180 Iterator<Idea> ideaItr = allTheIdeas.iterator();
181 while (ideaItr.hasNext()) {
182 Idea someIdea = ideaItr.next();
183 if (someIdea.getImprovable()) {
184 soonImprovableIdeas.add(someIdea);
185 soonImprovableIdeasIDs.add(someIdea.getID());
186 }
187
188 }
189 }
190
191 /**@return allTheIdeas*/
192 public Vector<Idea> getAllIdeas() {
193 return allTheIdeas;
194 }
195
196 /**@return best idea*/
197 public Idea getBestIdea() {
198 Idea bestIdea=null;
199 if (allTheIdeas!=null && allTheIdeas.isEmpty()!=true) {
200 Comparator<Idea> qualiComp = new IdeaQualityComparator();
201 Vector<Idea> ideasQualiSorted=new Vector<Idea>(allTheIdeas);
202 Collections.sort(ideasQualiSorted, qualiComp);
203 bestIdea=ideasQualiSorted.firstElement();
204 }
205 return bestIdea;
206 }
207
208
209 /**Internal Constructor Don't use from other classes.*/
210 Period () {
211 theChoices=new Vector<Choice>();
212 numberOfPeriods++;
213 periodID=numberOfPeriods;
214 newAgents=new Vector<Agent>();
215 newAgentsIDs=new Vector<Integer>();
216 soonImprovableIdeas = new Vector<Idea>();
217 soonImprovableIdeasIDs = new Vector<Integer>();
218 theIdeas = new Vector<Idea>();
219 theIdeasIDs = new Vector<Integer>();
220 nowImprovableIdeas = new Vector<Idea>();
221 nowImprovableIdeasIDs = new Vector<Integer>();
222 allTheIdeas = new Vector<Idea>();
223 theChoicesIDs = new Vector<Integer>();
224 }
225
226
227 /**External Constructor for the periods after the first of a game.
228 * @param previousPeriod the period that was before this one.*/
229 Period (Period previousPeriod) {
230 this();
231 //this.periodID=previousPeriod.getID()+1;
232
233 this.prevPeriod=previousPeriod;
234 this.agents = new Vector <Agent>(prevPeriod.agents);
235 if (previousPeriod.newAgents != null && previousPeriod.newAgents.isEmpty()==false) {
236 this.agents.addAll(prevPeriod.newAgents);
237 }
238 nowImprovableIdeas=new Vector<Idea>(previousPeriod.soonImprovableIdeas);
239 nowImprovableIdeasIDs=new Vector<Integer>(previousPeriod.soonImprovableIdeasIDs);
240 allTheIdeas.addAll(previousPeriod.allTheIdeas);
241 }
242
243 /**Initial Constructor for the first period of a game.
244 * @param agents the agents that shall be there in the first period. This
245 * should only be human players!*/
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246 Period(Vector<Agent> agents) {
247 this();
248 this.agents=agents;
249 this.prevPeriod=null;
250 }
251
252
253 }
B.1.21. StatisticalAnalysis.java
Listing B.21: StatisticalAnalysis.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import java.io.*;
4 import javax.xml.transform.TransformerException;
5 /**Analyses the transformed files with the statistical software R and formats
6 * the output graphically with xelatex.
7 *
8 * This class provides a method for pushing the data (after transformation)
9 * to R for statistical and graphical analysis and a method for formatting
10 * things nicely with xelatex.
11 *
12 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
13 * @version 1.0
14 * @since 22.08.2012*/
15 public class StatisticalAnalysis {
16
17 /**Use Xelatex on previously created tex files.
18 * @param workingDirectory_filename the directory that contains the input
19 * tex file and will contain the output as well.
20 * @param xelatexCommand the command (full path, if PATH environment is
21 * not set correctly) for xelatex binary.
22 *
23 */
24 public static void runXelatex(
25 String workingDirectory_filename ,
26 String xelatexCommand ) {
27
28 File workingDirectory= new File (workingDirectory_filename);
29 String texInput1 = "outputPerformanceCollaborativeFix.table.tex";
30
31 String[] envp = null;
32
33 try {
34 System.out.println(LanguageSpecs.message_backend_xelatex_run);
35 Process p = Runtime.getRuntime().exec(
36 xelatexCommand + " " + texInput1,
37 envp,
38 workingDirectory);
39 InputStream is = p.getInputStream();
40 InputStreamReader isr = new InputStreamReader(is);
41 BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(isr);
42 String line;
43 //System.out.println("Stdout from R...");
44
45 is = p.getErrorStream();
46 isr = new InputStreamReader(is);
47 br = new BufferedReader(isr);
48
49 System.out.println(LanguageSpecs.message_backend_xelatex_stderr);
50 while ((line = br.readLine()) != null) {
51 System.out.println("\t" + line);
52 }
53
54 p.waitFor();
55 System.out.println(p.exitValue());
56 } catch (Exception err){
57 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_backend_xelatex);
58 err.printStackTrace();
59 }
60 }
61
62
63 /**Use Rscript on previously created csv data.
64 *
65 * @param scriptDirectory the directory containing the proper
66 * scripts.
67 * @param workingDirectory_filename the directory that contains the input
68 * csv file and will contain the output (svg, pdf, tex) as well.
69 * @param xelatexCommand the command (full path, if PATH environment is
70 * not set correctly) for Rscript binary.
71 *
72 */
73 public static void runR(
74 String workingDirectory_filename ,
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75 String rCommand,
76 String scriptDirectory){
77
78 File workingDirectory= new File (workingDirectory_filename);
79 String[] envp = null;
80
81 /***deprecated
82 String rScriptCollaborativeFix = "PerformanceCollaborativeFix.R";
83 //String rInputCollaborative = "outputPerformanceCollaborativeFix.table.csv";
84 String rOutputCollaborativeFix= workingDirectory_filename.concat(
85 "outputPerformanceCollaborativeFix.moments.tex");
86
87
88 /*Collaborative Fix Script
89 try {
90 System.out.println(LanguageSpecs.message_backend_Rscript_run);
91 Process p = Runtime.getRuntime().exec(
92 rCommand + " " + scriptDirectory + rScriptCollaborativeFix ,
93 //+ " " + rInputCollaborative,
94 envp,
95 workingDirectory);
96 InputStream is = p.getInputStream();
97 InputStreamReader isr = new InputStreamReader(is);
98 BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(isr);
99 String line;
100 //System.out.println("Stdout from R...");
101
102 BufferedWriter rOut = new BufferedWriter(
103 new FileWriter(rOutputCollaborativeFix));
104 while ((line = br.readLine()) != null) {
105 rOut.write(line + "\n");
106 }
107 rOut.close();
108 is = p.getErrorStream();
109 isr = new InputStreamReader(is);
110 br = new BufferedReader(isr);
111
112 System.out.println(LanguageSpecs.message_backend_Rscript_stderr);
113 while ((line = br.readLine()) != null) {
114 System.out.println("\t" + line);
115 }
116
117 p.waitFor();
118 System.out.println(p.exitValue());
119 } catch (Exception err){
120 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_backend_Rscript);
121 err.printStackTrace();
122 }
123 */
124 String rScriptCollaborativeRandomString = "PerformanceCollaborativeRandom.R";
125 //String rInputCollaborative = "outputPerformanceCollaborativeFix.table.csv";
126
127 /*Collaborative Random Script*/
128 try {
129 System.out.println(LanguageSpecs.message_backend_Rscript_run);
130 Process p = Runtime.getRuntime().exec(
131 rCommand + " " + scriptDirectory + rScriptCollaborativeRandomString ,
132 //+ " " + rInputCollaborative,
133 envp,
134 workingDirectory);
135 InputStream is = p.getInputStream();
136 InputStreamReader isr = new InputStreamReader(is);
137 BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(isr);
138 String line;
139 //System.out.println("Stdout from R...");
140
141 /* this script does not produce text output (yet)
142 * BufferedWriter rOut = new BufferedWriter(new FileWriter(rOutputCollaborative));
143 * while ((line = br.readLine()) != null) {
144 * rOut.write(line + "\n");
145 * }
146 * rOut.close();
147 */
148
149 is = p.getErrorStream();
150 isr = new InputStreamReader(is);
151 br = new BufferedReader(isr);
152
153 System.out.println(LanguageSpecs.message_backend_Rscript_stderr);
154 while ((line = br.readLine()) != null) {
155 System.out.println("\t" + line);
156 }
157
158 p.waitFor();
159 System.out.println(p.exitValue());
160 } catch (Exception err){
161 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_backend_Rscript);
162 err.printStackTrace();
163 }
164
165 String rScriptPerformancePrivate = "PerformancePrivateRandom.R";
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166 /* no text output (yet)String rInputCollaborative = "outputPerformanceCollaborativeFix.table.csv";
167 * String rOutputCollaborative= workingDirectory_filename.concat(
168 * "outputPerformanceCollaborativeFix.moments.tex");*/
169
170
171 /*Private Random Script*/
172 try {
173 System.out.println(LanguageSpecs.message_backend_Rscript_run);
174 Process p = Runtime.getRuntime().exec(
175 rCommand + " " + scriptDirectory + rScriptPerformancePrivate ,
176 //+ " " + rInputCollaborative,
177 envp,
178 workingDirectory);
179 InputStream is = p.getInputStream();
180 InputStreamReader isr = new InputStreamReader(is);
181 BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(isr);
182 String line;
183 //System.out.println("Stdout from R...");
184
185 /* this script does not produce text output (yet)
186 * BufferedWriter rOut = new BufferedWriter(
187 new FileWriter(rOutputCollaborative));
188 while ((line = br.readLine()) != null) {
189 rOut.write(line + "\n");
190 }
191 rOut.close();
192 */
193
194 is = p.getErrorStream();
195 isr = new InputStreamReader(is);
196 br = new BufferedReader(isr);
197
198 System.out.println(LanguageSpecs.message_backend_Rscript_stderr);
199 while ((line = br.readLine()) != null) {
200 System.out.println("\t" + line);
201 }
202
203 p.waitFor();
204 System.out.println(p.exitValue());
205 } catch (Exception err){
206 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_backend_Rscript);
207 err.printStackTrace();
208 }
209
210
211 /*Uniformity Script*/
212 String rScriptCheckUniformity = "CheckUniformity.R";
213 /* no text output (yet)String rInputCollaborative = "outputPerformanceCollaborativeFix.table.csv";
214 * String rOutputCollaborative= workingDirectory_filename.concat(
215 * "outputPerformanceCollaborativeFix.moments.tex");*/
216
217
218 try {
219 System.out.println(LanguageSpecs.message_backend_Rscript_run);
220 Process p = Runtime.getRuntime().exec(
221 rCommand + " " + scriptDirectory + rScriptCheckUniformity ,
222 //+ " " + rInputCollaborative,
223 envp,
224 workingDirectory);
225 InputStream is = p.getInputStream();
226 InputStreamReader isr = new InputStreamReader(is);
227 BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(isr);
228 String line;
229 //System.out.println("Stdout from R...");
230
231 /* this script does not produce text output (yet)
232 * BufferedWriter rOut = new BufferedWriter(
233 new FileWriter(rOutputCollaborative));
234 while ((line = br.readLine()) != null) {
235 rOut.write(line + "\n");
236 }
237 rOut.close();
238 */
239
240 is = p.getErrorStream();
241 isr = new InputStreamReader(is);
242 br = new BufferedReader(isr);
243
244 System.out.println(LanguageSpecs.message_backend_Rscript_stderr);
245 while ((line = br.readLine()) != null) {
246 System.out.println("\t" + line);
247 }
248
249 p.waitFor();
250 System.out.println(p.exitValue());
251 } catch (Exception err){
252 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_backend_Rscript);
253 err.printStackTrace();
254 }
255
256
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257 }
258 /**Main Method for testing purposes. It could make sense
259 * in certain environments to separate this as an own
260 * program and then combine the programs in a process chain.
261 * */
262
263 public static void main(String[] args)
264 throws IOException, TransformerException
265 {
266 if (args.length != 3) {
267 System.err.println("Usage:");
268 System.err.println(" java " + Transform.class.getName( )
269 + " xmlFileName xsltFileName");
270 System.exit(1);
271 }
272 String outputDirectory_filename=args[2];
273 File outputDirectory= new File (outputDirectory_filename);
274 String rCommand = "Rscript";
275 String scriptDirectory =
276 "/home/ruediger/ideationPlayground/Packages/scripts/";
277 String rScriptCollaborative = "PerformanceCollaborative.R";
278 String rInputCollaborative = "outputPerformanceCollaborativeFix.table.csv";
279 String rOutputCollaborative= outputDirectory_filename.concat(
280 "outputPerformanceCollaborative.moments.tex");
281
282 //Transform.xmlToVarious(args[0],
283 // args[1],
284 // args[2]);
285 //exec("Rscript", null, workingDirectory)
286 String[] envp = null;
287 try {
288 System.out.println("Running R...");
289 Process p = Runtime.getRuntime().exec(
290 rCommand + " " + scriptDirectory + rScriptCollaborative
291 + " " + rInputCollaborative,
292 envp,
293 outputDirectory);
294 InputStream is = p.getInputStream();
295 InputStreamReader isr = new InputStreamReader(is);
296 BufferedReader br = new BufferedReader(isr);
297 String line;
298 //System.out.println("Stdout from R...");
299
300 BufferedWriter rOut = new BufferedWriter(
301 new FileWriter(rOutputCollaborative));
302 while ((line = br.readLine()) != null) {
303 rOut.write(line + "\n");
304 }
305 rOut.close();
306 is = p.getErrorStream();
307 isr = new InputStreamReader(is);
308 br = new BufferedReader(isr);
309
310 System.out.println("Stderr from R...");
311 while ((line = br.readLine()) != null) {
312 System.out.println("\t" + line);
313 }
314
315 p.waitFor();
316 System.out.println(p.exitValue());
317 } catch (Exception err){
318 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_backend_Rscript);
319 err.printStackTrace();
320 }
321
322
323
324 }
325
326
327 }
B.1.22. TestCase.java
Listing B.22: TestCase.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import java.io.BufferedWriter;
4 import java.io.File;
5 import java.io.FileReader;
6 import java.io.FileWriter;
7 import java.text.DateFormat;
8 import java.text.SimpleDateFormat;
9 import java.util.Date;
10 import java.util.Vector;
11
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12 import javax.swing.JFileChooser;
13 import javax.xml.bind.JAXBContext;
14 import javax.xml.bind.Marshaller;
15 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlAttribute;
16 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlElement;
17 import javax.xml.bind.annotation.XmlRootElement;
18 import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilder;
19 import javax.xml.parsers.DocumentBuilderFactory;
20 import org.w3c.dom.Document;
21 import org.w3c.dom.Element;
22 import org.w3c.dom.Node;
23 import org.w3c.dom.NodeList;
24 import ideation.LanguageSpecs;
25
26 /** Provides the main method and surrounding methods for running multiple
27 * games in concession to achieve general results and a statistically significant
28 * "experiment" - normally only one instance is needed hence some values are
29 * static, but an expansion to multiple instances is easy and possible.
30 *
31 * @mainpage SIGGI: Simulator for Idation Games and Games concerning Ideation
32 *
33 * @section About
34 * This program was created by me in six months as part of my Diplomarbeit
35 * (equivalent to Master Thesis). Please do consult the thesis first when
36 * questions arise, especially when this has to do with the design of
37 * the algorithms, the analysis etc.. The purpose of this program is to
38 * simulate an ideation game as described in the first chapter of the thesis.
39 * By this simulation the sense of the algorithms will hopefully be proven.
40 *
41 * @section Installation
42 * You should have received this program as part of a package including jar
43 * files. Thereby without installation the program should run in the JAVA
44 * runtime environment.
45 * A JAVA runtime environment is needed. Depending on the switches chosen in
46 * the input file please install R, xelatex and make sure you have proper
47 * xslt backends included in your java environment.<p>
48 * Under ubunut the commands
49 * <ul>
50 * <li>sudo apt-get install texlive-xetex
51 * <li>sudo apt-get install R
52 * <ul>
53 * should do the trick.<p>
54 * In windows environments it is a little bit more tricky. If this program
55 * itself fails to be completely platform independent please provide bugtracking
56 * information.
57 *
58 * @section Usage
59 *
60 * Just run<p>
61 * <code> java -jar ./bin/ideationthingy.jar input.xml</code>
62 *
63 * where the input.xml has to be structured in the same way as the example you
64 * can find in ./examples/<p>
65 *
66 * Depending on the size of the experiment it might be a good idea to allocate
67 * java more heap space: -Xmx2048M
68 *
69 * @section Contributions
70 *
71 * Since I am an engineer and economist it is not sure whether I will pursue
72 * research in this field. Still I will enjoy people using this program.
73 * Contact me and I will gladly provide help. The idea is of course, that
74 * contributions should be merged into the main trunk, maybe with some
75 * supervision by me. Something will be arrangeable. I also can provide
76 * a svn repository.
77 *
78 * @section ToDo
79 *
80 * Currently this program is not 100% system independent: We manually used the
81 * slash once to separate directories and filenames. This is rather
82 * unfortunate, but can be quickly resolved. Hopefully this has been done in all
83 * occurrences. See the following code sample for
84 * reference:
85 @begin{verbatim}
86 // assume that the first command-line arg
87 // contains a file name
88 // - on Windows, something like
89 // "C:\home\index.xml"
90 // - on Unix, something like
91 // "/usr/home/index.xml"
92 String fileName = args[0];
93 File fileObject = new File(fileName);
94 URL fileURL = fileObject.toURL( );
95 String systemID = fileURL.toExternalForm( );
96 @end{verbatim}
97 *
98 * This program is written quite efficiently. The size of the output data could
99 * of course be reduced, but this way analysis is much easier, hence efficiency
100 * is not the first goal. However, runtimes can approximately be halved by
101 * keeping the xml output file in memory and not reloading it from the disk.
102
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103 * @section Input File
104 * This is the input file provided in the package as example. It should explain
105 * all the necessary switches and values. It is passed to the program
106 * as the only parameter on the command line.<p>
107 * There are several things to note:
108 * <ul>
109 * <li> <code>booleans</code> will be treated as <code>true</code>, if the text
110 * is true without preceding or trailing whitespaces, case-insensitive. All other
111 * strings are valid but will be treated as false.
112 * <li> <code>pathnames</code> See ToDo. Always including trailing seperator
113 * which means /home/ideationOutput/ is a valid example under Linux. As is
114 * ~/ideationOutput/ or ./bla/ but /tmp is invalid. Under Windows C:\schmu\
115 * is a valid example as is schmu\ .
116 * <li> <code>isFixAgents </code> and <code>isRandoomAgents </code> should never
117 * be both set to true or both set to false.
118 * <li> <code>Algorithm</code>The algorithm is set as an integer, although all
119 * other values are usually set by Strings. This should be kept and kept in
120 * mind when adding new algorithms. Please alter the documentation and the
121 * list of algorithms in the xml. The use of this is that an integer is more
122 * error resistant: You can easily type PerformaceTwo instead of PerformanceTwo
123 * but 3 and 4 are easily distinguishable. Integers are harder to interpret
124 * by a human reader, however. Errors in the choice of algorithm
125 * are hard to find, but a broken incentive scheme will be quickly noticed
126 * even when only looking at the GameSummary. Therefore Strings are used mostly
127 * and the only exception are the algorithms.
128 * </ul>
129 *
130 * Copy of input file: (Status 22.08.2012)<p>
131 * <code>
132 * <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?>
133
134 <testcase>
135 <rscriptOn>true</rscriptOn>
136 <xelatexOn>true</xelatexOn>
137 <xsltOn>true</xsltOn>
138 <directoryStylesheets >/home/ruediger/ideationPlayground/Packages/stylesheets/</directoryStylesheets >
139 <!--Dont forget trailing slash.-->
140 <directoryOutput >/home/ruediger/ideationPlayground/saxon/</directoryOutput>
141 <!--Dont forget trailing slash.-->
142
143 <directoryScripts >/home/ruediger/ideationPlayground/Packages/scripts/</directoryScripts>
144 <!--Dont forget trailing slash.-->
145 <rscriptCommand>Rscript</rscriptCommand>
146 <!--The command that will invoke Rscript. Fullpath if PATH environment is not set.-->
147 <xelatexCommand>xelatex</xelatexCommand>
148 <!--The command that will invoke xelatex. Fullpath if PATH environment is not set.-->
149 <gameLength >5</gameLength>
150 <gameRepetitions >3</gameRepetitions>
151 <isFixAgents>true</isFixAgents>
152 <isRandomAgents>false</isRandomAgents><!-- dont set more than one on true! -->
153 <fixAgentsNumber >1</fixAgentsNumber>
154 <randomAgentsNumber >1</randomAgentsNumber>
155 <incentiveType>PerformancePrivate </incentiveType>
156 <fixAgentsType >10</fixAgentsType> <!--
157 Theres a list denoting which number equals which algorithm:
158 case 1:
159 CPINVENTOR
160 case 2
161 CPCOMMENTATOR
162 case 3
163 CPCIRCULATOR;
164 case 4:
165 CPRANDOM;
166 case 5:
167 CPNONPARTICIPANT
168 case 6:
169 INVENTOR;
170 case 7:
171 COMMENTATOR;
172 case 8:
173 CIRCULATOR;
174 case 9:
175 LEISURELOVER;
176 case 10:
177 PrivateOneSuffFavImp
178 case 11
179 PrivateOneSuffFavNew
180 case 12:
181 PrivateTwoSuffFavImp
182 case 13:
183 PrivateTwoSuffFavNew
184 case 14:
185 CollaborativeBorderOne;
186 case 15:
187 CollaborativeBorderTwo;
188 case 16:
189 CollaborativeBorderThree;
190
191 case 17:
192 ErraticPlayer;
193
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194 -->
195
196
197 </testcase>
198 </code>
199
200
201 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
202 * @version 1.0
203 * @since 01.08.2012
204 *
205 * */
206 @XmlRootElement
207 public class TestCase implements Heuristic{
208 /**The name of the incentive class to be used.*/
209 @XmlElement
210 private String incentiveType;
211
212 /**The incentive class to be used.*/
213 @XmlElement
214 private Incentive incentive;
215
216 /**The number of games to be run.*/
217 @XmlElement
218 private int gameRepetitions;
219
220 /**A serializable ID for each testCase (Do not mix test cases from different
221 * machines without checking the uniqueness.*/
222 @XmlAttribute
223 private String testCaseID;
224
225 /**The types of the agents of the first period.*/
226 @XmlElement
227 private Vector<heuristic> initialTypes;
228
229 /**The environment to be used.*/
230 @XmlElement
231 private Environment world;
232
233 /**For the testing of self-play we provide this switch. If set to
234 * true the initialTypes vector will only consist of one type.*/
235 @XmlElement
236 private boolean isFixAgents;
237
238 /**The number of Agents in the first period of each game in the
239 * case of isFixAgents.*/
240 @XmlElement
241 private int fixAgentsNumber;
242
243 /**The type of the Agents of the first period (unconverted as int) in the case of
244 * isFixAgents.*/
245 @XmlElement
246 private int fixAgentsTypeInt;
247
248 /**The type of the Agents of the first period (converted as heuristic) in the case of
249 * isFixAgents.*/
250 private heuristic fixAgentsType;
251
252 /**The number of periods each game has.*/
253 @XmlElement
254 private int gameLength;
255
256 /**For the testing of the algorithms we want to eliminate all cross dependency
257 * and influences of the composition of different agent types which is why
258 * if this switch is turned on, the agent types of the first round will be
259 * uniformly random distributed.*/
260 @XmlElement
261 private boolean isRandomAgents;
262
263 /**The number of Agents in the first period of each game in the
264 * case of isRandomAgents.*/
265 @XmlElement
266 private int randomAgentsNumber;
267
268 /**The games this TestCase consists of.*/
269 @XmlElement
270 private Vector<Game> games;
271
272 /**The command needed to invoke Rscript.*/
273 @XmlElement
274 private String rscriptCommand = "Rscript";
275
276 /**The command needed to invoke xelatex.*/
277 @XmlElement
278 private String xelatexCommand = "xelatex";
279
280 /**Switch to perform tex to pdf conversion.*/
281 @XmlElement
282 private boolean xelatexOn = false;
283
284 /**Switch to perform the data conversion with R.*/
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285 @XmlElement
286 private boolean rscriptOn = false;
287
288 /**Switch to use xslt transformation to make the output more
289 * readable or processable in the further process chain.*/
290 @XmlElement
291 private boolean xsltOn = true;
292
293
294 //FilenameDefinitionsStart
295 /**The name of the input xml as full or relative path.*/
296 public static String userinput_xmlIn;
297
298 /**The name of the output directory as full or relative path.*/
299 public static String userinput_directoryOut;
300
301 /**The name of the directory containing the supplied (xslt) stylesheets.*/
302 public static String userinput_directoryStylesheets;
303
304 /**The name of the directory containing the supplied (R) scripts.*/
305 public static String userinput_directoryScripts;
306
307 /**The filename of the output xml containing all the data.*/
308 private String outputFilename;
309
310 /**The url of the stylesheet to be used in the output xml directly.*/
311 private String outputXSLhref;
312
313
314 /**The global main method for the project - Pass the name of the input xml
315 * from the command line.
316 *
317 * This method is the main program in essence. It should be kept simple
318 * and sub methods should only contain one task.*
319 * */
320 public static void main(String[] args) {
321
322 /*Get the command line arguments and check the number of arguments.*/
323 getArguments(args);
324
325 /*Create the only instance of a test case needed in this scenario.
326 * All values of the input are read and are made ready in the instance.*/
327 TestCase test = new TestCase(userinput_xmlIn);
328
329 /*Run the games of the test case. */
330 test.run();
331
332 /*Clean up: Write output, transform, analyse, format pprintable.*/
333 test.end();
334 }//eof fct main
335
336 /**Run the test case by creating game after game with the test case
337 * specifications and */
338 public void run() {
339 System.out.println("Test Case:" + testCaseID);
340 System.out.print("Game: ");
341 for (int j=1; j<=gameRepetitions; j++) {
342 System.out.print(j);
343
344 if (j!=gameRepetitions) {
345 System.out.print(", ");
346 }
347 /*For random agents we have to create a new initial set
348 * for every game.*/
349 if (isRandomAgents) {
350 this.initialTypes=new Vector<heuristic >();
351 for(int i = 1 ; i <= randomAgentsNumber; i++) {
352 this.initialTypes.add(Agent.randomHumanType());
353 }
354 }
355 Game currGame = new Game(incentive, world, new Vector<heuristic>(this.initialTypes), gameLength,j);
356
357 currGame.play();
358
359 games.add(currGame);
360 }
361 System.out.println(".");
362 }
363
364 public void end() {
365 /*Create and write Game Data plus global xsl sheet in proper
366 * directory (create proper directory if neccessary).*/
367 System.out.println(LanguageSpecs.message_writingOutput_testCase + testCaseID);
368 outputFilename=new String(userinput_directoryOut + "TestCase_" + testCaseID);
369 //copy the xsl thingy to the output dir and same name as output xml
370 outputXSLhref = new String(outputFilename + ".xsl");
371 xmlout();
372
373 /*Transform the xml data with the given xsl sheets (which:hardcoded).*/
374 if (xsltOn==true) {
375 System.out.println(LanguageSpecs.message_transformingOutput_testCase +
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376 testCaseID);
377 try {
378 Transform.xmlToVarious(outputFilename + ".xml",
379 userinput_directoryStylesheets ,
380 userinput_directoryOut , this);
381 } catch (Exception e) {
382 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_xslt_transformation);
383 e.printStackTrace();
384 }
385
386 /*Run R scripts if so desired.*/
387 if (rscriptOn == true) {
388 //StatisticalAnalysis.runR(outputDirectory_filename , rCommand, scriptDirectory)
389 StatisticalAnalysis.runR(userinput_directoryOut , rscriptCommand,
390 userinput_directoryScripts);
391 }
392 /*Run xelatex if so desired.*/
393 if (xelatexOn == true) {
394 StatisticalAnalysis.runXelatex(userinput_directoryOut , xelatexCommand);
395 }
396 }
397 }
398 /**Internal Constructor*/
399 TestCase() {
400 Date starttime = new Date();
401 DateFormat df = new SimpleDateFormat( "yyyy-MM-dd_HH'h'mm'm'ss's'" );//windows compat.
402 testCaseID = new String(df.format(starttime));
403 this.games = new Vector<Game>();
404 this.world = new Environment();
405 this.initialTypes = new Vector<heuristic >();
406 }
407
408 /**External Constructor (takes input xml as argument).
409 *
410 * This is the main constructor for this class and indeed program.
411 * It creates an instance of a TestCase. Usually it can be expected that
412 * only one Test Case per program run will be needed but we can expand.
413 * In the latter case it might be possible that not all static fields
414 * may remain so and the main method has to be redone.
415 * @param xmlInFilename The Filename of the input xml with format as
416 * specified in the documentation.*/
417 TestCase (String xmlInFilename) {
418 this();
419 userinput_directoryOut=
420 readXMLSection(xmlInFilename, "testcase", "directoryOutput");
421 /*Error Finding Debug Information left for testing under different OS.*/
422 System.out.println(userinput_directoryOut);
423 System.out.println(this.testCaseID);
424 System.out.println(java.io.File.separator);
425 /*Error Fin....*/
426
427 userinput_directoryOut=userinput_directoryOut.concat(this.testCaseID
428 + java.io.File.separator);
429 System.out.println(userinput_directoryOut);
430
431 /*Create output directory*/
432 new File (userinput_directoryOut).mkdirs();
433 userinput_directoryStylesheets=
434 readXMLSection(xmlInFilename, "testcase", "directoryStylesheets");
435
436 userinput_directoryScripts=
437 readXMLSection(xmlInFilename, "testcase", "directoryScripts");
438
439 /*Read input file*/
440 this.gameLength= Integer.parseInt(readXMLSection(xmlInFilename, "testcase", "gameLength"));
441 this.gameRepetitions= Integer.parseInt(readXMLSection(xmlInFilename, "testcase", "gameRepetitions"))
;
442 this.isFixAgents = Boolean.parseBoolean(readXMLSection(xmlInFilename, "testcase", "isFixAgents"));
443 this.fixAgentsNumber = Integer.parseInt(readXMLSection(xmlInFilename, "testcase", "fixAgentsNumber")
);
444 this.fixAgentsTypeInt = Integer.parseInt(readXMLSection(xmlInFilename, "testcase", "fixAgentsType"))
;
445 this.fixAgentsType = intToType(fixAgentsTypeInt);
446
447 this.isRandomAgents= Boolean.parseBoolean(readXMLSection(xmlInFilename, "testcase", "isRandomAgents"
));
448 this.randomAgentsNumber = Integer.parseInt(readXMLSection(xmlInFilename, "testcase", "
randomAgentsNumber"));
449
450
451 /*One time initialisation foor fix agents. For random
452 * agents this initialization has to be done per game.*/
453 if (isFixAgents) {
454 for(int i = 1 ; i <= fixAgentsNumber; i++) {
455 this.initialTypes.add(fixAgentsType);
456 }
457 }
458
459 this.incentiveType= readXMLSection(xmlInFilename, "testcase", "incentiveType");
460 incentive= new FlatPrivate();
461 if (incentiveType.equals("FlatPrivate")) {
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462 incentive= new FlatPrivate();
463 }
464 if (incentiveType.equals("FlatCollaborative")) {
465 incentive= new FlatCollaborative();
466 }
467 if (incentiveType.equals("PerformancePrivate")) {
468 incentive= new PerformancePrivate();
469 }
470 if (incentiveType.equals("PerformanceCollaborative")) {
471 incentive= new PerformanceCollaborative();
472 }
473
474 this.xsltOn= Boolean.parseBoolean(readXMLSection(
475 xmlInFilename, "testcase", "xsltOn"));
476 this.rscriptOn= Boolean.parseBoolean(readXMLSection(
477 xmlInFilename, "testcase", "rscriptOn"));
478 this.xelatexOn= Boolean.parseBoolean(readXMLSection(
479 xmlInFilename, "testcase", "xelatexOn"));
480 this.rscriptCommand = readXMLSection(xmlInFilename, "testcase", "rscriptCommand");
481 this.xelatexCommand = readXMLSection(xmlInFilename, "testcase", "xelatexCommand");
482
483
484 }//eof xml constructor
485
486
487 /** Converts an integer to a heuristic enum.
488 *
489 * Makes it easier to parse the input xml. Of course there could be heuristics given as string literals,
490 * but this just creates so much error possibilities and is not really handy. <p>
491 * It can be argued that this should be in the interface Heuristic, but it is not since an interface cannot
hold
492 * non abstract methods. Maybe we should move it to test case... <p>
493 * <ul>
494 * <li> 1 for CPINVENTOR
495 * <li> 2 for CPCOMMENTATOR
496 * <li> 3 for CPCIRCULATOR
497 * <li> 4 for CPRANDOM
498 * <li> 5 for CPNONPARTICIPANT (doubtfully wanted)
499 * <li> 6 for INVENTOR
500 * <li> 7 for COMMENTATOR
501 * <li> 8 for CIRCULATOR
502 * <li> 9 for LEISURELOVER
503 * <li>10 for PrivateOneSuffFavImp
504 * <li>11 for PrivateOneSuffFavNew
505 * <li>12 for PrivateTwoSuffFavImp
506 * <li>13 for PrivateTwoSuffFavNew
507 * <li>14 for CollaborativeBorderOne ,
508 <li>15 for CollaborativeBorderTwo ,
509 <li>16 for CollaborativeBorderThree
510 <li>16 for ErraticPlayer
511 * <li>18 place your algorithm here for a modest fee...
512 * </ul>
513 * @param i number which gets translates into a heuristic.
514 * @return corresponding heuristic if there is one, otherwise LEISURELOVER
515 * */
516 public static heuristic intToType(int i) {
517 int validity=0;
518 switch (i) {
519 case 1:
520 validity=1;
521 return heuristic.CPINVENTOR;
522 case 2:
523 validity=1;
524 return heuristic.CPCOMMENTATOR;
525 case 3:
526 validity=1;
527 return heuristic.CPCIRCULATOR;
528 case 4:
529 validity=1;
530 return heuristic.CPRANDOM;
531 case 5:
532 validity=1;
533 return heuristic.CPNONPARTICIPANT; //?
534 case 6:
535 validity=1;
536 return heuristic.INVENTOR;
537 case 7:
538 validity=1;
539 return heuristic.COMMENTATOR;
540 case 8:
541 validity=1;
542 return heuristic.CIRCULATOR;
543 case 9:
544 validity=1;
545 return heuristic.LEISURELOVER;
546 case 10:
547 validity=1;
548 return heuristic.PrivateOneSuffFavImp;
549 case 11:
550 validity=1;
551 return heuristic.PrivateOneSuffFavNew;
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552 case 12:
553 validity=1;
554 return heuristic.PrivateTwoSuffFavImp;
555 case 13:
556 validity=1;
557 return heuristic.PrivateTwoSuffFavNew;
558 case 14:
559 validity=1;
560 return heuristic.CollaborativeBorderOne;
561 case 15:
562 validity=1;
563 return heuristic.CollaborativeBorderTwo;
564 case 16:
565 validity=1;
566 return heuristic.CollaborativeBorderThree;
567 case 17:
568 validity=1;
569 return heuristic.ErraticPlayer;
570 }
571
572 if(validity==0) {
573 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_illegal_heuristic);
574 }
575 return Heuristic.defaultHeuristic; //default
576 }
577
578
579 /** Converts a heuristic enum to an integer.
580 *
581 * Makes it easier to analyse the data with statistical methods.
582 * * <ul>
583
584 * <li> 1 for CPINVENTOR
585 * <li> 2 for CPCOMMENTATOR
586 * <li> 3 for CPCIRCULATOR
587 * <li> 4 for CPRANDOM
588 * <li> 5 for CPNONPARTICIPANT (doubtfully wanted)
589 * <li> 6 for INVENTOR
590 * <li> 7 for COMMENTATOR
591 * <li> 8 for CIRCULATOR
592 * <li> 9 for LEISURELOVER
593 * <li>10 for PrivateOneSuffFavImp
594 * <li>11 for PrivateOneSuffFavNew
595 * <li>12 for PrivateTwoSuffFavImp
596 * <li>13 for PrivateTwoSuffFavNew
597 * <li>14 for CollaborativeBorderOne ,
598 <li>15 for CollaborativeBorderTwo ,
599 <li>16 for CollaborativeBorderThree
600 <li>16 for ErraticPlayer
601 * <li>18 place your algorithm here for a modest fee...
602 * </ul>
603 * @param heuristic heuristic which gets translates into a number.
604 * @return corresponding integer if there is one, otherwise 8
605 * */
606 public static int typeToInt(heuristic heuristic) {
607 int validity=0;
608 switch (heuristic) {
609 case CPINVENTOR:
610 validity=1;
611 return 1;
612 case CPCOMMENTATOR:
613 validity=1;
614 return 2;
615 case CPCIRCULATOR:
616 validity=1;
617 return 3;
618 case CPRANDOM:
619 validity=1;
620 return 4;
621 case CPNONPARTICIPANT:
622 validity=1;
623 return 5; //?
624
625 case INVENTOR:
626 validity=1;
627 return 6;
628 case COMMENTATOR:
629 validity=1;
630 return 7;
631 case CIRCULATOR:
632 validity=1;
633 return 8;
634 case LEISURELOVER:
635 validity=1;
636 return 9;
637 case PrivateOneSuffFavImp:
638 validity=1;
639 return 10;
640 case PrivateOneSuffFavNew:
641 validity=1;
642 return 11;
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643 case PrivateTwoSuffFavImp:
644 validity=1;
645 return 12;
646 case PrivateTwoSuffFavNew:
647 validity=1;
648 return 13;
649 case CollaborativeBorderOne:
650 validity=1;
651 return 14;
652 case CollaborativeBorderTwo:
653 validity=1;
654 return 15;
655 case CollaborativeBorderThree:
656 validity=1;
657 return 16;
658 case ErraticPlayer:
659 validity=1;
660 return 17;
661 }
662
663 if(validity==0) {
664 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_illegal_heuristic);
665 }
666 return 5; //default
667 }
668
669 /**Receive the arguments from command line or print usage information.*/
670 private static void getArguments(String[] args) {
671 System.out.print(LanguageSpecs.message_welcome);
672 if (args.length!=1) {
673 JFileChooser fc = new JFileChooser();
674 int state = fc.showOpenDialog( null );
675 if ( state == JFileChooser.APPROVE_OPTION ){
676 File file = fc.getSelectedFile();
677 System.out.println( );
678 userinput_xmlIn=file.getAbsolutePath();
679 } else{
680 System.out.println( LanguageSpecs.error_card_read );
681 System.exit( 0 );
682 }
683
684 } else {
685 userinput_xmlIn=args[0];
686 }
687
688 //The first argument gets used to instantiate a test.
689 }
690
691 /**Read one tag from xml input file.
692 * @param sTag Section
693 * @param eElement Variable
694 * @return Content of the described Element */
695 private static String getTagValue(String sTag, Element eElement) {
696 NodeList nlList = eElement.getElementsByTagName(sTag).item(0).getChildNodes();
697 Node nValue = (Node) nlList.item(0);
698 if (nValue.getNodeValue()!=null) {
699 return nValue.getNodeValue();
700 } else {
701 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_card_read_tag + sTag);//hier will der nicht
reinspringen. K.A. Warum.
702 return null;
703 }//else
704 }//eof fct getTagValue
705
706 /**Read one tag from xml input file.
707 * @param filename Name of the xml input file.
708 * @param sTag Section Name (e.g. testCase)
709 * @param eElement Variable to be read (e.g. isFixAgents)
710 * @return Content of the described Element as String. */
711
712 private static String readXMLSection(String filename, String sectionName, String variableName) {
713 String returnVal = null;
714 try {
715 File fXmlFile = new File(filename);
716 DocumentBuilderFactory dbFactory = DocumentBuilderFactory.newInstance();
717 DocumentBuilder dBuilder = dbFactory.newDocumentBuilder();
718 Document doc = dBuilder.parse(fXmlFile);
719 doc.getDocumentElement().normalize();
720 System.out.println("Root element :" + doc.getDocumentElement().getNodeName());
721 NodeList nList = doc.getElementsByTagName(sectionName);
722 for (int temp = 0; temp < nList.getLength(); temp++) {
723 Node nNode = nList.item(temp);
724 if (nNode.getNodeType() == Node.ELEMENT_NODE) {
725 Element eElement = (Element) nNode;
726 returnVal=getTagValue(variableName, eElement);
727 System.out.println(LanguageSpecs.message_setting_variable + variableName + " = "
+ returnVal);
728 return returnVal;
729 } //if
730 }//for
731 } catch (Exception e) {
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732 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_card_read + " @ readXMLSection @ " +
variableName);
733 e.printStackTrace();
734 }//catch
735 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_card_read + " @ readXMLSection @ " + variableName +
736 "theoretically there is no way we could arrive here...");
737 return returnVal;//this would always be null btw.
738
739 } //eof fct readXMLSection
740
741
742 /**Write the output of all the game and testcase data into one huge xml file, according
743 * to the open data concept.*/
744 private void xmlout() {
745 /*Copy main xsl file into same directory as output xml.
746 * Copy the input xml file into the same directory as the output xml.*/
747 String xslInFilename=userinput_directoryStylesheets.concat(
748 "stylesheetAllhtml.xsl");
749 FileReader inputStream = null;
750 FileReader inputStream2 = null;
751 FileWriter outputStream = null;
752 FileWriter outputStream2 = null;
753 try {
754 inputStream = new FileReader(xslInFilename);
755 outputStream = new FileWriter(this.outputXSLhref);
756 inputStream2 = new FileReader(userinput_xmlIn);
757 outputStream2 = new FileWriter(userinput_directoryOut
758 + File.separator + "input.xml");
759 int c;
760 while ((c= inputStream.read()) !=-1) {
761 outputStream.write(c);
762 }
763
764 while ((c= inputStream2.read()) !=-1) {
765 outputStream2.write(c);
766 }
767 } catch (Exception e) {
768 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_mainoutput);
769 e.printStackTrace();
770 }
771 finally {
772 if (inputStream!= null) {
773 try {
774 inputStream.close();
775 } catch (Exception e) {
776 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_mainoutput_close_xslIn);
777 e.printStackTrace();
778 }
779 }
780 if (outputStream!=null) {
781 try {
782 outputStream.close();
783 } catch (Exception e) {
784 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_mainoutput_close_xslOut);
785 e.printStackTrace();
786 }
787 }
788 if (outputStream2!=null) {
789 try {
790 outputStream2.close();
791 } catch (Exception e) {
792 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.
error_mainoutput_close_inpxmlOut);
793 e.printStackTrace();
794 }
795 }
796 if (inputStream2!=null) {
797 try {
798 inputStream2.close();
799 }catch (Exception e) {
800 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.
error_mainoutput_close_inpxmlIn);
801 e.printStackTrace();
802 }
803 }
804 }
805
806 /*Write the xml file and include the xsl file as styling information
807 * in the top lines manually.*/
808 try {
809
810 File file = new File(
811 outputFilename + ".xml");
812 FileWriter fstreamo = new FileWriter(file.getAbsoluteFile(),true);
813 BufferedWriter outy = new BufferedWriter(fstreamo);
814 outy.write("<?xml version=\"1.0\" encoding=\"UTF-8\" standalone=\"yes\"?>\n");
815 outy.write("<?xml-stylesheet type=\"text/xsl\" href=\"" +
816 outputXSLhref +
817 "\"?>\n");
818
819 JAXBContext jaxbContext = JAXBContext.newInstance(TestCase.class);
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820 Marshaller jaxbMarshallerOne = jaxbContext.createMarshaller();
821 // output pretty printed
822 jaxbMarshallerOne.setProperty(Marshaller.JAXB_FORMATTED_OUTPUT , true);
823 jaxbMarshallerOne.setProperty(Marshaller.JAXB_FRAGMENT, true);
824 jaxbMarshallerOne.marshal(this, outy);
825 outy.close();
826
827 //jaxbMarshaller.marshal(game, System.out);
828
829 } catch (Exception e) {
830 e.printStackTrace();
831 }
832
833 }
834 }
B.1.23. Transform.java
Listing B.23: Transform.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import java.io.*;
4 import javax.xml.bind.JAXBContext;
5 import javax.xml.bind.JAXBException;
6 import javax.xml.bind.util.JAXBSource;
7 import javax.xml.transform.Transformer;
8 import javax.xml.transform.TransformerConfigurationException;
9 import javax.xml.transform.TransformerException;
10 import javax.xml.transform.TransformerFactory;
11 import javax.xml.transform.stream.StreamResult;
12 import javax.xml.transform.stream.StreamSource;
13
14 /** Transform the XML output into several readable and processable formats
15 * (Tex, R).
16 *
17 * We will transform the XML data to several nicely readable formats or
18 * processable formats which will contain the results like we need them.
19 *
20 * @since 24.08.2012
21 */
22
23 public class Transform {
24
25 /**Perform the actual transformation from xml to whatever.
26 *
27 * This has to be a sub method so that the transformer instance
28 * is temporary and can be destroyed by the garbage collector
29 * soon enough. These instances can take up to 500MB of RAM easily.
30 * This is _the_ weakness of the program efficiency-wise.
31 *
32 * @param tf The transformer factory for the source.
33 * @param source object to be marshalled as source xml for the stylesheet
34 * @param xsl Name of the stylesheet File.
35 * @param out Name of the output File.*/
36
37 private static void actualTransform(TransformerFactory tf,
38 JAXBSource source, String xsl, String out) throws TransformerException ,
39 TransformerConfigurationException{
40
41 Transformer t = tf.newTransformer(new StreamSource(stylesheetDirectory+
42 xsl));
43 // run transformation
44 t.transform(source,new StreamResult(new File(outputDirectory+
45 out)));
46 }
47 /**Keeps the stylesheet Directory accessible to all sub methods.*/
48 private static String stylesheetDirectory="";
49 /**Keeps the output Directory accessible to all sub methods.*/
50 private static String outputDirectory="";
51 /**
52 * Transforms the xmlfile according to the stylesheets residing
53 * in the stylesheet directory and wirtes the output into the
54 * output directory.<p>
55 * The stylesheet directory has to include the following files with
56 * according purposes.
57 * <ul>
58 * <li> stylesheetPerformanceCollaborativeAllhtml
59 * <li> stylesheetPerformanceCollaborativeSmallhtml
60 * <li> stylesheetPerformanceCollaborative.table.csv
61 * <li> stylesheetPerformanceCollaborative.table.tex
62 * </ul>
63 * What they do guess...
64 *
65 *
66 * @param xmlfile an XML file.
67 @param stylesheetDirectory the name of the stylesheet directory.
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68 @param outputDirectory the name of the output directory.
69 * */
70
71 public static void xmlToVarious(String xmlFilename,
72 String stylesheetDirectory1 ,
73 String outputDirectory1,
74 TestCase test)
75 throws javax.xml.transform.TransformerException , JAXBException {
76 stylesheetDirectory=stylesheetDirectory1;
77 outputDirectory=outputDirectory1;
78
79 JAXBContext jaxbContext = JAXBContext.newInstance(TestCase.class);
80 // jaxbContext is a JAXBContext object from which 'test' is created.
81 JAXBSource source = new JAXBSource( jaxbContext, test );
82 // set up XSLT transformation
83 TransformerFactory tf = TransformerFactory.newInstance();
84
85 actualTransform(tf, source, "stylesheetAllhtml.xsl",
86 "outputAll.html");
87
88 /***deprecated
89 * actualTransform(tf, source, "stylesheetCheckUniformity.table.csv.xsl",
90 "outputCheckUniformity.table.csv");*/
91
92 /***deprecated
93 * actualTransform(tf, source, "stylesheetPerformanceCollaborativeFix.table.csv.xsl",
94 "outputPerformanceCollaborativeFix.table.csv");*/
95
96 /***deprecated
97 * actualTransform(tf, source, "stylesheetPerformanceCollaborativeFix.table.tex.xsl",
98 "outputPerformanceCollaborativeFix.table.tex");*/
99
100 actualTransform(tf, source, "stylesheetPerformanceCollaborativeRandom.table.csv.xsl",
101 "outputPerformanceCollaborativeRandom.table.csv");
102
103 actualTransform(tf, source, "stylesheetPerformancePrivateRandom.table.csv.xsl",
104 "outputPerformancePrivateRandom.table.csv");
105
106 }
107
108 /** Test Method.
109 *
110 * This method provides a basic test where the parameters for this classes
111 * only method are read from the command line.<p>
112 * xmlfile, stylesheetDir, outputDir.*/
113
114 public static void main(String[] args)
115 throws javax.xml.transform.TransformerException {
116 if (args.length != 3) {
117 System.err.println("Usage:");
118 System.err.println(" java " + Transform.class.getName( )
119 + " xmlFileName xsltFileName");
120 System.exit(1);
121 }
122
123 //xmlToVarious(args[0],
124 // args[1],
125 // args[2]);
126 }
127
128
129 }
B.1.24. TruncatedNormalDistribution.java
Listing B.24: TruncatedNormalDistribution.java
1 package ideation;
2
3 import java.util.Random;
4 import ideation.NormalDistribution;
5
6 /**Implements the standard and non standard probability density function (pdf)
7 * and cumulative distribution function (cdf) for truncated normal distributions.
8 *
9 * This class uses the class NormalDistribution.<p>
10 * Accuracies:<p>
11 * The accuracies of these methods are solely dependant on the accuracy of the parent class
12 * {@link ideation.NormalDistribution}
13 * @author Ruediger Ruwe <ruediger.ruwe @ rwth-aachen.de>
14 * @version 1.0
15 * @since 10.08.2012
16 * */
17 public class TruncatedNormalDistribution {
18
19 public static double pdf (double mean, double variance, double left, double right, double x) {
20 double retVal=0;
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21 if (variance <=0 || left>=right
22 || mean<=left || mean>=right
23 || x <=left || x>=right) {
24 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_gauss_sigma);
25 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_gaussT_bounds);
26 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_gaussT_mean);
27 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_gaussT_x);
28 } else {
29 retVal = NormalDistribution.pdf(mean, variance, x) /
30 (NormalDistribution.cdf(mean, variance, right) - NormalDistribution.cdf(mean,
variance, left));
31
32 }
33 return retVal;
34 }
35
36 //prob X<=x
37 public static double cdf (double mean, double variance, double left, double right, double x) {
38 double retVal=0;
39 if (variance <=0 || left>=right
40 || mean<=left || mean>=right
41 || x <=left || x>=right) {
42 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_gauss_sigma);
43 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_gaussT_bounds);
44 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_gaussT_mean);
45 System.err.println(LanguageSpecs.error_gaussT_x);
46 } else {
47 retVal = (NormalDistribution.cdf(mean, variance, x) - NormalDistribution.cdf(mean, variance,
left) )/
48 (NormalDistribution.cdf(mean, variance, right) - NormalDistribution.cdf(mean,
variance, left));
49 }
50 return retVal;
51 }
52
53 public static void main(String args[]) {
54 Random r = new Random();
55 /*
56 double variance=r.nextDouble();
57 double lower=r.nextDouble();
58 double upper=r.nextDouble()+lower;
59 double mean=r.nextDouble()*(upper-lower) + lower;
60 double x=r.nextDouble()*(upper-lower) + lower;
61 double sd = Math.sqrt(variance);
62 */
63 double lower=0;
64 double upper=10;
65 double mean=r.nextDouble()*10;//zw 0 und 10
66 double variance=r.nextDouble()*5+0.1;//zw 0.1 und 5.1
67 double x = r.nextDouble()*10;
68 double sd = Math.sqrt(variance);
69
70 System.out.println("library(\"msm\", \"/home/ruediger/R/x86_64-pc-linux-gnu-library/2.10/\")");
71
72 System.out.println("Mean = " + mean);
73 System.out.println("Variance = " + lower);
74 System.out.println("lower bound = " + variance);
75 System.out.println("upper bound= " + upper);
76
77 System.out.println("SD = " + sd);
78
79 System.out.println("pdf:+");
80 System.out.println("dtnorm(" + x + ", mean=" + mean + ", " + "sd=" + sd + ", lower = " + lower + ",
upper =" + upper + ")");
81 System.out.println(pdf(mean,variance,lower,upper,x));
82
83 System.out.println("cdf:+");
84 System.out.println("ptnorm(" + x + ", mean=" + mean + ", " + "sd=" + sd + ", lower = " + lower + ",
upper =" + upper + ")");
85 System.out.println(cdf(mean, variance,lower,upper, x));
86
87
88
89 }
90
91
92
93
94 }
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Listing B.25: stylesheetAllhtml.xsl
1 <?xml version="1.0"?>
2
3 <xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
4
5 <xsl:output method="html" indent="yes"/>
6 <!--
7 <xsl:key name="agentTypes" match="games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted" use="agentType"/>
8 <xsl:key name="agentID" match="games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted" use="@agentID"/>
9 -->
10
11 <xsl:variable name = "showmax">5</xsl:variable><!-- maximal number shown in Hall of Fame HP-->
12 <xsl:variable name = "showmax2">10</xsl:variable><!-- maximal number shown in Hall of Fame CP-->
13 <xsl:variable name = "indent1">text-indent:3em;</xsl:variable><!-- Einrueckung -->
14 <xsl:variable name = "indent2">text-indent:6em;</xsl:variable><!-- Einrueckung -->
15 <xsl:variable name = "indent3">text-indent:9em;</xsl:variable><!-- Einrueckung -->
16 <xsl:variable name = "indent4">text-indent:12em;</xsl:variable><!-- Einrueckung -->
17 <xsl:variable name = "tableindent3">margin-left:9em;</xsl:variable><!-- Einrueckung -->
18 <xsl:variable name = "tableindent4">margin-left:12em;</xsl:variable><!-- Einrueckung -->
19
20
21
22 <xsl:template match="games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted">
23 <xsl:value-of select = "@agentID"/>
24 </xsl:template>
25
26 <xsl:template match="/">
27 <html>
28 <body>
29 <xsl:for-each select="testCase">
30 <h1>Results from Test Case Run with SIGGI Ideation Simulator</h1>
31 <h2>Test Case <xsl:value-of select="@testCaseID"/> </h2>
32 <h2>Test Case Specification</h2>
33 <p>
34 <xsl:attribute name="style">
35 <xsl:copy-of select="$indent2"/>
36 </xsl:attribute>
37 <h3>Incentive Scheme: <xsl:value-of select="incentiveType"/></h3>
38 <h3>Reward (Flat Private): <xsl:value-of select="incentive/rewardFlatPrivate"/></h3>
39 <h3>Reward (Flat Collaborative): <xsl:value-of select="incentive/rewardFlatCollaborative"/></h3>
40 <h3>Reward (Performance Private): <xsl:value-of select="incentive/rewardPerformancePrivate"/></h3>
41 <h3>Reward Factor (Performance Collaborative): <xsl:value-of select="incentive/
rewardPerformanceCollaborativeFactor"/></h3>
42 <h3>Repetitions: <xsl:value-of select="gameRepetitions"/></h3>
43 <h3>Initial Types (only true for "fix agents"): </h3>
44 <ul>
45 <xsl:for-each select="initialTypes">
46 <li><xsl:value-of select="."/></li>
47 </xsl:for-each>
48 </ul>
49 <h3>Game Length: <xsl:value-of select="gameLength"/></h3>
50
51 </p>
52 <hr/>
53
54 <h2>Graph 1: </h2>
55 <object type="image/svg+xml">
56 <xsl:attribute name="data">outputPerformanceCollaborativeRandom.svg</xsl:attribute>
57 </object>
58
59
60 <h2>Graph 2: </h2>
61 <object type="image/svg+xml">
62 <xsl:attribute name="data">outputPerformancePrivateRandomAverage.svg</xsl:attribute>
63 </object>
64
65 <h2>Graph 3: </h2>
66 <object type="image/svg+xml">
67 <xsl:attribute name="data">outputPerformancePrivateRandomNumberPlayers.svg</xsl:attribute>
68 </object>
69
70 <h2>Graph 4: </h2>
71 <object type="image/svg+xml">
72 <xsl:attribute name="data">outputPerformancePrivateRandomNumberWins.svg</xsl:attribute>
73 </object>
74
75 <h2>Graph 5: </h2>
76 <object type="image/svg+xml">
77 <xsl:attribute name="data">outputPerformancePrivateRandomNumberWinsPlayers.svg</xsl:attribute>
78 </object>
79
80 <h2>Graph 6: </h2>
81 <object type="image/svg+xml">
82 <xsl:attribute name="data">outputPerformancePrivateRandomPercentageWins.svg</xsl:attribute>
83 </object>
84
85 <h2>Graph 7: </h2>
86 <object type="image/svg+xml">
87 <xsl:attribute name="data">outputCheckUniformity.svg</xsl:attribute>
88 </object>
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89
90 <h2>Graph 8: </h2>
91 <object type="image/svg+xml">
92 <xsl:attribute name="data">outputPerformanceCollaborativeFix.svg</xsl:attribute>
93 </object>
94
95 <h2>Graph 9: </h2>
96 <object type="image/svg+xml">
97 <xsl:attribute name="data">outputPerformanceCollaborativeFixRewardSum.svg</xsl:attribute>
98 </object>
99
100 <h2>Graph 10: </h2>
101 <object type="image/svg+xml">
102 <xsl:attribute name="data">outputPerformancePrivateRandomqiAverage.svg</xsl:attribute>
103 </object>
104
105 <h2>Graph 11: </h2>
106 <object type="image/svg+xml">
107 <xsl:attribute name="data">outputPerformancePrivateRandomqiNumberWins.svg</xsl:attribute>
108 </object>
109
110 <!--outsourced into seperate Files <h2>Test Case Main Result Collab (LaTeX Tabular)</h2>
111 \begin{tabular}{lll} <br/>
112 Game Number &amp; Best Idea &amp; Reward \\<br/>
113 <xsl:for-each select="games">
114 <xsl:value-of select="position()"/> &amp;
115 <xsl:value-of select="summary/qualitybestIdea"/> &amp;
116 <xsl:value-of select="summary/highestReward"/>\\
117 <br/>
118 </xsl:for-each>
119 \end{tabular}
120
121 <h2>Test Case Main Result Collab (CSV)</h2>
122 Game Number, Best Idea, Reward <br/>
123 <xsl:for-each select="games">
124 <xsl:value-of select="position()"/>,
125 <xsl:value-of select="summary/qualitybestIdea"/>,
126 <xsl:value-of select="summary/highestReward"/>
127 <br/>
128 </xsl:for-each>
129
130 <h2>Test Case Main Result Collab (CSV)- Idea Values</h2>
131 Best Idea <br/>
132 <xsl:for-each select="games">
133 <xsl:value-of select="summary/qualitybestIdea"/> <br/>
134 </xsl:for-each>
135
136 -->
137
138
139
140 <xsl:for-each select="games">
141 <hr/>
142
143 <h1>
144 Results of Game played on <xsl:value-of select="@gameID"/>
145 </h1>
146
147
148 <ul>
149 <xsl:for-each select="initialTypes">
150 <li><xsl:value-of select="."/></li>
151 </xsl:for-each>
152 </ul>
153
154
155 <p>
156 <xsl:attribute name="style">
157 <xsl:copy-of select="$indent2"/>
158 </xsl:attribute>
159 <h2>Human Winner (Highest Reward in the End)</h2>
160 <table border="1">
161 <xsl:attribute name="style">
162 <xsl:copy-of select="$tableindent3"/>
163 </xsl:attribute>
164 <tr>
165 <td> <b>Agent ID </b></td>
166 <td> <b>Type </b></td>
167 <td> <b>Reward </b></td>
168 <td> <b>Ideas owned </b></td>
169 <td> <b>Time spent on Leisure</b></td>
170 <td> <b>Lifetime </b></td>
171 </tr>
172
173 <xsl:for-each select="summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[1]">
174 <!-- humman? <xsl:if test="agentType != 'CPINVENTOR' and agentType != 'CPCOMMENTATOR' and agentType!= '
CPCIRCULATOR' and string(rewardSum)=string($highestReward)"> -->
175 <tr>
176 <td>
177 <xsl:value-of select="@agentID"/>
178 </td>
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179 <td>
180 <xsl:value-of select="@agentType"/>
181 </td>
182 <td>
183 <xsl:value-of select="@rewardSum"/>
184 </td>
185 <td>
186 <xsl:value-of select="count(ownedIdeasIDs)"/>
187 </td>
188 <td>
189 Time spent on leisure
190 </td>
191 <td>
192 Count Choices (Lifetime)
193 </td>
194 </tr>
195 </xsl:for-each>
196 </table>
197
198
199
200 <h2>Top <xsl:copy-of select="$showmax"/> Placements (Rewards) (Human and Computer)</h2>
201 <table border="1">
202 <xsl:attribute name="style">
203 <xsl:copy-of select="$tableindent3"/>
204 </xsl:attribute>
205 <tr>
206 <td> <b>Position </b></td>
207 <td> <b>Agent ID </b></td>
208 <td> <b>Type </b></td>
209 <td> <b>Reward </b></td>
210 <td> <b>Ideas owned </b></td>
211 </tr>
212 <xsl:for-each select="summary/allAgentsRewardSorted">
213 <xsl:if test="position() &lt;= $showmax">
214 <tr>
215 <td>
216 <xsl:number value="position()"/>
217 </td>
218 <td>
219 <xsl:value-of select="@agentID"/>
220 </td>
221 <td>
222 <xsl:value-of select="@agentType"/>
223 </td>
224 <td>
225 <xsl:value-of select="@rewardSum"/>
226 </td>
227 <td>
228 <xsl:value-of select="count(ownedIdeasIDs)"/>
229 </td>
230
231 </tr>
232 </xsl:if>
233 </xsl:for-each>
234 </table>
235
236
237
238
239
240
241 <h2> Top <xsl:copy-of select="$showmax"/> Best Ideas </h2>
242
243 <table border="1">
244 <xsl:attribute name="style">
245 <xsl:copy-of select="$tableindent3"/>
246 </xsl:attribute>
247 <tr>
248 <td>
249 <b>Position</b>
250 </td>
251 <td>
252 <b>Idea ID</b>
253 </td>
254 <td>
255 <b>Agent ID</b>
256 </td>
257 <td>
258 <b>Agent Type</b>
259 </td>
260 <td>
261 <b>Idea Quality</b>
262 </td>
263 <td>
264 <b>original</b>
265 </td>
266 <td>
267 <b>Owner ID</b>
268 </td>
269 <td>
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270 <b>Idea Birthday</b>
271 </td>
272 </tr>
273 <xsl:for-each select="summary/allIdeasQualitySorted">
274 <xsl:if test="position() &lt; $showmax">
275 <tr>
276 <td>
277 <xsl:number value="position()"/>
278 </td>
279 <td>
280 <xsl:value-of select="@ideaID"/>
281 </td>
282 <td>
283 <xsl:value-of select="agentID"/>
284 </td>
285 <td>
286 <xsl:variable name="thisAgent" select="agentID"/>
287 <!--<xsl:value-of select="../allAgentsRewardSorted/agentType[@agentID='1']"/>-->
288 <!--<xsl:apply-templates select="../allAgentsRewardSorted/agentType[@agentID=$thisAgent]"/>
-->
289 <xsl:for-each select="../allAgentsRewardSorted">
290 <xsl:if test="string(@agentID)=string($thisAgent)">
291 <xsl:value-of select="@agentType"/>
292 </xsl:if>
293 </xsl:for-each>
294 </td>
295 <td>
296 <xsl:value-of select="quality"/>
297 </td>
298 <td>
299 <xsl:value-of select="original"/>
300 </td>
301 <td>
302 <xsl:value-of select="ownerID"/>
303 </td>
304 <td>
305 <xsl:value-of select="@periodID"/>
306 </td>
307 </tr>
308 </xsl:if>
309 </xsl:for-each>
310 </table>
311 <!--
312 <h2>Stat: Participants</h2>
313
314 <table border="1">
315 <xsl:attribute name="style">
316 <xsl:copy-of select="$tableindent3"/>
317 </xsl:attribute>
318 <tr>
319 <td><h4>Agent Type</h4></td>
320 <td><h4>Number</h4></td>
321 <td><h4>IDs</h4></td>
322 </tr>
323 <xsl:for-each select="summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[generate-id(.)=
324 generate-id(key('agentTypes', agentType)[1])]">
325 <xsl:sort select="agentType"/>
326 <xsl:for-each select="key('agentTypes', agentType)">
327 <xsl:sort select="@agentID"/>
328 <tr>
329 <xsl:if test="position() = 1">
330 <td valign="center">
331 <xsl:attribute name="rowspan">
332 <xsl:value-of select="count(key('agentTypes', agentType))"/>
333 </xsl:attribute>
334 <xsl:value-of select="agentType"/>
335 </td>
336 <td valign="center">
337 <xsl:attribute name="rowspan">
338 <xsl:value-of select="count(key('agentTypes', agentType))"/>
339 </xsl:attribute>
340 <xsl:value-of select="count(key('agentTypes', agentType))"/>
341 </td>
342 </xsl:if>
343 <td>
344 <xsl:value-of select="@agentID"/>
345 </td>
346
347 </tr>
348 </xsl:for-each>
349 </xsl:for-each>
350 </table>
351 -->
352
353
354
355 <!-- uninteressant, erstmal gekillt. Sollte besser bei Ideas stehen. select und so.
356 <h2>Agents with Best Ideas Hall of Fame egal interessanter die Ideas.</h2>
357 <table border="1">
358 <xsl:for-each select="summary/allAgentsQualitySorted">
359 <tr>
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360 <td>
361 Counter
362 </td>
363 <td>
364 Agent <xsl:value-of select="@agentID"/>
365 </td>
366 <td>
367 Agent Type: <xsl:value-of select="agentType"/>
368 </td>
369 <td>
370 Reward: <xsl:value-of select="rewardSum"/>
371 </td>
372 </tr>
373 </xsl:for-each>
374 </table>
375 ende uninteressant. -->
376
377
378 </p>
379 </xsl:for-each>
380 </xsl:for-each>
381 </body>
382 </html>
383 </xsl:template>
384 </xsl:stylesheet>
B.2.2. stylesheetPerformanceCollaborativeRandom.table.csv.xsl
Listing B.26: stylesheetPerformanceCollaborativeRandom.table.csv.xsl
1 <?xml version="1.0"?>
2 <xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
3 <xsl:output method="text" indent="yes"/>
4 <xsl:template match="/">
5 <xsl:for-each select="testCase">Game Repetition, BestIdeas, sumRewards, individualReward, Type
6 <xsl:for-each select="games/initialAgents">
7 <xsl:value-of select="./../@gameRepetition"/>, <xsl:value-of select="./../summary/qualitybestIdea"/>, <xsl:value-of
select="./../summary/sumRewards"/>, <xsl:value-of select="./@rewardSum"/>, <xsl:value-of select="./@agentTypeInt
"/><xsl:text>
8 </xsl:text>
9 </xsl:for-each>
10
11 </xsl:for-each>
12
13 </xsl:template>
14 </xsl:stylesheet>
B.2.3. stylesheetPerformancePrivateRandom.table.csv.xsl
Listing B.27: stylesheetPerformancePrivateRandom.table.csv.xsl
1 <?xml version="1.0"?>
2
3 <xsl:stylesheet version="1.0" xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform">
4 <xsl:output method="text" indent="yes"/>
5
6
7 <xsl:variable name="numberOfGamesTyp0" select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='0'])"/>
8 <xsl:variable name="numberOfGamesTyp1" select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='1'])"/>
9 <xsl:variable name="numberOfGamesTyp2" select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='2'])"/>
10 <xsl:variable name="numberOfGamesTyp3" select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='3'])"/>
11 <xsl:variable name="numberOfGamesTyp4" select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='4'])"/>
12 <xsl:variable name="numberOfGamesTyp5" select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='5'])"/>
13 <xsl:variable name="numberOfGamesTyp6" select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='6'])"/>
14 <xsl:variable name="numberOfGamesTyp7" select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='7'])"/>
15 <xsl:variable name="numberOfGamesTyp8" select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='8'])"/>
16 <xsl:variable name="numberOfGamesTyp9" select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='9'])"/>
17 <xsl:variable name="numberOfGamesTyp10" select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='10'])"/>
18 <xsl:variable name="numberOfGamesTyp11" select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='11'])"/>
19 <xsl:variable name="numberOfGamesTyp12" select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='12'])"/>
20 <xsl:variable name="numberOfGamesTyp13" select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='13'])"/>
21 <xsl:variable name="numberOfGamesTyp14" select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='14'])"/>
22 <xsl:variable name="numberOfGamesTyp15" select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='15'])"/>
23 <xsl:variable name="numberOfGamesTyp16" select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='16'])"/>
24 <xsl:variable name="numberOfGamesTyp17" select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='17'])"/>
25
26
27 <xsl:template match="/">
28 Agent Type, Number of Wins, Number of Games, Average Reward<!-- Just look at first guy. It could be any number. Most
likely just one though.
29 We can statistically ignore the case of multiple winners or ties, since each type is just as likely to be the first in
these
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30 situations.-->
31 1, <xsl:value-of select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='1' and position()=1])"/>, <
xsl:value-of select="$numberOfGamesTyp1"/>, <xsl:value-of select="sum(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[
@agentTypeInt='1']/@rewardSum) div $numberOfGamesTyp1"/>
32 2, <xsl:value-of select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='2' and position()=1])"/>, <
xsl:value-of select="$numberOfGamesTyp2"/>, <xsl:value-of select="sum(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[
@agentTypeInt='2']/@rewardSum) div $numberOfGamesTyp2"/>
33 3, <xsl:value-of select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='3' and position()=1])"/>, <
xsl:value-of select="$numberOfGamesTyp3"/>, <xsl:value-of select="sum(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[
@agentTypeInt='3']/@rewardSum) div $numberOfGamesTyp3"/>
34 4, <xsl:value-of select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='4' and position()=1])"/>, <
xsl:value-of select="$numberOfGamesTyp4"/>, <xsl:value-of select="sum(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[
@agentTypeInt='4']/@rewardSum) div $numberOfGamesTyp4"/>
35 5, <xsl:value-of select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='5' and position()=1])"/>, <
xsl:value-of select="$numberOfGamesTyp5"/>, <xsl:value-of select="sum(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[
@agentTypeInt='5']/@rewardSum) div $numberOfGamesTyp5"/>
36 6, <xsl:value-of select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='6' and position()=1])"/>, <
xsl:value-of select="$numberOfGamesTyp6"/>, <xsl:value-of select="sum(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[
@agentTypeInt='6']/@rewardSum) div $numberOfGamesTyp6"/>
37 7, <xsl:value-of select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='7' and position()=1])"/>, <
xsl:value-of select="$numberOfGamesTyp7"/>, <xsl:value-of select="sum(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[
@agentTypeInt='7']/@rewardSum) div $numberOfGamesTyp7"/>
38 8, <xsl:value-of select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='8' and position()=1])"/>, <
xsl:value-of select="$numberOfGamesTyp8"/>, <xsl:value-of select="sum(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[
@agentTypeInt='8']/@rewardSum) div $numberOfGamesTyp8"/>
39 9, <xsl:value-of select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='9' and position()=1])"/>, <
xsl:value-of select="$numberOfGamesTyp9"/>, <xsl:value-of select="sum(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[
@agentTypeInt='9']/@rewardSum) div $numberOfGamesTyp9"/>
40 10, <xsl:value-of select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='10' and position()=1])"/>, <
xsl:value-of select="$numberOfGamesTyp10"/>, <xsl:value-of select="sum(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[
@agentTypeInt='10']/@rewardSum) div $numberOfGamesTyp10"/>
41 11, <xsl:value-of select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='11' and position()=1])"/>, <
xsl:value-of select="$numberOfGamesTyp11"/>, <xsl:value-of select="sum(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[
@agentTypeInt='11']/@rewardSum) div $numberOfGamesTyp11"/>
42 12, <xsl:value-of select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='12' and position()=1])"/>, <
xsl:value-of select="$numberOfGamesTyp12"/>, <xsl:value-of select="sum(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[
@agentTypeInt='12']/@rewardSum) div $numberOfGamesTyp12"/>
43 13, <xsl:value-of select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='13' and position()=1])"/>, <
xsl:value-of select="$numberOfGamesTyp13"/>, <xsl:value-of select="sum(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[
@agentTypeInt='13']/@rewardSum) div $numberOfGamesTyp13"/>
44 14, <xsl:value-of select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='14' and position()=1])"/>, <
xsl:value-of select="$numberOfGamesTyp14"/>, <xsl:value-of select="sum(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[
@agentTypeInt='14']/@rewardSum) div $numberOfGamesTyp14"/>
45 15, <xsl:value-of select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='15' and position()=1])"/>, <
xsl:value-of select="$numberOfGamesTyp15"/>, <xsl:value-of select="sum(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[
@agentTypeInt='15']/@rewardSum) div $numberOfGamesTyp15"/>
46 16, <xsl:value-of select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='16' and position()=1])"/>, <
xsl:value-of select="$numberOfGamesTyp16"/>, <xsl:value-of select="sum(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[
@agentTypeInt='16']/@rewardSum) div $numberOfGamesTyp16"/>
47 17, <xsl:value-of select="count(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='17' and position()=1])"/>, <
xsl:value-of select="$numberOfGamesTyp17"/>, <xsl:value-of select="sum(//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[
@agentTypeInt='17']/@rewardSum) div $numberOfGamesTyp17"/>
48
49 <xsl:for-each select="//games/summary/allAgentsRewardSorted[@agentTypeInt='0' and position()=1]">
50 <xsl:value-of select="@agentType"/>
51 </xsl:for-each>
52
53 <xsl:text>
54 </xsl:text>
55 </xsl:template>
56 </xsl:stylesheet>
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B.3.1. CheUniformity.R
Listing B.28: CheckUniformity.R
1 # run with Rscripts
2 #pdf output
3 #svg output
4
5 args<-commandArgs(TRUE)
6 filenameCSVin<- "outputPerformanceCollaborativeRandom.table.csv"
7 #filenameCSVinNoExt <- sub("^([^.]*).*", "\\1", filenameCSVin)
8 filenameCSVinNoExt <- sub("*.table.csv", "", filenameCSVin)
9
10 filenameSVGout <- paste("outputCheckUniformity", ".svg",sep="" )
11 filenamePDFout <- paste("outputCheckUniformity", ".pdf",sep="")
12
13 #henceforward arguements are accessible by args[1]...
14
15 ideas <- read.csv(filenameCSVin, header=TRUE)
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16
17 #in case the heading is not correct, rename it.
18 pdf(filenamePDFout)
19 # output in pdf for latex etc.
20 #hist(types$InitialTypes, freq=FALSE, main="Uniformity of Heuristics", ylab="Frequency",xlab= "Initial Type", xlim=c
(5,17) )
21 #lines(density(types$InitialTypes),col="blue")
22
23 counts <- table(ideas$Type)
24 barplot(counts/sum(counts)*100, main="Uniformity of Heuristics", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Initial Type", ylab="Proportion of
Initial Players of Type X [%]")
25 counts/sum(counts)
26 sd(counts/sum(counts))
27
28
29 svg(filenameSVGout)
30 #output in svg for html
31 #hist(types$InitialTypes, freq=FALSE, main="Histogram", xlab="Quality", xlim=c(5,17))
32 #lines(density(types$InitialTypes),col="blue")
33 barplot(counts/sum(counts), main="Uniformity of Heuristics", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Initial Type")
34 percent<-counts/sum(counts)*100
35 cat("\\begin{tabular}{lll}")
36 cat("\n & Name & Proportion [\\%]\\\\")
37 cat("\n1--5 & Computer Players & 0")
38 cat("\\\\\n")
39 cat(" 6 & INVENTOR &", percent[1])
40 cat("\\\\\n")
41 cat(" 7 & COMMENTATOR & ", percent[2])
42 cat("\\\\\n")
43 cat(" 8 & CIRCULATOR & ", percent[3])
44 cat("\\\\\n")
45 cat(" 9 & LEISURELOVER & ", percent[4])
46 cat("\\\\\n")
47 cat(" 10 & PrivateOneSuffFavImp &", percent[5])
48 cat("\\\\\n")
49 cat(" 11 & PrivateOneSuffFavNew &", percent[6])
50 cat("\\\\\n")
51 cat(" 12 & PrivateTwoSuffFavImp &", percent[7])
52 cat("\\\\\n")
53 cat(" 13 & PrivateTwoSuffFavNew &", percent[8])
54 cat("\\\\\n")
55 cat(" 14 &CollaborativeBorderOne &", percent[9])
56 cat("\\\\\n")
57 cat(" 15& CollaborativeBorderTwo &", percent[10])
58 cat("\\\\\n")
59 cat(" 16& CollaborativeBorderThree&", percent[11])
60 cat("\\\\\n")
61 cat(" 17& ErraticPlayer&", percent[12])
62 cat("\\\\\n")
63 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
B.3.2. PerformanceCollaborativeRandom.R
Listing B.29: PerformanceCollaborativeRandom.R
1 # run with Rscripts
2 # first argument is the one column csv with heading BestIdeas containing the qualities.
3 #pdf output
4 #svg output
5
6 args<-commandArgs(TRUE)
7 filenameCSVin<-"outputPerformanceCollaborativeRandom.table.csv"
8 library(e1071)
9
10 statsPrivate <- read.csv("outputPerformancePrivateRandom.table.csv", header=TRUE)
11 #filenameCSVinNoExt <- sub("^([^.]*).*", "\\1", filenameCSVin)
12 filenameCSVinNoExt <- sub("*.table.csv", "", filenameCSVin)
13
14 filenameSVGout <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, ".svg",sep="" )
15 filenamePDFout <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, ".pdf",sep="")
16
17 filenamePDFSumout <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "RewardSum.pdf",sep="")
18 filenameSVGSumout <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "RewardSum.svg",sep="")
19
20 filenameTop1out <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "Top1",sep="")
21 filenameTop25out <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "Top25",sep="")
22 filenameTop10out <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "Top10",sep="")
23
24 filenameoutSumRewards<- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "_SumRewards",sep="")
25 filenameoutBestIdeas<- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "_BestIdeas",sep="")
26
27
28 filenameoutSumRewardsQI<- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "_SumRewardsQI",sep="")
29 filenameoutBestIdeasQI<- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "_BestIdeasQI",sep="")
30
31 #henceforward arguements are accessible by args[1]...
32
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33 ideas <- read.csv(filenameCSVin, header=TRUE)
34
35 #in case the heading is not correct, rename it.
36 pdf(filenamePDFout)
37 # output in pdf for latex etc.
38 hist(ideas$BestIdeas, freq=FALSE, main="Best Idea of a Game", xlab="Quality",ylim=c(0,1))
39 #histogram
40 lines(density(ideas$BestIdeas),col="blue")
41 #density function
42 ourMean<- mean(ideas$BestIdeas)
43 ourVariance<- var(ideas$BestIdeas)
44 ourStandardDeviation<- sd(ideas$BestIdeas)
45 ourMedian<- median(ideas$BestIdeas)
46 ourIQR<- IQR(ideas$BestIdeas)
47 ourQuantiles<-quantile(ideas$BestIdeas)
48 quantile90<-quantile(ideas$BestIdeas,probs=c(0.90))
49 quantile99<-quantile(ideas$BestIdeas,probs=c(0.99))
50 ourSkewness<-skewness(ideas$BestIdeas)
51 ourKurtosis<-kurtosis(ideas$BestIdeas)
52 #moments, quantiles, interquartile range
53
54 curve(dnorm(x,mean=ourMean,sd=ourStandardDeviation),add=TRUE, col="red")
55
56 legend("topleft", # places a legend at the appropriate place
57 c("Histogram", "Density Curve","Normal Distribution"), # puts text in the legend
58 lty=c(1,1), # gives the legend appropriate symbols (lines)
59 lwd=c(2.5,2.5),col=c("black", "blue","red")) # gives the legend lines the correct color and width
60
61
62 legend("left", leg = paste(c("Mean", "Variance", "Skewness", "Curtosis", "75% Quantile", "90% Quantile", "99% Quantile
"),
63 c(ourMean, ourVariance, ourSkewness, ourKurtosis, ourQuantiles[4], quantile90,quantile99), sep = " = "))
64
65
66
67 svg(filenameSVGout)
68 #output in svg for html
69 hist(ideas$BestIdeas, freq=FALSE, main="Best Idea of a Game", xlab="Quality")
70 lines(density(ideas$BestIdeas),col="blue")
71 curve(dnorm(x,mean=ourMean,sd=ourStandardDeviation),add=TRUE, col="red")
72
73 legend("topleft", # places a legend at the appropriate place
74 c("Histogram", "Density Curve","Normal Distribution"), # puts text in the legend
75 lty=c(1,1), # gives the legend appropriate symbols (lines)
76 lwd=c(2.5,2.5),col=c("black", "blue","red")) # gives the legend lines the correct color and width
77
78
79
80 legend("left", leg = paste(c("Mean", "Variance", "Skewness", "Curtosis", "75% Quantile", "90% Quantile", "99% Quantile
"),
81 c(ourMean, ourVariance, ourSkewness, ourKurtosis, ourQuantiles[4], quantile90,quantile99), sep = " = "))
82
83 #histogram
84
85 top25<- subset(ideas, BestIdeas>ourQuantiles[4])
86 top10<- subset(ideas, BestIdeas>quantile90)
87 top1<- subset(ideas, BestIdeas>quantile99)
88
89 typesTop1 <- table(top1$Type)
90 typesTop10 <- table(top10$Type)
91 typesTop25 <- table(top25$Type)
92 typesTop25p <- typesTop25/sum(typesTop25)*100
93 typesTop1p<-typesTop1/sum(typesTop1)*100
94 typesTop10p<-typesTop10/sum(typesTop10)*100
95
96 filenameTop1outExt<-paste(filenameTop1out, "ideas.svg", sep="")
97 filenameTop10outExt<-paste(filenameTop10out, "ideas.svg", sep="")
98 filenameTop25outExt<-paste(filenameTop25out, "ideas.svg", sep="")
99
100 svg(filenameTop1outExt)
101
102 barplot(typesTop1p, main="Proportion of Types in Top 1% (Ideas)", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab="Percentage of Type
X [%]")
103 abline(h=typesTop1p[17-5], col="red")
104 #boxplot(top1$BestIdeas ~ top1$Type, main="Boxplot of Best Idea of Team - Top 1%", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab="
Percentage of Type X [%]")
105 #sumRewardsTop1Erratic <- mean(subset(top1$BestIdeas,top1$Type==17))
106 #abline(h=sumRewardsTop1Erratic , col="red")
107
108 svg(filenameTop25outExt)
109 barplot(typesTop25p, main="Proportion of Types in Top 25% (Ideas)", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab="Percentage of
Type X [%]")
110 abline(h=typesTop25p[17-5], col="red")
111 #boxplot(top25$BestIdeas ~ top25$Type, main="Boxplot of Best Idea of Team - Top 25%", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab
="Percentage of Type X [%]")
112 #sumRewardsTop25Erratic <- mean(subset(top25$BestIdeas,top1$Type==17))
113 #abline(h=sumRewardsTop25Erratic , col="red")
114
115
116 svg(filenameTop10outExt)
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117 barplot(typesTop10p, main="Proportion of Types in Top 10% (Ideas)", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab="Percentage of
Type X [%]")
118 abline(h=typesTop10p[17-5], col="red")
119 #boxplot(top10$BestIdeas ~ top10$Type, main="Boxplot of Best Idea of Team - Top 10%", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab
="Percentage of Type X [%]")
120 #sumRewardsTop10Erratic <- mean(subset(top10$BestIdeas,top1$Type==17))
121 #abline(h=sumRewardsTop10Erratic , col="red")
122
123
124 filenameTop1outExt<-paste(filenameTop1out, "ideas.pdf", sep="")
125 filenameTop10outExt<-paste(filenameTop10out, "ideas.pdf", sep="")
126 filenameTop25outExt<-paste(filenameTop25out, "ideas.pdf", sep="")
127
128
129 pdf(filenameTop1outExt)
130 barplot(typesTop1p, main="Proportion of Types in Top 1% (Ideas)", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab="Percentage of Type
X [%]")
131 abline(h=typesTop1p[17-5], col="red")
132 #boxplot(top1$BestIdeas ~ top1$Type, main="Boxplot of Best Idea of Team - Top 1%", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab="
Percentage of Type X [%]")
133 #sumRewardsTop1Erratic <- mean(subset(top1$BestIdeas,top1$Type==17))
134 #abline(h=sumRewardsTop1Erratic , col="red")
135
136 pdf(filenameTop25outExt)
137 barplot(typesTop25p, main="Proportion of Types in Top 25% (Ideas)", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab="Percentage of
Type X [%]")
138 abline(h=typesTop25p[17-5], col="red")
139 #boxplot(top25$BestIdeas ~ top25$Type, main="Boxplot of Best Idea of Team - Top 25%", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab
="Percentage of Type X [%]")
140 #sumRewardsTop25Erratic <- mean(subset(top25$BestIdeas,top1$Type==17))
141 #abline(h=sumRewardsTop25Erratic , col="red")
142
143
144 pdf(filenameTop10outExt)
145 barplot(typesTop10p, main="Proportion of Types in Top 10% (Ideas)", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab="Percentage of
Type X [%]")
146 abline(h=typesTop10p[17-5], col="red")
147 #boxplot(top10$BestIdeas ~ top10$Type, main="Boxplot of Best Idea of Team - Top 10%", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab
="Percentage of Type X [%]")
148 #sumRewardsTop10Erratic <- mean(subset(top10$BestIdeas,top1$Type==17))
149 #abline(h=sumRewardsTop10Erratic , col="red")
150
151
152
153 #density function
154 ourMean<- mean(ideas$sumRewards)
155 ourVariance<- var(ideas$sumRewards)
156 ourStandardDeviation<- sd(ideas$sumRewards)
157 ourMedian<- median(ideas$sumRewards)
158 ourIQR<- IQR(ideas$sumRewards)
159 ourQuantiles<-quantile(ideas$sumRewards)
160 quantile90<-quantile(ideas$sumRewards,probs=c(0.90))
161 quantile99<-quantile(ideas$sumRewards,probs=c(0.99))
162 ourSkewness<-skewness(ideas$sumRewards)
163 ourKurtosis<-kurtosis(ideas$sumRewards)
164 #moments, quantiles, interquartile range
165 #ourMean.2<-sprintf("%.2f", ourMean)
166 #ourStandardDeviation.2<- sprintf("%.2f", ourStandardDeviation)
167 #quantile75.2<-sprintf("%.2f\n", ourQuantiles[4])
168 #ourSkewness.2<-sprintf("%.2f\n", ourSkewness)
169 #ourKurtosis.2<-sprintf("%.2f\n", ourKurtosis)
170 cat("\\begin{tabular}{ll}\n")
171 cat("\tMean ($\\mu$) & ", ourMean, "\\\\\n")
172 cat("\tVariance ($\\sigma^2$) & ", ourVariance, "\\\\\n")
173 cat("\tStandard Deviation (s.d.) & ", ourStandardDeviation , "\\\\\n")
174 cat("\t0\\% Quantile & ", ourQuantiles[1], "\\\\\n")
175 cat("\t25\\% Quantile & ", ourQuantiles[2], "\\\\\n")
176 cat("\t50\\% Quantile & ", ourQuantiles[3], "\\\\\n")
177 cat("\t75\\% Quantile & ", ourQuantiles[4], "\\\\\n")
178 cat("\t90\\% Quantile & ", quantile90, "\\\\\n")
179 cat("\t99\\% Quantile & ", quantile99, "\\\\\n")
180 cat("\t100\\% Quantile & ", ourQuantiles[5], "\\\\\n")
181 cat("\tInterquartile Range & ", ourIQR, "\\\\\n")
182 cat("\\end{tabular}\n")
183 pdf(filenamePDFSumout)
184 hist(ideas$sumRewards, freq=FALSE, main="Reward Sums of a Game", xlab="Reward Sum")
185 lines(density(ideas$sumRewards),col="blue")
186 curve(dnorm(x,mean=ourMean,sd=ourStandardDeviation),add=TRUE, col="red")
187
188 legend("topleft", # places a legend at the appropriate place
189 c("Histogram", "Density Curve","Normal Distribution"), # puts text in the legend
190 lty=c(1,1), # gives the legend appropriate symbols (lines)
191 lwd=c(2.5,2.5),col=c("black", "blue","red")) # gives the legend lines the correct color and width
192
193 legend("left", leg = paste(c("Mean", "Variance", "Skewness", "Curtosis", "75% Quantile", "90% Quantile", "99% Quantile
"),
194 c(ourMean, ourVariance, ourSkewness, ourKurtosis, ourQuantiles[4], quantile90,quantile99), sep = " = "))
195 #legend("left", leg = expression(paste(c(mu, var, "skewness", "curtosis"),
196 #c(ourMean, ourVariance, ourSkewness, ourKurtosis), sep = "=")))
197
198 #legend("top", leg = bquote(mu==.(ourMean.2) sigma) )
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199 #sigma==.(ourStandardDeviation.2)
200
201 svg(filenameSVGSumout)
202 hist(ideas$sumRewards, freq=FALSE, main="Reward Sums of a Game", xlab="Reward Sum")
203 lines(density(ideas$sumRewards),col="blue")
204 curve(dnorm(x,mean=ourMean,sd=ourStandardDeviation),add=TRUE, col="red")
205
206 legend("topleft", # places a legend at the appropriate place
207 c("Histogram", "Density Curve","Normal Distribution"), # puts text in the legend
208 lty=c(1,1), # gives the legend appropriate symbols (lines)
209 lwd=c(2.5,2.5),col=c("black", "blue","red")) # gives the legend lines the correct color and width
210
211
212
213 legend("left", leg = paste(c("Mean", "Variance", "Skewness", "Curtosis", "75% Quantile", "90% Quantile", "99% Quantile
"),
214 c(ourMean, ourVariance, ourSkewness, ourKurtosis, ourQuantiles[4], quantile90,quantile99), sep = " = "))
215
216
217 #appropriate Bell Curve?
218 #dev.off()
219
220 #close visual files
221 #dev.off()
222
223 #now we make formatted latex output
224
225 cat("\\begin{tabular}{ll}\n")
226 cat("\tMean ($\\mu$) & ", ourMean, "\\\\\n")
227 cat("\tVariance ($\\sigma^2$) & ", ourVariance, "\\\\\n")
228 cat("\tStandard Deviation (s.d.) & ", ourStandardDeviation , "\\\\\n")
229 cat("\t0\\% Quantile & ", ourQuantiles[1], "\\\\\n")
230 cat("\t25\\% Quantile & ", ourQuantiles[2], "\\\\\n")
231 cat("\t50\\% Quantile & ", ourQuantiles[3], "\\\\\n")
232 cat("\t75\\% Quantile & ", ourQuantiles[4], "\\\\\n")
233 cat("\t90\\% Quantile & ", quantile90, "\\\\\n")
234 cat("\t99\\% Quantile & ", quantile99, "\\\\\n")
235 cat("\t100\\% Quantile & ", ourQuantiles[5], "\\\\\n")
236 cat("\tInterquartile Range & ", ourIQR, "\\\\\n")
237 cat("\\end{tabular}\n")
238
239 top25<- subset(ideas, sumRewards>ourQuantiles[4])
240 top10<- subset(ideas, sumRewards>quantile90)
241 top1<- subset(ideas, sumRewards>quantile99)
242
243 typesTop1 <- table(top1$Type)
244 typesTop10 <- table(top10$Type)
245 typesTop25 <- table(top25$Type)
246 typesTop25p <- typesTop25/sum(typesTop25)*100
247 typesTop1p<-typesTop1/sum(typesTop1)*100
248 typesTop10p<-typesTop10/sum(typesTop10)*100
249
250 filenameTop1outExt<-paste(filenameTop1out, ".svg", sep="")
251 filenameTop10outExt<-paste(filenameTop10out, ".svg", sep="")
252 filenameTop25outExt<-paste(filenameTop25out, ".svg", sep="")
253
254 svg(filenameTop1outExt)
255 barplot(typesTop1p, main="Proportion of Types in Top 1% (Team Rewards)", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab="Percentage
of Type X [%]")
256 abline(h=typesTop1p[17-5], col="red")
257 #boxplot(top1$sumRewards ~ top1$Type, main="Boxplot of Sum of Rewards - Top 1%", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab="
Percentage of Type X [%]")
258 #sumRewardsTop1Erratic <- mean(subset(top1$sumRewards,top1$Type==17))
259 #abline(h=sumRewardsTop1Erratic , col="red")
260
261 svg(filenameTop25outExt)
262 barplot(typesTop25p, main="Proportion of Types in Top 25% (Team Rewards)", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab="Percentage
of Type X [%]")
263 abline(h=typesTop25p[17-5], col="red")
264 #boxplot(top25$sumRewards ~ top25$Type, main="Boxplot of Sum of Rewards - Top 25%", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab="
Percentage of Type X [%]")
265 #sumRewardsTop25Erratic <- mean(subset(top25$sumRewards,top1$Type==17))
266 #abline(h=sumRewardsTop25Erratic , col="red")
267
268
269 svg(filenameTop10outExt)
270 barplot(typesTop10p, main="Proportion of Types in Top 10% (Team Rewards)", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab="Percentage
of Type X [%]")
271 abline(h=typesTop10p[17-5], col="red")
272 #boxplot(top10$sumRewards ~ top10$Type, main="Boxplot of Sum of Rewards - Top 10%", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab="
Percentage of Type X [%]")
273 #sumRewardsTop10Erratic <- mean(subset(top10$sumRewards,top1$Type==17))
274 #abline(h=sumRewardsTop10Erratic , col="red")
275
276
277 filenameTop1outExt<-paste(filenameTop1out, ".pdf", sep="")
278 filenameTop10outExt<-paste(filenameTop10out, ".pdf", sep="")
279 filenameTop25outExt<-paste(filenameTop25out, ".pdf", sep="")
280
281 pdf(filenameTop1outExt)
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282 barplot(typesTop1p, main="Proportion of Types in Top 1% (Team Rewards)", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab="Percentage
of Type X [%]")
283 abline(h=typesTop1p[17-5], col="red")
284 #boxplot(top1$sumRewards ~ top1$Type, main="Boxplot of Sum of Rewards - Top 1%", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab="
Percentage of Type X [%]")
285 #sumRewardsTop1Erratic <- mean(subset(top1$sumRewards,top1$Type==17))
286 #abline(h=sumRewardsTop1Erratic , col="red")
287
288 pdf(filenameTop25outExt)
289 barplot(typesTop25p, main="Proportion of Types in Top 25% (Team Rewards)", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab="Percentage
of Type X [%]")
290 abline(h=typesTop25p[17-5], col="red")
291 #boxplot(top25$sumRewards ~ top25$Type, main="Boxplot of Sum of Rewards - Top 25%", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab="
Percentage of Type X [%]")
292 #sumRewardsTop25Erratic <- mean(subset(top25$sumRewards,top1$Type==17))
293 #abline(h=sumRewardsTop25Erratic , col="red")
294
295
296 pdf(filenameTop10outExt)
297 barplot(typesTop10p, main="Proportion of Types in Top 10% (Team Rewards)", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab="Percentage
of Type X [%]")
298 abline(h=typesTop10p[17-5], col="red")
299 #boxplot(top10$sumRewards ~ top10$Type, main="Boxplot of Sum of Rewards - Top 10%", horiz=FALSE, xlab="Types", ylab="
Percentage of Type X [%]")
300 #sumRewardsTop10Erratic <- mean(subset(top10$sumRewards,top1$Type==17))
301 #abline(h=sumRewardsTop10Erratic , col="red")
302
303
304
305 filenameoutSumRewardsExt<- paste(filenameoutSumRewards , ".pdf",sep="")
306 filenameoutBestIdeasExt<- paste(filenameoutBestIdeas , ".pdf",sep="")
307 filenameoutSumRewardsQIExt<- paste(filenameoutSumRewardsQI , ".pdf",sep="")
308 filenameoutBestIdeasQIExt<- paste(filenameoutBestIdeasQI , ".pdf",sep="")
309
310 sumRewardsMeanErratic<- mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17))
311 bestIdeasMeanErratic<- mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17))
312
313
314 pdf(filenameoutSumRewardsExt)
315 #barplot(statsPrivate$Average.Reward, names.arg=statsPrivate$Agent.Type, main="Average Reward", xlab="Type",
316 #ylab="Average Reward of Type X [EUR]")
317 boxplot(ideas$sumRewards ~ ideas$Type, main="Boxplot of Sum of Rewards", xlab="Type", ylab="Rewards of Team with
Player X [EUR]")
318 dev.off()
319
320 pdf(filenameoutBestIdeasExt)
321 #barplot(statsPrivate$Average.Reward, names.arg=statsPrivate$Agent.Type, main="Average Reward", xlab="Type",
322 #ylab="Average Reward of Type X [EUR]")
323 boxplot(ideas$BestIdeas ~ ideas$Type, main="Boxplot of Best Ideas", xlab="Type", ylab="Best Ideas of Team with Player
X [EUR]")
324 dev.off()
325
326
327 pdf(filenameoutSumRewardsQIExt)
328 #barplot(statsPrivate$Average.Reward, names.arg=statsPrivate$Agent.Type, main="Average Reward", xlab="Type",
329 #ylab="Average Reward of Type X [EUR]")
330 boxplot(ideas$sumRewards/sumRewardsMeanErratic ~ ideas$Type, main="Boxplot of Quality Indicator (Sum Rewards)", xlab="
Type", ylab="Best Ideas of Team with Player X [EUR]")
331 abline(h=1, col="red")
332 dev.off()
333
334
335 pdf(filenameoutBestIdeasQIExt)
336 #barplot(statsPrivate$Average.Reward, names.arg=statsPrivate$Agent.Type, main="Average Reward", xlab="Type",
337 #ylab="Average Reward of Type X [EUR]")
338 boxplot(ideas$BestIdeas/bestIdeasMeanErratic ~ ideas$Type, main="Boxplot of Quality Indicator (Best Ideas)", xlab="
Type", ylab="Best Ideas of Team with Player X [EUR]")
339 abline(h=1, col="red")
340 dev.off()
341
342 filenameoutSumRewardsExt<- paste(filenameoutSumRewards , ".svg",sep="")
343 filenameoutBestIdeasExt<- paste(filenameoutBestIdeas , ".svg",sep="")
344
345 svg(filenameoutSumRewardsExt)
346 #barplot(statsPrivate$Average.Reward, names.arg=statsPrivate$Agent.Type, main="Average Reward", xlab="Type",
347 #ylab="Average Reward of Type X [EUR]")
348 boxplot(ideas$sumRewards ~ ideas$Type, main="Boxplot of Sum of Rewards", xlab="Type", ylab="Rewards of Team with
Player X [EUR]")
349 dev.off()
350
351 svg(filenameoutBestIdeasExt)
352 #barplot(statsPrivate$Average.Reward, names.arg=statsPrivate$Agent.Type, main="Average Reward", xlab="Type",
353 #ylab="Average Reward of Type X [EUR]")
354 boxplot(ideas$BestIdeas ~ ideas$Type, main="Boxplot of Best Ideas", xlab="Type", ylab="Best Ideas of Team with Player
X [EUR]")
355 dev.off()
356
357
358
359
360
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361 cat("\\begin{tabular}{llll}")
362 cat("\n & Name & Sum of Rewards [\\euro{}] & s.d.\\\\")
363 cat(" 6 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==6)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==6)))
364 cat("\\\\\n")
365 cat(" 7 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==7)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==7))
)
366 cat("\\\\\n")
367 cat(" 8 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==8)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==8))
)
368 cat("\\\\\n")
369 cat(" 9 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==9)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==9))
)
370 cat("\\\\\n")
371 cat(" 10 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==10)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==10)
))
372 cat("\\\\\n")
373 cat(" 11 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==11)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==11)
))
374 cat("\\\\\n")
375 cat(" 12 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==12)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==12)
))
376 cat("\\\\\n")
377 cat(" 13 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==13)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==13)
))
378 cat("\\\\\n")
379 cat(" 14 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==14)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==14)
))
380 cat("\\\\\n")
381 cat(" 15 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==15)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==15)
))
382 cat("\\\\\n")
383 cat(" 16&", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==16)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==16)))
384 cat("\\\\\n")
385 cat(" 17&", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)))
386 cat("\\\\\n")
387 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
388
389
390
391 cat("\\begin{tabular}{llll}")
392 cat("\n & Name & Quality Indicator (Sum of Rewards) [\\euro{}] & s.d. [\\euro{}]\\\\")
393 cat(" 6 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==6)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
394 cat("\\\\\n")
395 cat(" 7 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==7)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
396 cat("\\\\\n")
397 cat(" 8 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==8)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
398 cat("\\\\\n")
399 cat(" 9 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==9)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
400 cat("\\\\\n")
401 cat(" 10 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==10)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
402 cat("\\\\\n")
403 cat(" 11 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==11)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
404 cat("\\\\\n")
405 cat(" 12 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==12)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
406 cat("\\\\\n")
407 cat(" 13 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==13)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
408 cat("\\\\\n")
409 cat(" 14 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==14)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
410 cat("\\\\\n")
411 cat(" 15 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==15)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
412 cat("\\\\\n")
413 cat(" 16&", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==16)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
414 cat("\\\\\n")
415 cat(" 17&", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
416 cat("\\\\\n")
417 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
418
419
420
421
422
423 cat("\\begin{tabular}{llll}")
424 cat("\n & Name & Best Idea & s.d.\\\\")
425 cat(" 6 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==6)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==6)))
426 cat("\\\\\n")
427 cat(" 7 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==7)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==7)))
428 cat("\\\\\n")
429 cat(" 8 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==8)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==8)))
430 cat("\\\\\n")
431 cat(" 9 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==9)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==9)))
432 cat("\\\\\n")
433 cat(" 10 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==10)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==10)))
434 cat("\\\\\n")
435 cat(" 11 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==11)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==11)))
436 cat("\\\\\n")
437 cat(" 12 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==12)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==12)))
438 cat("\\\\\n")
439 cat(" 13 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==13)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==13)))
440 cat("\\\\\n")
441 cat(" 14 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==14)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==14)))
442 cat("\\\\\n")
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443 cat(" 15 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==15)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==15)))
444 cat("\\\\\n")
445 cat(" 16&", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==16)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==16)))
446 cat("\\\\\n")
447 cat(" 17&", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)))
448 cat("\\\\\n")
449 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
450
451
452
453 cat("\\begin{tabular}{llll}")
454 cat("\n & Name & Quality Indicator (Best Idea) [\\euro{}] & s.d. [\\euro{}]\\\\")
455 cat(" 6 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==6)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
456 cat("\\\\\n")
457 cat(" 7 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==7)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
458 cat("\\\\\n")
459 cat(" 8 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==8)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
460 cat("\\\\\n")
461 cat(" 9 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==9)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
462 cat("\\\\\n")
463 cat(" 10 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==10)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
464 cat("\\\\\n")
465 cat(" 11 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==11)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
466 cat("\\\\\n")
467 cat(" 12 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==12)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
468 cat("\\\\\n")
469 cat(" 13 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==13)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
470 cat("\\\\\n")
471 cat(" 14 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==14)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
472 cat("\\\\\n")
473 cat(" 15 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==15)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
474 cat("\\\\\n")
475 cat(" 16&", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==16)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
476 cat("\\\\\n")
477 cat(" 17&", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
478 cat("\\\\\n")
479 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
480
481
482 ##############################################TOP1
##########################################################################
483 ideas<-top1
484 cat("\\begin{tabular}{llll}")
485 cat("\n & TOP 1 Average Sum of Rewards [\\euro{}] & s.d.\\\\")
486 cat(" 6 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==6)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==6)))
487 cat("\\\\\n")
488 cat(" 7 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==7)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==7))
)
489 cat("\\\\\n")
490 cat(" 8 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==8)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==8))
)
491 cat("\\\\\n")
492 cat(" 9 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==9)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==9))
)
493 cat("\\\\\n")
494 cat(" 10 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==10)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==10)
))
495 cat("\\\\\n")
496 cat(" 11 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==11)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==11)
))
497 cat("\\\\\n")
498 cat(" 12 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==12)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==12)
))
499 cat("\\\\\n")
500 cat(" 13 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==13)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==13)
))
501 cat("\\\\\n")
502 cat(" 14 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==14)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==14)
))
503 cat("\\\\\n")
504 cat(" 15 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==15)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==15)
))
505 cat("\\\\\n")
506 cat(" 16&", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==16)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==16)))
507 cat("\\\\\n")
508 cat(" 17&", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)))
509 cat("\\\\\n")
510 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
511
512
513
514 cat("\\begin{tabular}{llll}")
515 cat("\n & TOP 1 Quality Indicator (Sum of Rewards) [\\euro{}] & s.d. [\\euro{}]\\\\")
516 cat(" 6 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==6)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
517 cat("\\\\\n")
518 cat(" 7 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==7)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
519 cat("\\\\\n")
520 cat(" 8 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==8)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
521 cat("\\\\\n")
522 cat(" 9 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==9)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
523 cat("\\\\\n")
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524 cat(" 10 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==10)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
525 cat("\\\\\n")
526 cat(" 11 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==11)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
527 cat("\\\\\n")
528 cat(" 12 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==12)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
529 cat("\\\\\n")
530 cat(" 13 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==13)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
531 cat("\\\\\n")
532 cat(" 14 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==14)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
533 cat("\\\\\n")
534 cat(" 15 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==15)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
535 cat("\\\\\n")
536 cat(" 16&", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==16)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
537 cat("\\\\\n")
538 cat(" 17&", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
539 cat("\\\\\n")
540 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
541
542
543
544
545
546 cat("\\begin{tabular}{llll}")
547 cat("\n & TOP 1 Average Best Idea & s.d.\\\\")
548 cat(" 6 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==6)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==6)))
549 cat("\\\\\n")
550 cat(" 7 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==7)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==7)))
551 cat("\\\\\n")
552 cat(" 8 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==8)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==8)))
553 cat("\\\\\n")
554 cat(" 9 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==9)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==9)))
555 cat("\\\\\n")
556 cat(" 10 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==10)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==10)))
557 cat("\\\\\n")
558 cat(" 11 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==11)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==11)))
559 cat("\\\\\n")
560 cat(" 12 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==12)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==12)))
561 cat("\\\\\n")
562 cat(" 13 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==13)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==13)))
563 cat("\\\\\n")
564 cat(" 14 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==14)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==14)))
565 cat("\\\\\n")
566 cat(" 15 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==15)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==15)))
567 cat("\\\\\n")
568 cat(" 16&", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==16)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==16)))
569 cat("\\\\\n")
570 cat(" 17&", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)))
571 cat("\\\\\n")
572 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
573
574
575
576 cat("\\begin{tabular}{llll}")
577 cat("\n & Quality Indicator (Average Best Idea) [\\euro{}] \\\\")
578 cat(" 6 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==6)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
579 cat("\\\\\n")
580 cat(" 7 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==7)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
581 cat("\\\\\n")
582 cat(" 8 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==8)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
583 cat("\\\\\n")
584 cat(" 9 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==9)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
585 cat("\\\\\n")
586 cat(" 10 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==10)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
587 cat("\\\\\n")
588 cat(" 11 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==11)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
589 cat("\\\\\n")
590 cat(" 12 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==12)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
591 cat("\\\\\n")
592 cat(" 13 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==13)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
593 cat("\\\\\n")
594 cat(" 14 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==14)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
595 cat("\\\\\n")
596 cat(" 15 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==15)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
597 cat("\\\\\n")
598 cat(" 16&", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==16)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
599 cat("\\\\\n")
600 cat(" 17&", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
601 cat("\\\\\n")
602 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
603
604
605
606 #################################################TOP10
#####################################################################
607 ideas<-top10
608 cat("\\begin{tabular}{llll}")
609 cat("\n & TOP 10 Average Sum of Rewards [\\euro{}] & s.d.\\\\")
610 cat(" 6 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==6)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==6)))
611 cat("\\\\\n")
612 cat(" 7 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==7)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==7))
)
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613 cat("\\\\\n")
614 cat(" 8 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==8)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==8))
)
615 cat("\\\\\n")
616 cat(" 9 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==9)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==9))
)
617 cat("\\\\\n")
618 cat(" 10 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==10)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==10)
))
619 cat("\\\\\n")
620 cat(" 11 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==11)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==11)
))
621 cat("\\\\\n")
622 cat(" 12 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==12)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==12)
))
623 cat("\\\\\n")
624 cat(" 13 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==13)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==13)
))
625 cat("\\\\\n")
626 cat(" 14 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==14)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==14)
))
627 cat("\\\\\n")
628 cat(" 15 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==15)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==15)
))
629 cat("\\\\\n")
630 cat(" 16&", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==16)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==16)))
631 cat("\\\\\n")
632 cat(" 17&", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)))
633 cat("\\\\\n")
634 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
635
636
637
638 cat("\\begin{tabular}{llll}")
639 cat("\n & TOP 10 Quality Indicator (Average Sum of Rewards) [\\euro{}] \\\\")
640 cat(" 6 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==6)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
641 cat("\\\\\n")
642 cat(" 7 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==7)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
643 cat("\\\\\n")
644 cat(" 8 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==8)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
645 cat("\\\\\n")
646 cat(" 9 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==9)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
647 cat("\\\\\n")
648 cat(" 10 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==10)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
649 cat("\\\\\n")
650 cat(" 11 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==11)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
651 cat("\\\\\n")
652 cat(" 12 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==12)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
653 cat("\\\\\n")
654 cat(" 13 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==13)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
655 cat("\\\\\n")
656 cat(" 14 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==14)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
657 cat("\\\\\n")
658 cat(" 15 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==15)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
659 cat("\\\\\n")
660 cat(" 16&", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==16)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
661 cat("\\\\\n")
662 cat(" 17&", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
663 cat("\\\\\n")
664 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
665
666
667
668
669
670 cat("\\begin{tabular}{llll}")
671 cat("\n & TOP10 Average Best Idea & s.d.\\\\")
672 cat(" 6 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==6)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==6)))
673 cat("\\\\\n")
674 cat(" 7 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==7)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==7)))
675 cat("\\\\\n")
676 cat(" 8 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==8)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==8)))
677 cat("\\\\\n")
678 cat(" 9 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==9)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==9)))
679 cat("\\\\\n")
680 cat(" 10 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==10)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==10)))
681 cat("\\\\\n")
682 cat(" 11 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==11)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==11)))
683 cat("\\\\\n")
684 cat(" 12 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==12)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==12)))
685 cat("\\\\\n")
686 cat(" 13 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==13)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==13)))
687 cat("\\\\\n")
688 cat(" 14 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==14)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==14)))
689 cat("\\\\\n")
690 cat(" 15 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==15)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==15)))
691 cat("\\\\\n")
692 cat(" 16&", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==16)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==16)))
693 cat("\\\\\n")
694 cat(" 17&", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)))
695 cat("\\\\\n")
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696 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
697
698
699
700 cat("\\begin{tabular}{llll}")
701 cat("\n & Quality Indicator (Average Best Idea) [\\euro{}] \\\\")
702 cat(" 6 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==6)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
703 cat("\\\\\n")
704 cat(" 7 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==7)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
705 cat("\\\\\n")
706 cat(" 8 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==8)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
707 cat("\\\\\n")
708 cat(" 9 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==9)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
709 cat("\\\\\n")
710 cat(" 10 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==10)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
711 cat("\\\\\n")
712 cat(" 11 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==11)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
713 cat("\\\\\n")
714 cat(" 12 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==12)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
715 cat("\\\\\n")
716 cat(" 13 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==13)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
717 cat("\\\\\n")
718 cat(" 14 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==14)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
719 cat("\\\\\n")
720 cat(" 15 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==15)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
721 cat("\\\\\n")
722 cat(" 16&", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==16)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
723 cat("\\\\\n")
724 cat(" 17&", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
725 cat("\\\\\n")
726 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
727
728
729
730 ##################################################TOP25
################################################################
731 ideas<-top25
732 cat("\\begin{tabular}{llll}")
733 cat("\n & TOP25 Average Sum of Rewards [\\euro{}] & s.d.\\\\")
734 cat(" 6 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==6)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==6)))
735 cat("\\\\\n")
736 cat(" 7 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==7)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==7))
)
737 cat("\\\\\n")
738 cat(" 8 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==8)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==8))
)
739 cat("\\\\\n")
740 cat(" 9 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==9)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==9))
)
741 cat("\\\\\n")
742 cat(" 10 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==10)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==10)
))
743 cat("\\\\\n")
744 cat(" 11 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==11)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==11)
))
745 cat("\\\\\n")
746 cat(" 12 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==12)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==12)
))
747 cat("\\\\\n")
748 cat(" 13 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==13)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==13)
))
749 cat("\\\\\n")
750 cat(" 14 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==14)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==14)
))
751 cat("\\\\\n")
752 cat(" 15 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==15)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==15)
))
753 cat("\\\\\n")
754 cat(" 16&", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==16)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==16)))
755 cat("\\\\\n")
756 cat(" 17&", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)))
757 cat("\\\\\n")
758 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
759
760
761
762 cat("\\begin{tabular}{llll}")
763 cat("\n & TOP25 Quality Indicator (Average Sum of Rewards) [\\euro{}]\\\\")
764 cat(" 6 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==6)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
765 cat("\\\\\n")
766 cat(" 7 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==7)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
767 cat("\\\\\n")
768 cat(" 8 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==8)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
769 cat("\\\\\n")
770 cat(" 9 & ", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==9)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
771 cat("\\\\\n")
772 cat(" 10 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==10)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
773 cat("\\\\\n")
774 cat(" 11 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==11)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
775 cat("\\\\\n")
776 cat(" 12 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==12)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
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777 cat("\\\\\n")
778 cat(" 13 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==13)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
779 cat("\\\\\n")
780 cat(" 14 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==14)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
781 cat("\\\\\n")
782 cat(" 15 &", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==15)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
783 cat("\\\\\n")
784 cat(" 16&", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==16)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
785 cat("\\\\\n")
786 cat(" 17&", mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) / mean(subset(ideas$sumRewards, ideas$Type==17)) )
787 cat("\\\\\n")
788 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
789
790
791
792
793
794 cat("\\begin{tabular}{llll}")
795 cat("\n & TOP25 Average Best Idea & s.d.\\\\")
796 cat(" 6 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==6)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==6)))
797 cat("\\\\\n")
798 cat(" 7 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==7)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==7)))
799 cat("\\\\\n")
800 cat(" 8 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==8)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==8)))
801 cat("\\\\\n")
802 cat(" 9 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==9)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==9)))
803 cat("\\\\\n")
804 cat(" 10 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==10)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==10)))
805 cat("\\\\\n")
806 cat(" 11 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==11)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==11)))
807 cat("\\\\\n")
808 cat(" 12 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==12)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==12)))
809 cat("\\\\\n")
810 cat(" 13 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==13)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==13)))
811 cat("\\\\\n")
812 cat(" 14 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==14)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==14)))
813 cat("\\\\\n")
814 cat(" 15 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==15)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==15)))
815 cat("\\\\\n")
816 cat(" 16&", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==16)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==16)))
817 cat("\\\\\n")
818 cat(" 17&", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)), " & ", sd(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)))
819 cat("\\\\\n")
820 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
821
822
823
824 cat("\\begin{tabular}{llll}")
825 cat("\n & TOP25 Quality Indicator (Average Best Idea) [\\euro{}] \\\\")
826 cat(" 6 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==6)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
827 cat("\\\\\n")
828 cat(" 7 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==7)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
829 cat("\\\\\n")
830 cat(" 8 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==8)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
831 cat("\\\\\n")
832 cat(" 9 & ", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==9)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
833 cat("\\\\\n")
834 cat(" 10 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==10)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
835 cat("\\\\\n")
836 cat(" 11 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==11)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
837 cat("\\\\\n")
838 cat(" 12 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==12)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
839 cat("\\\\\n")
840 cat(" 13 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==13)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
841 cat("\\\\\n")
842 cat(" 14 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==14)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
843 cat("\\\\\n")
844 cat(" 15 &", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==15)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
845 cat("\\\\\n")
846 cat(" 16&", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==16)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
847 cat("\\\\\n")
848 cat(" 17&", mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) / mean(subset(ideas$BestIdeas, ideas$Type==17)) )
849 cat("\\\\\n")
850 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
B.3.3. PerformancePrivateRandom.R
Listing B.30: PerformancePrivateRandom.R
1 # run with Rscripts
2 #pdf output
3 #svg output
4 #requires package Hmisc
5 #install.packages("Hmisc")
6 library(Hmisc)
7
8 #args<-commandArgs(TRUE)
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9 filenameCSVin<- "outputPerformancePrivateRandom.table.csv"
10 #filenameCSVinNoExt <- sub("^([^.]*).*", "\\1", filenameCSVin)
11 filenameCSVinNoExt <- sub("*.table.csv", "", filenameCSVin)
12
13
14
15 #henceforward arguements are accessible by args[1]...
16 ideas <- read.csv("outputPerformanceCollaborativeRandom.table.csv", header=TRUE)
17 statsPrivate <- read.csv(filenameCSVin, header=TRUE)
18 sumWins<- sum(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins)
19
20 ext<- ".pdf"
21 filenameoutNumberWins <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "NumberWins",ext,sep="")
22 filenameoutPercentageWins <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "PercentageWins",ext,sep="")
23 filenameoutNumberPlayers <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt,"NumberPlayers",ext,sep="")
24 filenameoutNumberWinsPlayers <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "NumberWinsPlayers",ext,sep="")
25 filenameoutAverage <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "Average",ext,sep="")
26 filenameoutQIAverage <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "qiAverage",ext,sep="")
27 filenameoutQINumberWins <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "qiNumberWins",ext,sep="")
28
29
30 pdf(filenameoutNumberWins)
31 barplot(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins, names.arg=statsPrivate$Agent.Type, main="Number of Wins", xlab="Type")
32 dev.off()
33
34 pdf(filenameoutPercentageWins)
35 barplot(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins/sumWins*100, names.arg=statsPrivate$Agent.Type, main="Percentage of Won Games",
xlab="Type")
36 dev.off()
37
38 pdf(filenameoutNumberPlayers)
39 barplot(statsPrivate$Number.of.Games, names.arg=statsPrivate$Agent.Type, main="Number of Players of this Type", xlab="
Type")
40 dev.off()
41
42 pdf(filenameoutNumberWinsPlayers)
43 barplot(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins/statsPrivate$Number.of.Games, names.arg=statsPrivate$Agent.Type, main="Wins of
Type / Number of Players of this Type", xlab="Type")
44 dev.off()
45
46 pdf(filenameoutAverage)
47 #barplot(statsPrivate$Average.Reward, names.arg=statsPrivate$Agent.Type, main="Average Reward", xlab="Type",
48 #ylab="Average Reward of Type X [EUR]")
49 boxplot(ideas$individualReward ~ ideas$Type, main="Boxplot of Rewards", xlab="Type", ylab="Rewards of Type X [EUR]")
50 dev.off()
51
52 val<-statsPrivate$Average.Reward/statsPrivate$Average.Reward[17]
53
54 pdf(filenameoutQIAverage)
55 #barplot(val, names.arg=statsPrivate$Agent.Type, main="Quality Indicator for Average Rewards", xlab="Type")
56 boxplot(ideas$individualReward/statsPrivate$Average.Reward[17] ~ ideas$Type, main="Boxplot of Quality Indicator (
Rewards)", xlab="Type", ylab="Rewards of Type X [EUR]")
57 abline(h=1, col="red")
58 dev.off()
59
60 val<-statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins/statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[17]
61
62 pdf(filenameoutQINumberWins)
63 barplot(val, names.arg=statsPrivate$Agent.Type, main="Quality Indicator for Number of Wins", xlab="Type")
64 abline(h=1, col="red")
65 dev.off()
66
67 ext<- ".svg"
68 filenameoutNumberWins <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "NumberWins",ext,sep="")
69 filenameoutPercentageWins <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "PercentageWins",ext,sep="")
70 filenameoutNumberPlayers <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt,"NumberPlayers",ext,sep="")
71 filenameoutNumberWinsPlayers <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "NumberWinsPlayers",ext,sep="")
72 filenameoutAverage <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "Average",ext,sep="")
73 filenameoutQIAverage <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "qiAverage",ext,sep="")
74 filenameoutQINumberWins <- paste(filenameCSVinNoExt, "qiNumberWins",ext,sep="")
75 svg(filenameoutNumberWins)
76 barplot(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins, names.arg=statsPrivate$Agent.Type, main="Number of Wins", xlab="Type")
77 dev.off()
78
79 svg(filenameoutPercentageWins)
80 barplot(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins/sumWins*100, names.arg=statsPrivate$Agent.Type, main="Percentage of Won Games",
xlab="Type")
81 dev.off()
82
83 svg(filenameoutNumberPlayers)
84 barplot(statsPrivate$Number.of.Games, names.arg=statsPrivate$Agent.Type, main="Number of Players of this Type", xlab="
Type")
85 dev.off()
86
87 svg(filenameoutNumberWinsPlayers)
88 barplot(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins/statsPrivate$Number.of.Games, names.arg=statsPrivate$Agent.Type, main="Wins of
Type / Number of Players of this Type", xlab="Type")
89 dev.off()
90
91 svg(filenameoutAverage)
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92 #barplot(statsPrivate$Average.Reward, names.arg=statsPrivate$Agent.Type, main="Average Reward", xlab="Type", ylab="
Average Reward of Type X [EUR]")
93 boxplot(ideas$individualReward ~ ideas$Type, main="Boxpot of Rewards", xlab="Type", ylab="Rewards of Type X [EUR]")
94 dev.off()
95
96 val<-statsPrivate$Average.Reward/statsPrivate$Average.Reward[17]
97
98 svg(filenameoutQIAverage)
99 #barplot(val, names.arg=statsPrivate$Agent.Type, main="Quality Indicator for Average Rewards", xlab="Type")
100 boxplot(ideas$individualReward/statsPrivate$Average.Reward[17] ~ ideas$Type, main="Boxplot of Quality Indicator (
Rewards)", xlab="Type", ylab="Rewards of Type X [EUR]")
101 abline(h=1, col="red")
102 dev.off()
103
104 val<-statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins/statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[17]
105
106 svg(filenameoutQINumberWins)
107 barplot(val, names.arg=statsPrivate$Agent.Type, main="Quality Indicator for Number of Wins", xlab="Type")
108 abline(h=1, col="red")
109 dev.off()
110
111 val<-statsPrivate$Average.Reward
112 cat("\\begin{tabular}{llll}")
113 cat("\n & Name & Average Reward [\\euro{}] & s.d.\\\\")
114 cat(" 1 &", val[1], " & ")
115 cat("\\\\\n")
116 cat(" 2 & ", val[2], " & ")
117 cat("\\\\\n")
118 cat(" 3 & ", val[3], " & ")
119 cat("\\\\\n")
120 cat(" 4 & ", val[4], " & ")
121 cat("\\\\\n")
122 cat(" 5 & ", val[5], " & ")
123 cat("\\\\\n")
124 cat(" 6 &", val[6], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==6)))
125 cat("\\\\\n")
126 cat(" 7 & ", val[7], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==7)))
127 cat("\\\\\n")
128 cat(" 8 & ", val[8], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==8)))
129 cat("\\\\\n")
130 cat(" 9 & ", val[9], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==9)))
131 cat("\\\\\n")
132 cat(" 10 &", val[10], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==10)))
133 cat("\\\\\n")
134 cat(" 11 &", val[11], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==11)))
135 cat("\\\\\n")
136 cat(" 12 &", val[12], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==12)))
137 cat("\\\\\n")
138 cat(" 13 &", val[13], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==13)))
139 cat("\\\\\n")
140 cat(" 14 &", val[14], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==14)))
141 cat("\\\\\n")
142 cat(" 15 &", val[15], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==15)))
143 cat("\\\\\n")
144 cat(" 16&", val[16], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==16)))
145 cat("\\\\\n")
146 cat(" 17&", val[17], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==17)))
147 cat("\\\\\n")
148 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
149
150
151 val<-statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins/sumWins*100
152 cat("\\begin{tabular}{lllll}")
153 cat("\n & Name & Percentage of Wins & $p_l$ & $p_u$\\\\")
154 cat(" 1 &", val[1], " & & ")
155 cat("\\\\\n")
156 cat(" 2 & ", val[2], " & & ")
157 cat("\\\\\n")
158 cat(" 3 & ", val[3], " & & ")
159 cat("\\\\\n")
160 cat(" 4 & ", val[4], " & & ")
161 cat("\\\\\n")
162 cat(" 5 & ", val[5], " & & ")
163 cat("\\\\\n")
164 cat(" 6 &", val[6], " & ",
165 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[6],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=FALSE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100 ," & ",
166 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[6],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=TRUE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100
167 )
168 cat("\\\\\n")
169 cat(" 7 & ", val[7], " & ",
170 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[7],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=FALSE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100 ," & ",
171 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[7],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=TRUE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100
172 )
173 cat("\\\\\n")
174 cat(" 8 & ", val[8], " & ",
175 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[8],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=FALSE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100 ," & ",
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176 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[8],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=TRUE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100
177 )
178 cat("\\\\\n")
179 cat(" 9 & ", val[9], " & ",
180 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[9],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=FALSE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100 ," & ",
181 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[9],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=TRUE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100
182 )
183 cat("\\\\\n")
184 cat(" 10 &", val[10], " & ",
185 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[10],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=FALSE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100 ," & ",
186 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[10],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=TRUE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100
187 )
188 cat("\\\\\n")
189 cat(" 11 &", val[11], " & ",
190 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[11],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=FALSE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100 ," & ",
191 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[11],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=TRUE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100
192 )
193 cat("\\\\\n")
194 cat(" 12 &", val[12], " & ",
195 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[12],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=FALSE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100 ," & ",
196 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[12],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=TRUE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100
197 )
198 cat("\\\\\n")
199 cat(" 13 &", val[13], " & ",
200 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[13],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=FALSE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root
*100," & ",
201 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[13],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=TRUE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100
202 )
203 cat("\\\\\n")
204 cat(" 14 &", val[14], " & ",
205 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[14],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=FALSE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100 ," & ",
206 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[14],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=TRUE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100
207 )
208 cat("\\\\\n")
209 cat(" 15 &", val[15], " & ",
210 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[15],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=FALSE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100 ," & ",
211 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[15],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=TRUE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100
212 )
213 cat("\\\\\n")
214 cat(" 16&", val[16], " & ",
215 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[16],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=FALSE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100 ," & ",
216 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[16],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=TRUE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100
217 )
218 cat("\\\\\n")
219 cat(" 17&", val[17], " & ",
220 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[17],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=FALSE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100 ," & ",
221 uniroot(function(s) pbinom(statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[17],size=2000,prob=s,lower.tail=TRUE) - 0.05, c(0,1))$root *
100
222 )
223 cat("\\\\\n")
224 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
225
226 val<-statsPrivate$Number.of.Games
227 cat("\\begin{tabular}{lll}")
228 cat("\n & Name & Number of Players\\\\")
229 cat(" 1 & CPINVENTOR &", val[1])
230 cat("\\\\\n")
231 cat(" 2 & CPCOMMENTATOR & ", val[2])
232 cat("\\\\\n")
233 cat(" 3 & CPCIRCULATOR & ", val[3])
234 cat("\\\\\n")
235 cat(" 4 & CPRANDOM & ", val[4])
236 cat("\\\\\n")
237 cat(" 5 & CPNONPARTICIPANT& ", val[5])
238 cat("\\\\\n")
239 cat(" 6 & INVENTOR &", val[6])
240 cat("\\\\\n")
241 cat(" 7 & COMMENTATOR & ", val[7])
242 cat("\\\\\n")
243 cat(" 8 & CIRCULATOR & ", val[8])
244 cat("\\\\\n")
245 cat(" 9 & LEISURELOVER & ", val[9])
246 cat("\\\\\n")
247 cat(" 10 & PrivateOneSuffFavImp &", val[10])
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248 cat("\\\\\n")
249 cat(" 11 & PrivateOneSuffFavNew &", val[11])
250 cat("\\\\\n")
251 cat(" 12 & PrivateTwoSuffFavImp &", val[12])
252 cat("\\\\\n")
253 cat(" 13 & PrivateTwoSuffFavNew &", val[13])
254 cat("\\\\\n")
255 cat(" 14 &CollaborativeBorderOne &", val[14])
256 cat("\\\\\n")
257 cat(" 15& CollaborativeBorderTwo &", val[15])
258 cat("\\\\\n")
259 cat(" 16& CollaborativeBorderThree&", val[16])
260 cat("\\\\\n")
261 cat(" 17& ErraticPlayer&", val[17])
262 cat("\\\\\n")
263 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
264
265
266 val<-statsPrivate$Average.Reward/statsPrivate$Average.Reward[17]
267
268 cat("\\begin{tabular}{llll}")
269 cat("\n & Name & QI Average Reward [\\euro{}] & s.d.\\\\")
270 cat(" 1 &", val[1], " & ")
271 cat("\\\\\n")
272 cat(" 2 & ", val[2], " & ")
273 cat("\\\\\n")
274 cat(" 3 & ", val[3], " & ")
275 cat("\\\\\n")
276 cat(" 4 & ", val[4], " & ")
277 cat("\\\\\n")
278 cat(" 5 & ", val[5], " & ")
279 cat("\\\\\n")
280 cat(" 6 &", val[6], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==6))/statsPrivate$Average.Reward[17])
281 cat("\\\\\n")
282 cat(" 7 & ", val[7], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==7))/statsPrivate$Average.Reward[17])
283 cat("\\\\\n")
284 cat(" 8 & ", val[8], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==8))/statsPrivate$Average.Reward[17])
285 cat("\\\\\n")
286 cat(" 9 & ", val[9], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==9))/statsPrivate$Average.Reward[17])
287 cat("\\\\\n")
288 cat(" 10 &", val[10], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==10))/statsPrivate$Average.Reward
[17])
289 cat("\\\\\n")
290 cat(" 11 &", val[11], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==11))/statsPrivate$Average.Reward
[17])
291 cat("\\\\\n")
292 cat(" 12 &", val[12], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==12))/statsPrivate$Average.Reward
[17])
293 cat("\\\\\n")
294 cat(" 13 &", val[13], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==13))/statsPrivate$Average.Reward
[17])
295 cat("\\\\\n")
296 cat(" 14 &", val[14], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==14))/statsPrivate$Average.Reward
[17])
297 cat("\\\\\n")
298 cat(" 15 &", val[15], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==15))/statsPrivate$Average.Reward
[17])
299 cat("\\\\\n")
300 cat(" 16&", val[16], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==16))/statsPrivate$Average.Reward[17])
301 cat("\\\\\n")
302 cat(" 17&", val[17], " & ", sd(subset(ideas$individualReward, ideas$Type==17))/statsPrivate$Average.Reward[17])
303 cat("\\\\\n")
304 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
305
306 val<-statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins/statsPrivate$Number.of.Wins[17]
307
308
309 cat("\\begin{tabular}{lll}")
310 cat("\n & Name & Quality Indicator for Number of Wins\\\\")
311 cat(" 1 & CPINVENTOR &", val[1])
312 cat("\\\\\n")
313 cat(" 2 & CPCOMMENTATOR & ", val[2])
314 cat("\\\\\n")
315 cat(" 3 & CPCIRCULATOR & ", val[3])
316 cat("\\\\\n")
317 cat(" 4 & CPRANDOM & ", val[4])
318 cat("\\\\\n")
319 cat(" 5 & CPNONPARTICIPANT& ", val[5])
320 cat("\\\\\n")
321 cat(" 6 & INVENTOR &", val[6])
322 cat("\\\\\n")
323 cat(" 7 & COMMENTATOR & ", val[7])
324 cat("\\\\\n")
325 cat(" 8 & CIRCULATOR & ", val[8])
326 cat("\\\\\n")
327 cat(" 9 & LEISURELOVER & ", val[9])
328 cat("\\\\\n")
329 cat(" 10 & PrivateOneSuffFavImp &", val[10])
330 cat("\\\\\n")
331 cat(" 11 & PrivateOneSuffFavNew &", val[11])
332 cat("\\\\\n")
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333 cat(" 12 & PrivateTwoSuffFavImp &", val[12])
334 cat("\\\\\n")
335 cat(" 13 & PrivateTwoSuffFavNew &", val[13])
336 cat("\\\\\n")
337 cat(" 14 &CollaborativeBorderOne &", val[14])
338 cat("\\\\\n")
339 cat(" 15& CollaborativeBorderTwo &", val[15])
340 cat("\\\\\n")
341 cat(" 16& CollaborativeBorderThree&", val[16])
342 cat("\\\\\n")
343 cat(" 17& ErraticPlayer&", val[17])
344 cat("\\\\\n")
345 cat("\n\\end{tabular}")
B.4. R Code Used for Chapter 2
B.4.1. Calculations and Plots in R
Listing B.31: R code: pdf & and cdf of truncated normal distribution
1 library("msm", "/home/ruediger/R/x86_64-pc-linux-gnu-library/2.10/")
2
3 inventorOne <- function(q) dtnorm(q,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)
4 inventorOneC <- function(q) ptnorm(q,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)
5
6 pdf("~/workspace/DA_ideation_texlipse/figures/diagrams/dtnorm.pdf")
7 plot(inventorOne,xlim=c(0,10),ylab=expression(pdf[new_idea](q)))
8 dev.off()
9
10 pdf("~/workspace/DA_ideation_texlipse/figures/diagrams/ptnorm.pdf")
11 plot(inventorOneC,xlim=c(0,10),ylab=expression(cdf[new_idea](q)))
12 dev.off()
Listing B.32: R code: Difference of truncated and non-truncated normal distributions
1 library("msm", "/home/ruediger/R/x86_64-pc-linux-gnu-library/2.10/")
2 pdf("/home/ruediger/workspace/DA_ideation_texlipse/figures/diagrams/errorTruncNonTrunc.pdf")
3 plot(function(x) {dnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1) - dtnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)}, 0,10, xlab="q",ylab=expression(pdf[N
]-pdf[TN]))
Listing B.33: R code:P (q > qe) (New Idea)
1 library("msm", "/home/ruediger/R/x86_64-pc-linux-gnu-library/2.10/")
2 pdf("/home/ruediger/workspace/DA_ideation_texlipse/figures/diagrams/qBiggerqe.pdf")
3 prob <- function(qe) 1 - ptnorm(qe,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)
4 plot(prob,0,10, xlab=expression(q[e]), ylab=expression(P(q>q[e])) )
5
6 dev.off()
Listing B.34: R code for Expected Value of q0 (Improvement) in dependence of q
1 E <- function(q) (2+4/5*q) * ( 1 - q /10)^(3/4) + q * (1-( 1 - q /10)^(3/4))
2 L <- function(q) q
3 optimise(E,lower=0,upper=10,maximum=TRUE)
4 plot(E,1,10,ylim=c(0,12),xlim=c(0,10),ylab="E", xlab="q'", col="red")
5 par(new=TRUE)
6 plot(L,1,10,ylim=c(0,12),xlim=c(0,10),ylab="E", xlab="q'", col="grey40")
7 abline(h=c(5), col="blue")
8 Estrich<-function(x) E(x) - 5
9 uniroot(Estrich,lower=0,upper=10)
10 legend("topleft", # places a legend at the appropriate place
11 c("E(q')", "E(q)","f(x)=x"), # puts text in the legend
12 lty=c(1,1), # gives the legend appropriate symbols (lines)
13 lwd=c(2.5,2.5),col=c("red", "blue","grey40")) # gives the legend lines the correct color and width
14 pdf("/home/ruediger/workspace/DA_ideation_texlipse/figures/diagrams/eqImprovePlot.pdf")
15 plot(E,1,10,ylim=c(0,12),xlim=c(0,10),ylab="E", xlab="q'", col="red")
16 par(new=TRUE)
17 plot(L,1,10,ylim=c(0,12),xlim=c(0,10),ylab="E", xlab="q'", col="grey40")
18 abline(h=c(5), col="blue")
19 Estrich<-function(x) E(x) - 5
20 uniroot(Estrich,lower=0,upper=10)
21 legend("topleft", # places a legend at the appropriate place
22 c("E(q')", "E(q)","f(x)=x"), # puts text in the legend
23 lty=c(1,1), # gives the legend appropriate symbols (lines)
24 lwd=c(2.5,2.5),col=c("red", "blue","grey40")) # gives the legend lines the correct color and width
25 dev.off()
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Listing B.35: R Code: Choice = 2 Improvements. Bounds for q1, q2
1 lowerBound <- function(x) x
2 upperBound <- function(x) 2 + 4/5 * x
3 pdf("/home/ruediger/workspace/DA_ideation_texlipse/figures/diagrams/choice0200_q12lims.pdf")
4 plot(lowerBound ,1,10,xlab=expression(q[1]),ylab=expression(q[2]),ylim=c(0,10),xlim=c(0,10))
5 par(new=TRUE)
6 plot(upperBound ,1,10,xlab=expression(q[1]),ylab=expression(q[2]),ylim=c(0,10),xlim=c(0,10))
7 dev.off()
Listing B.36: R Code: Choice = 2 Improvements – max(P), min(P)
1 pmax<- function(x) 2 * (1 -x/10)^0.75 - (1-x/10)^0.75^2
2 pmin <- function(x) (1 - (x-2) / 8)^0.75 + (1 - x/10)^0.75 - (1 - (x-2) /8)^0.75 * (1 - x/10)^0.75
3 pdf("/home/ruediger/workspace/DA_ideation_texlipse/figures/diagrams/choice0200_pminpmax.pdf")
4 plot(pmin,1,10,xlab=expression(q[2]),ylab=expression(P(q[2])),ylim=c(0,1.1),xlim=c(0,10))
5 par(new=TRUE)
6 plot(pmax,1,10,xlab=expression(q[2]),ylab=expression(P(q[2])),ylim=c(0,1.1),xlim=c(0,10))
7 dev.off()
Listing B.37: R Code: Choice 2 Improvements vs new idea – max(P), min(P)
1
2 library("msm", "/home/ruediger/R/x86_64-pc-linux-gnu-library/2.10/")
3 pmin<- function(x) 2 * (1 -x/10)^0.75 - (1-x/10)^0.75^2
4 pmax <- function(x) (1 - (x-2) / 8)^0.75 + (1 - x/10)^0.75 - (1 - (x-2) /8)^0.75 * (1 - x/10)^0.75
5 new <- function(x) 1 - ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)
6 maxi<-function(x) pmax(x)-new(x)
7 mini<-function(x) pmin(x)-new(x)
8 pdf("/home/ruediger/workspace/DA_ideation_texlipse/figures/diagrams/choice0200vs1000MAX.pdf")
9 plot(maxi,0,10,xlab=expression(q[2]),ylab=expression(P(q[2])))
10 abline(h=c(0), col="grey40")
11 dev.off()
12 pdf("/home/ruediger/workspace/DA_ideation_texlipse/figures/diagrams/choice0200vs1000MIN.pdf")
13 plot(mini,0,10,xlab=expression(q[2]),ylab=expression(P(q[2])))
14 abline(h=c(0), col="grey40")
15 dev.off()
16 pdf("/home/ruediger/workspace/DA_ideation_texlipse/figures/diagrams/choice0200vs1000.pdf")
17 plot(mini,0,10,xlab=expression(q[2]),ylab=expression(P(q[2])),ylim=c(-0.3,0.7),xlim=c(0,10))
18 abline(h=c(0), col="grey40")
19 par(new=TRUE)
20 plot(maxi,0,10,xlab=expression(q[2]),ylab=expression(P(q[2])),ylim=c(-0.3,0.7),xlim=c(0,10))
21 abline(h=c(0), col="grey40")
22 dev.off()
23 uniroot(maxi,interval=c(0,0.1))
24 uniroot(maxi,interval=c(1.5,2.5))
25 uniroot(maxi,interval=c(4,10))
26 uniroot(maxi,interval=c(2.5,4))
Listing B.38: R Code: Confidence intervals for one round of Inventor
1 library("msm", "/home/ruediger/R/x86_64-pc-linux-gnu-library/2.10/")
2 con1 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10) - 0.1
3 con2 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10) - 0.2
4 con3 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10) - 0.3
5 con4 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10) - 0.4
6 con5 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10) - 0.5
7 con6 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10) - 0.6
8 con7 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10) - 0.7
9 con8 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10) - 0.8
10 con9 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10) - 0.9
11
12 uniroot(con1,lower=0,upper=10)
13 uniroot(con2,lower=0,upper=10)
14 uniroot(con3,lower=0,upper=10)
15 uniroot(con4,lower=0,upper=10)
16 uniroot(con5,lower=0,upper=10)
17 uniroot(con6,lower=0,upper=10)
18 uniroot(con7,lower=0,upper=10)
19 uniroot(con8,lower=0,upper=10)
20 uniroot(con9,lower=0,upper=10)
Listing B.39: R Code: Confidence intervals for four round of Inventor
1 library("msm", "/home/ruediger/R/x86_64-pc-linux-gnu-library/2.10/")
2 con1 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)^4 - 0.1
3 con2 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)^4 - 0.2
4 con3 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)^4 - 0.3
5 con4 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)^4 - 0.4
6 con5 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)^4 - 0.5
7 con6 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)^4 - 0.6
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8 con7 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)^4 - 0.7
9 con8 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)^4 - 0.8
10 con9 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)^4 - 0.9
11
12 uniroot(con1,lower=0,upper=10)
13 uniroot(con2,lower=0,upper=10)
14 uniroot(con3,lower=0,upper=10)
15 uniroot(con4,lower=0,upper=10)
16 uniroot(con5,lower=0,upper=10)
17 uniroot(con6,lower=0,upper=10)
18 uniroot(con7,lower=0,upper=10)
19 uniroot(con8,lower=0,upper=10)
20 uniroot(con9,lower=0,upper=10)
Listing B.40: R Code: Confidence intervals for five rounds of Inventor
1 library("msm", "/home/ruediger/R/x86_64-pc-linux-gnu-library/2.10/")
2 con1 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)^5 - 0.1
3 con2 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)^5 - 0.2
4 con3 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)^5 - 0.3
5 con4 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)^5 - 0.4
6 con5 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)^5 - 0.5
7 con6 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)^5 - 0.6
8 con7 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)^5 - 0.7
9 con8 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)^5 - 0.8
10 con9 <- function(x) ptnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)^5 - 0.9
11
12 uniroot(con1,lower=0,upper=10)
13 uniroot(con2,lower=0,upper=10)
14 uniroot(con3,lower=0,upper=10)
15 uniroot(con4,lower=0,upper=10)
16 uniroot(con5,lower=0,upper=10)
17 uniroot(con6,lower=0,upper=10)
18 uniroot(con7,lower=0,upper=10)
19 uniroot(con8,lower=0,upper=10)
20 uniroot(con9,lower=0,upper=10)
Listing B.41: R Code: Plot and calculation of Commentator having success – (not, once,
twice)
1
2 library("msm", "/home/ruediger/R/x86_64-pc-linux-gnu-library/2.10/")
3
4 pNoIdeas <-function(x) (1 - (1-x/10)^0.75)^2 * dtnorm(x,mean=5, sd=1, lower=0,upper=10)
5 integrate(pNoIdeas,lower=0,upper=10)
6
7 pSuccessOnce <-function(x) 2 * (1- x/10)^0.75 * (1 - (1-x/10)^0.75) * dtnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)
8 integrate(pSuccessOnce,lower=0,upper=10)
9
10 pSuccessTwice <-function(x) ((1- x/10)^0.75)^2 * dtnorm(x,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)
11 integrate(pSuccessTwice,lower=0,upper=10)
Listing B.42: R code: Plot for 2 improvements with random ideas. Probability to have
success and q’>q for at least one of these.
1
2 library("msm","/home/ruediger/R/x86_64-pc-linux-gnu-library/2.10/")
3
4
5 Abody <-function(qi) dtnorm(qi,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)*(1-qi/10)^0.75
6 A<- function(x) integrate(Abody,lower=5/4* (x -2),upper=10)$value
7 B<- function(x) ptnorm(5/4* (x -2),mean=5, sd=1, lower=0,upper=10)
8 presultofQ <- function(X) 2 * ptnorm(X,mean=5, sd=1, lower=0,upper=10) * integrate(Abody,lower=X,upper=10) - (
integrate(Abody,lower=X,upper=10) * ptnorm(X,mean=5, sd=1, lower=0,upper=10))^2
9
10
11 AB<- array(c(0,1))
12
13 Abody <-function(qi) dtnorm(qi,mean=5,sd=1,lower=0,upper=10)*(1-qi/10)^0.75
14 for (q in 0:10000) {
15 AB[q] <- integrate(Abody,lower=5/4*(q/1000-2),upper=10)$value *ptnorm(5/4*(q/1000-2),mean=5, sd=1, lower=0,upper=10)
16
17 }
18
19 pdf("/home/ruediger/workspace/DA_ideation_texlipse/figures/diagrams/commentatorLeastOneImproBetterQ.pdf")
20 plot(0, ylim=c(0,0.15), xlim=c(0,10),
21 pch=".",cex=0,xlab="q",ylab=expression(P("min 1 improvement q' > q")) )
22
94 B. Code Listings
23 for (i in seq(from=1, to=10000,by=1)) {
24 points(x=i/1000,y=AB[i],pch=".",cex=0.01)
25 }
26 dev.off()
Listing B.43: R Code: Invite once (5 players): Probabilities
1 require(graphics)
2 # Compute P(1 < X < 15) for X Binomial(100,0.05)
3 pa<-0.05
4 pb<-0.11
5 pc<-0.03
6 pe<-0.81
7 case<-5
8
9
10 for(from in 0:5) {
11 # X = & A & B & C & E \\
12 cat("$P(X \\geq",from, ")$ & ",
13 sum(dbinom(from:case, case, pa)), " & ",
14 sum(dbinom(from:case, case, pb)), " & ",
15 sum(dbinom(from:case, case, pc)), " & ",
16 sum(dbinom(from:case, case, pe)), "\\\\", "\n")
17 }
Listing B.44: R Code: Invite twice (10 players): Probabilities
1 require(graphics)
2 # Compute P(1 < X < 15) for X Binomial(100,0.05)
3 pa<-0.05
4 pb<-0.11
5 pc<-0.03
6 pe<-0.81
7 case<-10
8
9
10 for(from in 0:10) {
11 # X = & A & B & C & E \\
12 cat("$P(X \\geq",from, ")$ & ",
13 sum(dbinom(from:case, case, pa)), " & ",
14 sum(dbinom(from:case, case, pb)), " & ",
15 sum(dbinom(from:case, case, pc)), " & ",
16 sum(dbinom(from:case, case, pe)), "\\\\", "\n")
17 }
Listing B.45: R Code: Invite trice (15 players): Probabilities
1 require(graphics)
2 # Compute P(1 < X < 15) for X Binomial(100,0.05)
3 pa<-0.05
4 pb<-0.11
5 pc<-0.03
6 pe<-0.81
7 case<-15
8
9
10 for(from in 0:15) {
11 # X = & A & B & C & E \\
12 cat("$P(X \\geq",from, ")$ & ",
13 sum(dbinom(from:case, case, pa)), " & ",
14 sum(dbinom(from:case, case, pb)), " & ",
15 sum(dbinom(from:case, case, pc)), " & ",
16 sum(dbinom(from:case, case, pe)), "\\\\", "\n")
17 }
Listing B.46: R Code: Level of Acceptance – Percentage of Wins
1 2000*5/17
2 [1] 588.2353
3 loesung <- function(s) pbinom(s,size=2000, prob=1/17) - 0.9
4 uniroot(loesung, interval=c(0,2000))
5 131/2000
6 [1] 0.0655
